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Executive Summary 
The cost-effective small spacecraft has become an enabling tool in the pursuit of near 
earth space commerce. Although small spacecraft have typically forgone the complexity and 
historically high cost of spacecraft propulsion, the inability to cost-effectively reach specific data 
gathering orbits from secondary launches presents a serious limitation to the small spacecraft 
industry. A cost-effective propulsion system capable of moving the secondary spacecraft from 
the launch orbit to the required mission orbit will effectively increase the number of viable 
secondary launch opportunities and in some cases provide a higher scientific or commercial 
return. Propulsion will also allow the dispersing of multiple spacecraft from a single launch 
vehicle and the inherent ability to de-orbit after a useful mission life. 
While other propulsion alternatives were considered in this research program, the hybrid 
rocket was identified as having high potential for suiting the established high-performance, low- 
cost and safety criteria. However, as this research has shown, the conventional hybrid rocket is 
not well suited to incorporation within small spacecraft; this is primarily due to the required 
length verses diameter (UD) to achieve high performance in the conventional hybrid. This 
research program has produced and tested a novel hybrid rocket engine. The all-new engine is 
significantly different from the conventional hybrid, exhibiting higher performance and with a 
geometry that drastically reduces hybrid rocket integration and operation issues. In addition, the 
new hybrid design has been successfully tested at higher volumetric loading factors than the 
conventional designs identified in the literature. 
The new alternative geometry hybrid rocket employs tangential oxidiser injectors that 
induce a vortex flow field to the centrally mounted rocket nozzle. The induced flow field has 
been shown to provide better fuel and oxidiser mixing. In addition, the tangential oxidiser 
injection provides an inherent film cooling effect for the combustion chamber wall, allowing the 
chamber to be fabricated of low cost materials. The new hybrid rocket engine was dubbed the 
Vortex Flow "Pancake" hybrid or "VFP". 
This research program represents the most technologically ambitious propulsion research 
program conducted by the Surrey Space Centre to date as the tools to analyse and design this 
engine had to be experimentally derived. Although the fundamental process of burning solid fuel 
remains unchanged, the combustion chamber gas-dynamics - so vital for predicting fuel liberation 
and performance within the conventional hybrid - are radically changed in the new configuration. 
Whereas the conventional hybrid has demonstrated a strong correlation with increasing 
combustion port diameter and fuel liberation, this research has shown that fuel liberation within 
the VFP does not obey any such relationships. 
Operationally, this research has shown that the VFP exhibits a higher fuel volumetric 
loading factor, higher combustion efficiency and less of an O/F (and consequent performance) 
shift than conventional designs. This research has proven the VFP to be superior to the 
conventional hybrid design in every aspect tested. However, this is only part of the benefit 
realised by the new VFP design as the external geometry of the VFP is the primary benefit 
enabling the technology to be applied to small spacecraft. Conventional hybrids need L/D ratios 
in excess of 15 to provide adequate performance, the novel VFP design has been regularly tested 
at UD's less than 1 with combustion efficiency very near 100%. This unique hybrid 
characteristic allows the VFP to be integrated on the outside of a spacecraft, in or as part of the 
spacecraft separation system. An externally mounted engine conserves centrally located 
spacecraft volume (reducing the need for multiple oxidiser tank scenarios). In addition, the 
external mount also allows waste heat to be radiated to space rather than other (internal) 
spacecraft components. 
Novel achievements of this research program include: 
Practical 
-Design and successful test of an all-new hybrid rocket engine for small spacecraft applications 
--Demonstrated high combustion efficiency with multiple propellants 
--Incorporated an inherent film cooling scheme for the combustion chamber wall 
--Identified 5 individual parameters affecting fuel mass flow rate 
---Tools for tailoring fuel mass flow rate for a specific application 
--Provides all the benefits of the hybrid rocket - at a low length to diameter ratio 
--Enables hybrid rocket technology to be practically harnessed for small spacecraft applications 
Academic 
-Empirically based proof of concept research and development program 
-Successful completion of parametric study to establish factors effecting fuel liberation 
--Encompassed in excess of 230 gaseous oxygen and Plexiglas rocket firings 
--Over 30 firings with flight representative propellants 
-- Established 3 fuel liberation rate equations 
-Published and presented eight papers on small spacecraft and propulsion 
--Conducted 18 presentations on small spacecraft and propulsion 
--Submitted paper to Space Technology for publication 
--VFP concept was published in the AIAA book series Micropropulsion for Small Spacecraft 
--VFP research was awarded best presentation in BNSC sponsored competition 
--Awarded best student paper at 2000 IAF 
-VFP research program was awarded two government research contracts in excess of £25,000. 
This research program has made a significant contribution to the state of the art in both 
the areas of hybrid rocketry and small spacecraft propulsion. 
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1.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overall description of the research. Starting first with the 
motivation for the research, the chapter moves on to the structure of the thesis and finally 
providing a description of its novelty and contribution to the state of the art of satellite 
engineering and the propulsion of small spacecraft. The chapter finishes with a list of 
publications generated during the research. 
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1.2 Modvadon 
This section shares some personal insight and experiences that led to the subject matter of 
this thesis. It is broken into two sections, background and the small satellite propulsion dilemma. 
1.2.1 Background 
The US Air Force Space Test Program (STP) is a program chartered by the US Secretary 
of Defense to provide space flight opportunities for Department of Defense (DoD) organizations 
that were not specifically funded for space flight. By charter, the STP provides spacecraft, launch 
and up to a year of operations for the DoD customer [PMD 95]. Since it's inaugural flight in 
1967, the STP has attracted a myriad of customers from across the DoD, all looking for space 
flight opportunities to fly experiments or to demonstrate new technologies. Unfortunately, the 
STP is typically limited by a $50M (1999 equivalent) per year budget. Consequently, the large 
number of experiments (25 to 40 per year) seeking space flight cannot all be accommodated; often 
characterised as a DoD space flight "clearing house", the STP was charged with flying a variety 
of payloads from simple experiments to complete (and very complex) spacecraft. In order to 
determine the experiments that get STP funding in a given year, the DoD ranks the experiments 
(yearly) at the DoD Space Experiments Review Board (SERB) and the majority of the STD's 
budget is then focused on the highest-ranking experiments. STP's mission is to fly as many of the 
experiments off the SERB list each year consistent with rank, opportunity and available funding. 
The STP offers a unique employment experience within the US government space 
community as the STP's mission isn't particularly interested in the payload data or science of the 
mission (other than assuring mission success); the STP is focused on flying as many SERB 
experiments as possible. Conversely, most other government spacecraft mission managers are 
very much involved with the mission or science of the spacecraft and the emphasis on low cost 
may not be as strong. From a mission planner's perspective, the STP goal of flying as many 
experiments as possible provided a lowest common denominator - cash. Other than Space 
Shuttle flight opportunities, the STP mission planner had few truly low-cost government 
provided alternatives for space flight, encouraging an innovative atmosphere for accomplishing 
the STP mission. Looking at the available options to the STP mission planner (table 1.1), one 
could see where the cost effective opportunities lay. 
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Infrastructure Example Cost Class Notes 
Shuttle Bay Launch STS $500K (-)Low altitude, high drag, short 
duration, high safety requirements 
(+)Extremely cost effective*, regular 
flight intervals (*subsidized for 
government use) 
Dedicated Launch Pegasus $15M+ (-) Expensive 
(+) Optimal orbit insertion, launch 
date flexibility 
Secondary Launch Delta II <$5M (-) Injection orbit may be non- 
optimal, Launch date inflexible, 
Potential for arbitrary size and mass 
restrictions 
(+) Cost effective, may be the only 
way to get a spacecraft into orbit 
Large Multi- ARGOS <$120M (-) Complex designs, costly 
experiment Spacecraft integration and test, shared spacecraft 
resources, requires dedicated launch, 
"many eggs in one basket" 
(+) Large number of payloads flown 
for launch opportunity, provides only 
means of flight for large experiments 
Dedicated Small STEP III <$35M (-) Relatively expensive, 
Spacecraft (+) Specifically designed to meet 
mission requirements 
COTS Micro Satellite PICOSat <$5M (-) Limited spacecraft resources, 
payloads must be optimised for the 
COTS envelope 
(+) Cost effective, fast response, 
allows more missions to be flown 
Piggyback STRV CID <$1.5M (-) Loss of mission autonomy, shared 
Experiments spacecraft resources, limited mission 
(On a host spacecraft) insight (higher risk) 
(+) Cost effective 
(-) - denotes negative attribute, (+) - denotes positive attribute 
Table 1.1. ROM STP Space Infrastructure Costs (Circa 1999) 
Due to the varied size and requirements of the STP experimental payloads, there was no 
single, simple, solution to fly all the payloads but there was quite a bit of space flight capability 
contained in the low cost options. By maximising the use of Space Shuttle, Piggyback 
experiments, COTS Micro-satellites and secondary launch opportunities, STP could realize 
significant improvement of a primary performance metric "Cost per Experiment" [Hendel 96]. 
However, there were some problems with this plan: 
a. The Space Shuttle is not ordinarily recognised as a cost effective means to 
launch payloads into space. However, in an effort to increase the science return on 
the sunk cost of the Space Shuttle program, eligible US government users are 
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encouraged to use up margin within the Space Shuttle manifest. STP regularly uses 
this margin for Space Shuttle cabin and bay experiments, however, due to the 
relatively low orbital altitude (high drag) of the shuttle, ' STP rarely utilises the 
platform to launch free flying spacecraft. 
b. Secondary launches offer cost effective access to space. Unfortunately, 
the US does not currently posses a multiple launch fixture for micro-satellite 
platforms (similar to the Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payloads or ASAP) figure 
1.1 [Haskett 00], and all US government launches are required by law to use US 
launchers [NSTP 94]; hence, every US government secondary launch becomes a 
costly, one-off engineering effort. In addition, secondary launch nominally entails 
operational orbit and schedule compromise as the secondary spacecraft is normally 
"dropped off' in the primary spacecraft's operational orbit and because the primary 
spacecraft "drives" the launch schedule [Thoby 001. 
Figure 1.1 Ariane "ASAP" Beneath SPOT III 
(Note the four small spacecraft mounted at the base) 
c. Piggyback experiment opportunities are few and far between. Matching 
experiment requirements with the residual capability of another organization's 
existing spacecraft - while synchronizing build and I&T schedules is difficult at 
best. And if it is truly a low cost effort, what incentive does the other organisation 
' Typical mission life of three months for a non-propulsive spacecraft deployed from the space 
shuttle (-400km deployment). 
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have to accommodate your experiment in the first place? Piggyback experiments 
are a good idea when the opportunity arises but not a reliable means of consistently 
flying experiments. 
d. COTS Micro-satellites do not posses the on board resources (volume, power, 
etc. ) for all experimental payloads. In order to effectively apply the COTS Micro- 
satellite, the experimental payloads and requirements should be tailored to the 
COTS spacecraft. The traditionally expensive propulsion subsystem has seen 
limited application on the cost and resource constrained micro-satellite; ironically, 
the secondary spacecraft is typically dropped in non-optimal orbits (optimised for 
the primary spacecraft) and could benefit immensely from the capability to 
manoeuvre to optimal orbits. 
After identification, it was recognized that many of the problems with the low cost 
solutions could be rectified with good long term planning. For instance: 
a. Shuttle launches could be more effectively used if a cost effective upper- 
stage or spacecraft propulsion system were employed to boost the spacecraft from a 
Shuttle orbit on up to a more stable and longer duration 600km orbit. The system 
would have to be inherently safe in order to fly within the man-rated Shuttle and 
low cost, in order to maintain the initial theme of low cost access to space for these 
spacecraft. 
b. Cheap secondary launch opportunities could be obtained on US 
government missions if a robust secondary launch fixture, similar to ASAP, were 
built and regularly flown. In order to increase the viability of this concept, it would 
make sense to identify a launcher with a flight manifest that contained ample launch 
margin and flights to "useful" orbits. A standardized secondary launch fixture 
would also bring additional cost savings by providing a standardized interface for 
secondary spacecraft, fostering an "economy of scale" atmosphere. 
c. The cost-effective secondary launch capability serves to drastically 
increase the viability and utility of the COTS Micro-satellite. As the COTS Micro- 
satellite capabilities and economies are realised, the payloads and science will be 
adapted to the COTS platform (so the experiments have the highest probability of 
space flight). A propulsive capability for secondary spacecraft or a secondary 
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spacecraft upper-stage would serve to manoeuvre the spacecraft from the "drop off " 
orbit to an optimal orbit for a particular suite of instruments. 
In 1996, the STP started implementing the long term planning to realize a higher return for 
the taxpayer dollar. The longest lead item was recognized to be the secondary launch capability 
for the US government. The Evolved, Expendable, Launch Vehicle (EELV) was determined to 
have a future manifest with plenty of mass margin2 and flight opportunities to many low Earth 
orbit (LEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO) and geosynronous transfer orbits (GTO) as well. A 
secondary adaptor was lobbied throughout the Air Force. The fixture, named ESPA for "EELV 
Secondary Payload Adapter" was finally sold to the Air Force leadership and is now scheduled to 
fly in 2005 (figure 1.2). 
Figure 1.2 EELV "ESPA" Secondary Attach Fitting 
The second long term planning initiative was to embrace the COTS procurement mindset. 
COTS became a buzzword within the Air Force acquisition circles during the early 1990's. 
COTS offered shortened developmental timescales at reduced prices by applying previously 
developed products to new applications with minimal modifications. In the early 1990's STP 
2 Of the 26 EELV boosters currently on order, 15 are projected to have in excess of 900kg of margin [Haskett 00]. 
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experimented with purchasing a COTS spacecraft (the TRW "STEP" bus), the experiment 
generally failed as a result of: 
Too Generic Design - The "COTS" spacecraft bus was designed for all 
perspective STP payloads requirements (Spinning spacecraft, three axis 
spacecraft, high, medium and low orbits, etc. ). Every mission had capability 
built in that was not used. 
Requirements Creep - Mission managers continually tried to fly additional 
payloads and increase the science return by levying extreme requirements. 
The mindset was predisposed to alter the spacecraft and mission rather than to 
vigorously challenge the payload requirements. 
In retrospect, the early STP COTS approach had failed because it was not a COTS 
approach at all - it was a spacecraft designed to do everything for every conceivable mission 
with very little commonality from one mission to the next; it was not designed and tested for a 
specific mission and thoughtfully/economically applied to new missions. The next STP foray 
into the COTS arena was in 1995 when STP learned of a low cost British micro-satellite with 
significant flight heritage. 
The PICOSat mission was conceived of a desire to lower cost by using a British built 
COTS spacecraft with significant flight heritage and Commercial Best Practises (CBP) [Tobin 
971. It was recognised that CBP was critical to achieving low cost as government directed 
"change orders" would otherwise drive mission price. The success criteria for the COTS Micro- 
sat mission were low cost, fast response and a successful mission. Since the government (STP) 
was charged with finding a launch opportunity, the "fast response" was judged as time from 
spacecraft order to spacecraft completion. 
PICOSat (figure 1.3) was built for the specified (low) cost and on schedule (18 months). 
However, due to the required (payload driven) orbital requirements, a secondary flight 
opportunity had eluded the STP3. In January 1999, PICOSat was put in storage until a secondary 
launch could be identified°. 
3 STP had identified three launch opportunities for PICOSat (Conestoga Flight II, SBIRs LADS and 
DNEPR Flight I). The Conestoga and SBIRS mission were cancelled while the DNEPR opportunity was 
denied by the presiding presidential administration [NSTP 941. 
4A launch for the PICOSat spacecraft was eventually identified in Dec 2000 on the Athena launch vehicle 
(launch scheduled for August 2001). STP paid $9M to launch PICOSat with two smaller, non-STP built 
spacecraft.. A $1.5M propulsion capability and Shuttle launch would have saved STP $7M on this launch. 
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Figure 1.3. The PICOSat Spacecraft 
1.2.2 The Dilemma 
The PICOSat launch manifest experience shook the foundation of STP's low cost mission 
planning model. The secondary spacecraft platform has the potential to fulfil many scientific, 
military and commercial needs; however a method to reliably place them in optimal orbits (in a 
manner that is consistent with their original low cost appeal) has not materialized. Subsequently, 
the Aerospace Corporation was tasked to conduct a study to determine other actions to increase 
the successful implementation of the low cost mission model. The study [Berenberg 99] included 
a review of STP's previous and projected payloads - revalidating the need for low cost COTS 
Micro-satellites; it re-iterated the need for an "ASAP like" capability for US government users. 
The study also addressed spacecraft propulsion as a required capability to ensure the Micro- 
satellites could be effectively deployed from the low-cost secondary launch to optimal data 
gathering orbits; a propulsive capability would serve to effectively increase the number of viable 
secondary launches. Other findings/recommendations include: 
-Minimum change in velocity of 60m/s (to raise from a Shuttle orbit to a stable orbit) 
-Advocated internal spacecraft propulsion (as opposed to a "generic" upper-stage) 
-If the propulsion capability could be limited to $1.5M per spacecraft the STP would still 
save an estimated $5M per mission on traditional flight methods. 
Additional discussions with the Aerospace author revealed the opinion that it could be 
cost effective to include a rudimentary attitude control capability in the COTS spacecraft design 
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that would allow the flexibility to add propulsion in response to a launch cancellation or delay; 
the key aspects of such a propulsive system were low cost, safety (to ease the secondary 
spacecraft manifest process), and the capability to significantly alter the spacecraft's orbit 
(significant Delta V, and sufficient thrust to overcome high drag scenarios). 
In summary, the STP identified the COTS micro-satellite, secondary launch and space 
shuttle launch as extremely cost effective combinations to fly experiments in space. However, 
the existing US secondary launch market was not as accommodating as one would hope (as the 
PICOSat experience pointed out) and the Shuttle was not viable without some form of spacecraft 
propulsion. A need for a low cost, safe, propulsion system that was capable of significant orbit 
change for small, low-cost, secondary spacecraft was identified. 
1.3 Structure of Thesis 
This thesis starts with defining an un-fulfilled need, "the need for a cost effective 
secondary spacecraft propulsion capability for orbit transfer", and proceeds to methodically 
understand all constraints, and aspects of the task at hand. Once the need is thoroughly 
understood, one can begin to address solutions to the need by researching all the relevant 
alternatives. In this particular case, a novel hybrid rocket concept was identified (with the 
potential for some very unique advantages) to fulfil the need. The subsequent research focused on 
determining the suitability of the new rocket concept to the unfulfilled need in a low cost 
environment. The process is illustrated in figure 1.4. 
The Unfulfilled Need I[- 
Effective Secondary Spacecraft Propulsion Novel Solution 
For Orbit Transfer 
Proof oI' Concept 
Constraints Experimentation 
Low Volume, Mass, Power, and Cost Gain Understanding 
Powerful Enough to Overcome High Drag Environment Recommendations 
Significant Orbit Change Capability 
Poses Minimal Risk to Primary Mission Advantage 
Prototype 
Potential Solutions 
COTS Chemical (Monopropellant, Bipropellant, Hybrid) 
Novel Chemical Alternative Qualification 
COTS Solution 
Fulfilled Need 
Qualified / Available Propulsion System 
Figure 1.4 The Research Process 
Flight 
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Once the decision is made to prototype, qualify and fly a new technology, costs escalate 
very quickly. Therefore, this research program was concerned primarily with proof of concept; 
understanding the technology and making recommendations toward qualification and flight. 
1.4 Scope of Research 
This research is concerned with the proof-of-concept of an all-new, non-conventional 
hybrid rocket engine. Consistent with historical hybrid and solid rocket research and 
development this research uses empirical data to establish solid fuel liberation and performance 
characteristics [Humble 95, Sutton 92]. The research program was limited in available funding, 
propulsion test (and analysis) infrastructure and, most critically, time (limited to three years from 
start to finish). Given the inherent limitations, the research program was structured to provide the 
highest return for the limited resources available. 
While accurate CFD modelling would be extremely useful for applying this technology, 
the scope of a CFD model with combustion was deemed beyond what could be reasonably 
accomplished in the limited timeframes; in fact, CFD analysis would not be very useful at all - 
without good experimental data to validate the model. Indeed, this research focused on 
establishing the viability, determining key performance drivers, collecting and analysing 
empirical data. The aim of the research was to develop empirically the governing equations to 
allow basic system design and provide a good data set for follow-on, analysis-based research. 
1.5 Novel Work 
This research program is concerned with bringing inherently safe, high performance and 
low cost hybrid rocket technology to the small, secondary spacecraft community. Although the 
conventional hybrid rocket offers many attributes, it's launch vehicle and missile lineage 
(supporting a long and slender design) presents serious problems for the small spacecraft 
designer; an alternative geometry hybrid has been identified but the non-axial flow field and 
capacity to re-circulate un-combusted propellants defies conventional hybrid analysis techniques. 
The new design has been tested and its characteristics are significantly different than the 
conventional hybrid. The new design boasts superior combustion chamber efficiency, amicable 
thermal characteristics and the ability to employ the engine completely external to the spacecraft 
(freeing central spacecraft volume for oxidiser tanking). The following list encompasses the 
novel contributions to the fields of propulsion, satellite engineering, and space sciences. 
sA cold-flow CFD model of the VFP was developed that agreed with the literature [Moss 011. However, discussions with a UoS CFD expert (Professor P. Voke), indicated a "hot" CFD model could constitute a Ph. D. effort in itself. 
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-Effectively enabled unobtrusive hybrid rocket technology for small spacecraft 
--Eased volumetric impact on the spacecraft 
--Eased thermal impact on the spacecraft 
--Eased the mass impact6on the small spacecraft 
--Significantly eased hybrid rocket engine to spacecraft integration 
-Provided an understanding of the new technology 
--Identified factors effecting solid fuel consumption 
--Quantified individual effects on solid fuel consumption 
--Described the source of the very high combustion efficiency 
--Described the inherent chamber cooling process 
--Determined the favourable scalability characteristics of the new technology 
--Determined VFP engine design methodology 
-Successfully demonstrated the technology with multiple propellants 
--Oxidisers included: Oxygen, Hydrogen Peroxide and Nitrous Oxide (N20) 
--Fuels included Polyethylene and Polymethyl Methacrylate 
--Co-discovered a novel method for igniting N20 based hybrid rockets' 
6 If employed as part of a "multifunctional" rocket engine and separation system design. Mass benefits can 
also be realized through the ability to avoid multiple oxidiser tank scenarios. 7 Catalytic auto-ignition with N20 was demonstrated with a fellow researcher [Zakirov OOa] 
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2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Evolution of the Small Satellite 
2.3 The Demand for Small Spacecraft Propulsion 
2.4 Orbit Transfer Overview 
2.5 Rocket Performance Basics 
2.6 Review of Propulsion Alternatives 
2.7 Summary 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter starts by examining the utility of the small satellite and the need for 
propulsive devices on them. Then the chapter examines the basic equations behind orbit transfer 
or moving spacecraft from orbit A to orbit B and highlights the physical limitations to doing so; 
an overview of rocket performance metrics and current propulsion options is provided. The 
chapter then turns its focus to minimising cost for the orbit transfer function. Chapter 2 finishes 
by summarising the need for a significant, low cost, propulsive capability for LEO spacecraft and 
recommendations for achieving this goal. 
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2.2 Evolution of the Small Spacecraft 
Since the flight of Sputnik in 1957, spacecraft have generally grown larger and launch 
vehicles have grown to support them; although electronics advanced considerably during that 
timeframe, spacecraft continued to grow as engineers packed more capability (and complexity) 
into their designs. Eventually, the spacecraft and launch vehicles grew to sizes so large that the 
lift margin could accommodate multiple Sputnik size spacecraft. With launch costs averaging 
$12,000 per pound [Ren 98], it didn't take the Aerospace community too long to recognise the 
opportunity for low cost missions. 
In the early 1980's the Aerospace community began to seriously consider micro- 
spacecraft (<100kg) for real-world application [Micci 00]. While initially generating many 
sceptics, the micro-satellite industry has steadily grown ever since (despite the fact that the 
aerospace industry still harbours many micro-satellite sceptics). These new micro-satellites 
benefited immensely from the years of development endured by their larger counterparts; attempts 
to shave mass off large spacecraft paid dividends for the micro-satellite, creating micro-satellites 
that were many times more powerful than their 1957 era predecessors. Advances in 
microprocessors [Underwood 98], software and component miniaturization have brought these 
small and relatively inexpensive assets to the attention of world space powers; the micro-satellite 
concept must have weighed deeply on NASA administrator Dan Goldin's mind when he 
announced a paradigm shift from the traditional large and expensive NASA spacecraft missions to 
the "Smaller, Cheaper, and Faster" mantra [Goldin 92]. 
During the time that has elapsed since the early 1980's, launch costs have not 
significantly changed (although repeated attempts to lower launch costs have been pursued); as a 
result, the micro-satellite industry has grown, convincing traditionally large spacecraft users such 
as NASA, ESA, USAF, and the national space programs of Germany, Italy and France to consider 
the application of micro-satellites [Space Pubs 99] not only to stretch tightening budgets but to 
reduce risk and improve existing capabilities. The small satellite is now recognised as a 
fundamental element of many space programmes [Allery 00]. Other benefits are to be had by 
utilising small spacecraft missions are listed by Joseph Van Der Hof as [Van Der Hof 00]; 
1. Shortened schedule missions (strategic benefit) 
2. Allow innovative approaches and accelerate the use of new technologies 
3. Enables space access to a host of new industries 
4. Increases the commercial utilization of space 
5. Successes and experience carry over into the larger space missions 
The term "small satellite" means different things to different people. Within the USAF 
"micro-satellite" is defined as any spacecraft weighing less than 100kg [Micci 00]. European 
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convention is a bit more specific, classifying a range of small spacecraft in regard to their mass 
(table 2.1). 
Class Mass Constraint 
PicoSatellite Mass <_ lkg 
NanoSatellite 1kg < Mass <_ 10kg 
MicroSatellite 10kg < Mass <_ 100kg 
MiniSatellite 100kg < Mass <_ 500kg 
Table 2.1. Spacecraft Mass Categories 
Indeed, micro-sats are not only spurring growth in existing services, but also fostering 
new and previously unimagined services in other areas [Blamont 00]. The low cost of the micro- 
satellite has enabled multiple spacecraft constellation concepts that can spread out and take 
multiple (displaced) measurements at the same time [Jones 89], conventional size spacecraft 
would simply be too costly. The military is envisioning large, distributed antenna arrays that 
could otherwise not be considered without the cost benefits of micro-satellite designs and the 
associated cost effective launch. But perhaps the best benefit of micro-satellites is in the arena of 
fast turnaround for new technologies and management practices [Lassalle-Balier 00]; as the 
technology allows very fast operational evaluation of new and innovative technical solutions as 
well as methods and managerial practices [Barre 001. 
While most micro-satellite missions have historically been employed as single spacecraft 
in LEO, recent trends have seen plans for small satellite constellations and applications in LEO, 
HEO, GEO and interplanetary applications [Sweeting 001. Micci's "Micropropulsion for Small 
Spacecraft" identified 4 recent micro-satellite trends [Micci 00] and lists them as: 
1. The majority of recent missions are employed or planned to be within constellations 
2. The launch mass is getting smaller 
3. The spacecraft are extremely power limited (<1W/kg) 
4. Bus voltages are lower than the industry standard 28v 
Micci goes on to predict that micro-satellite propulsion will have a "dramatic impact" on the 
capability and utility of the micro-satellite platform. 
2.3 The Demand for Small Spacecraft Propulsion 
Propulsion provides spacecraft with the ability to control attitude, maintain orbital 
positioning, change orbital position and de-orbit after a useful mission life [Curan 97]. Many 
spacecraft have been launched without the benefit of propulsion and completed mission objectives 
admirably; however, as mission objectives become more challenging, the propulsion function 
takes on greater importance. Commercially, recent years have seen the demand for propulsion 
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grow. The advent of multi-spacecraft constellation concepts that require timely initial 
constellation dispersion, precise placement of spacecraft assets in orbit, and contractual service 
obligations (that require quick response to anomalous space assets) are but one example. From a 
military perspective, the ability to quickly and accurately re-position assets during a world crises, 
conduct "formation flying" with multiple spacecraft, and conduct "proximity operations"I are 
considered real-time requirements for propulsive technology; the military has also begun to take 
notice of the rugged, portable nature of small satellite communications systems with a ability to 
reposition according to global threat or anomalous changes to the constellation status [Nordlie 
92]. 
Low cost space missions have largely forgone the additional cost of propulsion 
subsystems, but here too we see the benefits of a propulsive system outweighing the cost of 
including it. Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. (SSTL), long recognised as a pioneering institution 
for low cost access to space has witnessed this trend first hand. Chart 2.1 illustrates this paradigm 
shift by charting out low cost SSTL missions, showing growth in demand (both real and 
projected) for low cost spacecraft with a propulsive capability [Gibbon 01 a]. 
As illustrated in chapter 1, small spacecraft can reap huge cost advantages by launching as 
secondary payloads. Part of the savings realized by employing a cost effective secondary launch 
can then be reinvested into a propulsion subsystem capable of adjusting the spacecraft orbit to 
meet the desired mission objective [Fleeter 95]. 
' Providing a remote capability to inspect anomalous spacecraft with a goal to remotely service or 
repair them [Madison 00]. 
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Space debris has been a growing concern for the space community worldwide. As of July 
1996, the space community has been awakened to the threat of manmade orbital collisions by the 
first collision of two catalogued man-made space objects [Sweeting 97]. With the multi-billion 
dollar International Space Station currently being built in LEO, orbital debris control may very 
soon become a government-regulated requirement. One regulatory scheme being considered is to 
launch all LEO missions into unstable orbits (less than 400km altitude) [DaSilva 99]. The 
reasoning for such a practice is that all rocket bodies, third stages and non-functional spacecraft 
would decay out of orbit within one year (Chart 2.2) and no longer present a hazard to operational 
spacecraft. Under this scenario, spacecraft would employ internal propulsion in order to maintain 
a 400 km orbit or move to a desired orbital altitude. Should this scenario become law, all LEO 
missions requiring more than a few months of data will require propulsion. Grimaldi suggests 
that of all practical de-orbit techniques available for removing spacecraft from stable orbits, 
budgeting on-board propellant would be most cost effective [Grimaldi 92]. End of life disposal is 
critical to controlling the pending orbital debris problem. Moving into a stable orbit also 
necessitates a capability to move out of that orbit as the spacecraft nears the end of its design life 
or begins to run low on deplete-able resources. One other possible scenario is to use propulsion to 
raise the orbit high enough for a useful mission life yet low enough that the orbit will decay 
gradually throughout the mission life, this scenario provides a fail-safe mechanism should the 
spacecraft subsystems become non-functional. 
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Chart 2.2 Altitude vs. Decay Rate (source data [Larson 92]) 
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2.4 Orbit Transfer Overview 
Newton's first law states : 
"Every body perseveres in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a right line, unless it 
is compelled to change that state by forces impressed thereon. " 
[Newton 1687] 
A spacecraft in orbit is an object in motion, if unaffected by outside forces it would continue to 
move with a steady velocity in a straight line. However, many forces affect a spacecraft's motion. 
The gravity field of the earth keeps the spacecraft travelling in a circular path around the planet. 
In low earth orbit, atomic gas molecules exhibit forces on extremely fast moving spacecraft; other 
effects such as variation in the earth's gravitational field (due to the oblateness of the earth), the 
earth's magnetic field, gravitational pull of the sun and moon and pressure exerted by solar 
radiation all effect the motion of spacecraft; these forces, generally considered disturbance forces, 
act to disrupt a spacecraft's attitude and/or lower the orbital energy of the spacecraft; if left 
uncorrected, these forces will ultimately cause the spacecraft to fall out of orbit. Figure 2.1 
illustrates the altitude realms of interest for these forces while chart 2.3 illustrates there relative 
effect on LEO spacecraft by plotting the mean decay rate for a low Earth spacecraft (Ballistic 
Coefficient of 100kg/m2) and the mean velocity addition that is required to stay at the specified 
altitude (source data - [Larson 92]). 
: 
\lag ietic 
Solar Radiation 
Atmospheric Drag 
Non-Spherical Earth 
Third Body Effects 
800 
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Figure 2.1. Practical Disturbance Force Altitude Regimes 
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Chart 2.3. Low Earth decay rate and required velocity to maintain altitude 
A spacecraft's cumulative propulsive capability to manoeuvre, correct attitude and dump 
momentum is often normalised in one parameter called the propellant budget. All the propellant 
(with margin) is accounted for in this budget weather it is used for actual changes to the 
spacecraft's velocity vector or used to maintain attitude and dump momentum. As this thesis is 
focused on the orbit transfer function, most analysis will neglect the attitude control and 
momentum dumping budgets, but the reader is reminded that these functions are normally 
required and must be accounted for. 
The Russian school teacher, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky first published the rocket equation in 
1903 [Informatics 01], the rocket equation conveniently links the AV budget to the initial mass 
and final mass of a spacecraft according to equation 2.1: 
mo OV=golspIn(mf ) 
Where: 
AV - Change in velocity (m/s) 
go - Acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2) 
Isp - Specific Impulse (s) 
mo - Initial mass of the spacecraft (kg) 
mf - Final mass of the spacecraft (kg) 
Equation 2.1 
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Changing a spacecraft's orbit can be the most challenging aspect of an on-board 
propulsion system, often consuming the majority of the on-board propellant. In order to 
understand the practical limitations of spacecraft orbit change, one needs to understand some 
basic orbital parameters. 
Keplarian or "Classical" orbital elements consist of five parameters that describe an orbit 
with an additional element to pinpoint the orbiting object's position along the orbit [JPL 01]. 
Table 2.2 provides a brief description of the Keplarian orbital elements and classifies them as 
planer orbital elements (P) or velocity elements (V). The V vs. P distinction is critical as 
spacecraft V elements are relatively easy to significantly change because magnitude is merely 
added or subtracted to the velocity vector; in low earth orbit (400 to 1600 km altitude) each one- 
hundred kilometre increase in circular obit requires an approximate spacecraft velocity 
(magnitude) change (AV) of 50 m/s [Larson 92], whereas plane change or "P" manoeuvres require 
a much higher AV (as illustrated by Chart 2.4). 
Parameter Description Type 
a- Semi Major Axis Defines orbit size v 
e- Eccentricity Defines orbit "roundness" V 
I- Inclination Defines orbit tilt with respect to the earth's equator P 
Si - Right Ascension Defines orbital plane with respect to the Vernal Equinox P 
W- Argument of Perigee Defines the position of perigee from the ascending node v 
v- True Anomaly Defines spacecraft position along the orbital path N/A 
Table 2.2. Keplarlan Orbital Elements 
Plane changes require changes to the spacecraft's velocity vector rather than the mere addition or 
subtraction to the magnitude of the velocity associated with changing a spacecraft's altitude. 
Consequently, plane changes have a severe impact on the propellant budget. Equation 2.2 
provides the relationship between change in velocity required and the angle between the two 
planes [Sellers 00]. 
e AV =2 Vi Sin (2) Equation. 2.2 
Where: 
AV - Change in velocity (m/s) 
Vi - Initial spacecraft orbital velocity 
8- Angle between the initial orbital plane and final orbital plane 
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Chart 2.4. Inclination Change vs. Spacecraft Velocity 
As chart 2.4 illustrates, a 60° change in inclination would require a AV of approximately 
8km/s, very near the velocity imparted to get the spacecraft into low earth orbit; therefore, gross 
changes of the orbital plane are deemed prohibitive. However, modest changes to the orbital 
plane are possible and in some circumstances extremely useful. 
An orbit is said to be Sun-synchronous (SS) if its line of nodes rotates eastward at exactly 
the angular velocity of the mean sun angle [Chem 00]. SS orbits match the secular variation of 
the right ascension with the Earth's rotation rate in order to maintain a near constant orientation 
with respect to the sun [Larson 92]. As the altitude of the SS LEO satellite is increased, the 
inclination must also be increased in order maintain the SS orientation. Chart 2.5 illustrates the 
inclination and altitude combinations that produce SS orbits [DaSilva 99], every 200km increase 
in altitude equates to approximately one degree of inclination change in order to remain sun 
synchronous. 
Assuming a reasonable propellant wet mass fraction of 20% on 100kg (total weight) 
spacecraft and an Isp of 300s, AV's in excess of 530 m/s would be possible (chart 2.6). 530m/s 
would provide an increase in a spacecraft's orbit altitude from 400km (circular) to a 1400km 
(circular) orbit, spanning the spectrum of low earth orbit (LEO) altitudes. 
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Chart 2.5. Sun Synchronous orbital parameters 
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Chart 2.6.100kg Satellite - Theoretical Velocity Change Capability 
A generous propellant budget also allows combined altitude and modest inclination 
changes in order to maintain a sun-synchronous orbit (Equation 2.3) [Sellers 001. For instance, a 
combined altitude and plane change from a sun-synchronous launch at 400km to a sun 
synchronous 1000km final orbit could be attained with a 460 m/s AV budget. 
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, &Vcombined = 
JIVi12 
+ 1Vf 12 - 21VillVf 
kose 
Equation 2.3 
Where: 
OVcombined - Change in velocity required to change altitude and orbital plane (m/s) 
Vi - Initial orbital velocity (m/s) 
Vf - Final orbital velocity (m/s) 
0- Angle between plane 1 and plane 2 (degrees) 
Another extremely useful application of a spacecraft's AV budget would be transferring 
from a geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) to LEO. Conventional orbit transfer from GTO to 
LEO would require a AV budget of approximately 2400m/s, however, analysis indicates that by 
using atmospheric "aerobraking" the actual AV can be reduced to 160m/s [Parkinson 011. 
Although aerobraking has serious consequences with respect to the spacecraft design [Brezun 00], 
the availability of GTO launches and typical mass margin associated with GTO missions promise 
to provide an abundance of low cost launch opportunities. 
In summary, significant altitude changes can be conducted with reasonable amounts of 
propellant, whereas plane changes are propellant prohibitive. However a reasonable propulsive 
capability would allow manoeuvres that provide small but critical orbital plane adjustments or 
enough velocity change to transfer a small spacecraft from GTO to LEO. 
2.5 Rocket Performance Basics 
This section is intended as an overview to factors affecting rocket performance. Reactive 
devices, such as rockets and thrusters operate through the application of Newton's 3rd Law: 
"To every action there is always opposed an equal reaction; or the mutual 
actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary 
parts. -9-9 
[Newton 1687] 
The propulsive force (or thrust) generated by a propulsive device is determined by the mass flow 
rate of the propellant multiplied by the effective exhaust velocity of the propellant according to: 
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F=mC 
Where: 
F- Propulsive force (N) 
M- Mass flow rate of the propellants (kg/s) 
C- Effective exhaust velocity of the propellants (m! s) 
Equation 2.4 
The mass flow rate term determines the overall thrust of the system while the velocity term 
establishes the performance [Clark 72]. Effective exhaust velocity is defined as [Larson 921: 
Ae 
C= Ve + (-) (Pe-P o) m 
Where: 
Ve - Exit velocity (m/s) 
Ae - Exit area (m2) 
Pe - Pressure at the exit (Pa) 
P» - Ambient pressure (Pa) 
Equation 2.5 
The right side of equation 2.5 can be broken into two distinct parts, the exhaust velocity 
term (Ve) and the pressure term; C is maximised when Pe = P», indicating Ve is highest. Lighter 
exhaust constituents and higher propellant temperatures both contribute to increasing the exhaust 
velocity of the propellant and thus the performance. This can be illustrated by examining three 
relationships for Specific Impulse (Isp), the first shows Isp in relation to thrust and the propellant 
mass flow rate while the second establishes the relationship with temperature and molecular 
weight [Larson 92]; the third expresses Isp as a function of the effective exhaust velocity. 
p Equation 2.6 _F =K 
F-Lý C 
IS 
ingo go 
Where: 
Isp - Specific impulse (s) 
go - acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2) 
K- proportionality constant 
Tc - Chamber Temperature (°C) 
M- Average molecular weight of the exhaust gases (kg) 
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Density Specific Impulse is a metric that combines the performance of the propellants with their 
respective specific gravity in order to gauge the propellants volume specific performance 
(Equation 2.7) [Sellers 001. 
DIsp = Isp* SGav 
Where: 
DIsp - Density specific impulse (s) 
Isp - Specific impulse (s) 
SG - The average Specific Gravity of the stored propellant 
Equation 2.7 
DIsp is a critical metric for judging small spacecraft propellants as small spacecraft are generally 
more volume than mass limited [Micci 00]. A simple example is provided by comparing two 
monopropellants (table 2.3). As one can see, N20 clearly has a higher specific impulse but in a 
limited volume scenario, the higher density of HTP can pack in more overall performance. 
I Propellant Theoretical Isp (s) Specific Gravity DIsp (s) 
HT? - High Test Peroxide (89%) 179 1.38 247 
N20 - Nitrous Oxide 206 0.75 155 
Table 2.3 Illustration of Density Isp 
Thrust Level 
Engine thrust, or the force the engine exerts on the spacecraft has implications affecting 
everything from the mission timeline to the design of the spacecraft's structure and attitude 
control systems. Micci states that the typical thrust range for chemical propulsion alternatives 
provide a thrust-to-weight ratio between 0.1 and 0.3 [Micci 2000], although mission specific 
scenarios may dictate deviations from this rule. There are two extremes in regards to thrust level 
for a given amount of V. Low thrust for long durations or high thrust for a short period of time. 
Both alternatives have their advantages and disadvantages (denoted as +/-, respectively) 
summarised in table 2.4. 
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Low thrust 
and long duration 
High thrust and 
short duration 
Attitude control requirements Low + High - 
Attitude knowledge requirements Low + High - 
Time to complete manoeuvre High - Low + 
Orbital accuracy requirements Low + High - 
Manoeuvre efficiency Low - High + 
Manpower requirements* High - Low + 
* Highly dependent on operations concept 
Table 2.4. Benefit/Liability table for high and low thrust systems 
Some spacecraft/orbit combinations require a fast response time. High radiation or high 
drag orbits often require higher thrust in order to minimise time of radiation exposure or to boost 
the spacecraft to a stable orbit against the force of drag [Lawrence 98]. Just as important, are the 
needs of commercial or government users that need quick response in order to minimise 
interruptions of service or to quickly reposition an asset during a world crisis. All other things 
considered even, the most beneficial system would be one providing the maximum level thrust 
(quickest response time) without driving mission risk or cost to unacceptable levels. However, all 
things are rarely equal; subsequently, on small, cost-constrained missions one must consider how 
thrust level will drive other mission costs (attitude control components, ephemeris accuracy, etc. ). 
A recent SSTL study [DaSilva 99a] found 50N to be an acceptable thrust level for the current 
generation of SSTL enhanced (-100kg) micro-satellites. 
2.6 Review of Propulsion Alternatives 
Listed below are all the propulsion technologies currently available for manoeuvring 
spacecraft in LEO. Following the list is a brief description of each technology and the advantages 
or disadvantages the technology offers for micro-sized spacecraft (Table 2.5). 
Cold Gas Electric 
Compressed Gas Electrostatic 
Liquefied Gas Ion 
Colloid 
Chemical Electromagnetic 
Monopropellant Magnetoplasmadynamic 
Bi-Propellant Pulsed Plasma 
Solid Pulsed Inductive 
Hybrid Electro-thermal 
Liquid Resistojet 
Arcjet 
Table 2.5. Available Propulsion Technologies 
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Cold Gas 
Compressed Gas: 
Compressed gas systems use the stored pressure of the propellant to accelerate the gas 
molecules through a convergent / divergent nozzle. The gas is typically regulated to an 
operational pressure in order to control mass flow rate and thrust. By definition, cold gas implies 
no heating of the propellant and therefore relatively low performance. Lower mass molecules 
(H2, He) offer the highest performance but the poorest storage density. The most common 
compressed gas used for cold gas propulsion is Nitrogen. Theoretical Isp for Nitrogen is 60s 
[Humble 95]. Table 2.6 summarizes compressed gas attributes. 
Compressed Gas Advantages Compressed Gas Disadvantages 
Simple to design, test, and operate Low Performance (Isp) 
Relatively inexpensive components Requires heavy (massive) tanks 
Non toxic, Environmentally friendly Poor storage volume (Dlsp) 
Low risk, Significant flight heritage Danger associated with high pressure vessels 
Small impulse bit 
Table 2.6. Compressed Gas Benefit/Liability Table. 
Liquefied Gas: 
Liquefied gas systems improve the storage density over their compressed gas counterparts 
by storing the propellant at its vapour pressure. The technology typically operates at much lower 
pressures than compressed gas systems, providing the added benefit of lowering storage tank 
strength and mass requirements. Liquefied gas cools dramatically as it vaporises, dropping 
pressure and flow rate accordingly [Zakirov 01c]. Butane used on the SNAP 1 NanoSat provided 
an Isp of 43s [Gibbon Olb] at a vapour pressure of approximately 2 Bar (at 20°C). Table 2.7 
addresses liquefied gas properties. 
Liquefied Gas Advantages Liquefied Gas Disadvantages 
Higher storage density (DIsp) Low Performance 
Lower storage pressure Liquid "sloshing" concerns 
Relatively inexpensive components Two-phase flow concerns 
Small impulse bit Limited flight heritage 
Non toxic, Environmentally friendly Limited propellant flow rates 
Simple to design, test, and operate 
taute A. r. Liquenea vas Benefit/Liability Table. 
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Chemical 
Monopropellant: 
A monopropellant system uses the energy from the chemical bonds within the propellant 
to generate heat. The bonds are typically broken and reformed into more stable products using a 
catalytic process; the heated propellant is then accelerated through a convergent/divergent nozzle 
to maximise exhaust velocity. Hydrazine and Hydrogen Peroxide are commonly used 
monopropellants with respective Isp's of 230 [Humble 95] and 179 [Selph 92]. Table 2.8 
summarizes monopropellant advantages and disadvantages. 
Monopropellant Advantages Monopropellant Disadvantages 
High storage density (DIsp) Requires pressurizing subsystem (most) 
Low risk, Significant flight heritage Chemical safety hazards/precautions 
Single propellant infrastructure Dangerous to the environment (some) 
Medium performance (lower than biprops) Catalysis issues (lifetime, poisoning) 
Environmentally friendly (some) 
Table 2.8. Monopropellant Benefiit/Liability Table. 
Bi-Propellant: 
Bi-propellant systems combust fuel and oxidizer to generate heat. Bi-propellants are 
packaged in three forms, as solid fuel grains (solid rocket motors), as a combination of solid and 
liquid propellants (hybrid rocket engines) and complete liquid systems (liquid rocket engines). 
Bi-propellant rockets offer greater performance than cold gas and monopropellant systems. 
Solid - the most common solid rocket motors mix solid fuel (aluminium) and solid 
oxidiser (ammonium perchlorate) with a rubber like binding material (Hydroxyl-terminated 
Polybutadiene - HTPB) to form a solid fuel grain. Since the oxidiser and fuel are homogenously 
mixed, solid fuel grains present a fire and explosion hazard, complicating manufacturing, 
transportation and storage. In addition, once ignited, solid rocket motors cannot be extinguished 
and re-ignited, limiting the technology to a single firing mission scenario. Solid rocket 
performance is typically lowest among the three types of bipropellant rocket with specific impulse 
falling into the range of 200-260s [Fortescue 951. Table 2.9 summarizes solid rocket benefits and 
liabilities. 
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Solid Rocket Advantages Solid Rocket Disadvantages 
No tanking or piping infrastructure Environmentally damaging 
Low risk, Significant flight heritage Explosive hazard 
High DIsp Single firing 
Table 2.9. Solid Rocket Benefit/Liability Table. 
Hybrid - Hybrid rocket engines store the fuel and oxidiser in different physical states (i. e. 
solid/liquid). Hybrids employing liquid oxidisers / solid fuel (direct hybrid) and liquid fuel / solid 
oxidisers (reverse hybrid) have been tested [Altman 911. Since one propellant component is 
locked in the solid form until the heat of combustion liberates it, the fuel and oxidiser cannot 
intimately mix into an explosive combination, providing an inherent safety mechanism [Dijkstra 
95]. Hybrids require half the liquid plumbing components of the liquid bipropellant and require a 
combined fuel grain/combustion chamber, similar to solid rocket technology. Although hybrids 
typically have higher Specific Impulse (290-350s) than solid systems, their combustion efficiency 
is typically 1.5 to 2% less than all solid or all liquid systems due to the poor mixing associated 
with the fundamental combustion process [Humble 95]. Table 2.10 illustrates hybrid rocket 
attributes. 
Hybrid Rocket Advantages Hybrid Rocket Disadvantages 
Single tanking or piping infrastructure Reduced combustion efficiency 
Safety, non-explosive technology Long, slender, geometric limitations 
Multiple restarts Shifting ON 
Environmentally "green" alternatives Large minimum impulse bit 
Reduced failure modes (over biprop) Low bulk density 
Table 2.10. Hybrid Rocket Benefit/Liability Table. 
Liquid - Liquid bipropellant rocket engines combust liquid oxidiser and liquid fuel to produce hot 
exhaust gases. Liquid bipropellant systems offer the highest performance (Isp's of 320-460s) 
[Humble 951 of any chemical propulsion alternatives and the highest degree of operational 
flexibility (adjustable mixture ratio, pulsed operation, variable thrust). However, liquid systems 
are typically the most expensive chemical propulsion alternative due to their high part count and 
the expense of components (tanks, regulators and valves). Since some bipropellant systems 
employ tanks full of propellants of different densities, fuel metering and in some cases four-tank 
configurations are required to balance out the spacecraft. Table 2.11 summarizes liquid- 
bipropellant pros and cons. 
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Liquid Bipropellant Rocket Advantages Liquid Bipropellant Rocket Disadvantages 
Highest performance chemical combinations Complex, multiple tanks, plumbing 
Constant mixture ratios Potentially explosive 
Multiple restarts Metering of two propellants 
Small impulse bit capability Reduced reliability 
Environmentally green alternatives Potential for combustion instability 
Table 2.11. Liquid Bipropellant Rocket Benefit/Liability Table. 
Electric Propulsion: 
In general terms, electric propulsion delivers superior efficiency to chemical systems but 
a power levels that exceed the power generation capability of the small spacecraft. In addition, 
electrical propulsion systems typically produce very low thrust, in some low altitude scenarios, 
insufficient thrust to overcome spacecraft drag effects [Lawrence 98]. Equation 2.8 represents the 
trade between thrust power and efficiency (assuming proportionality constant of 1), while table 
2.12 illustrates the trade between efficiency and thrust on a power constrained small spacecraft 
(assuming efficient conversion from the electric power source to kinetic energy) [Sutton 92]. 
F=(2P)/(Isp go) 
Where: 
F- Thrust (N) 
P- Input power (W) 
Isp - Specific Impulse (s) 
8o - Acceleration of gravity (9.81m/s2) 
Equation 2.8 
Available Power (W) Specific Impulse (s) Thrust (N) 
100 500 0.04 
100 1000 0.02 
100 10000 0.002 
Table 2.12 Decreasing thrust with increasing Isp (at a fixed power level) 
Electric propulsion is divided into three categories, electrothermal, electrostatic and 
electromagnetic. Some electric propulsion technologies can span multiple electric propulsion 
categories (i. e. Arcjets), while others are used to enhance chemical thruster performance (i. e. 
Hydrazine Resistojet) [Sutton 92]. 
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Electrothermal 
Electrothermal devices use electric energy to heat a working fluid prior to accelerating the 
working fluid through a conventional rocket nozzle. Examples include the resistojet, arcjet and 
microwave thrusters. While published literature quote the devices as providing 500-1000s Isp, 
lower performance versions have been built and flown on mini-satellite power budgets; a 100W 
nitrous oxide resistojet was built and flown on the University of Surrey "UoSat-12" experimental 
mini-sat mission, this design demonstrated an on orbit Isp of 113s [Gibbon 00]. Table 2.13 
summarizes electrothermal thruster attributes. 
Electrothermal Thruster Advantages Electrothermal Thruster Disadvantages 
Can operate at low power levels (resistojet) Low thrust 
Can avoid EMI complications Requires spacecraft power 
Can be tested in atmosphere Low Isp (for electric systems) 
Table 2.13. Electrothermal Thruster Benefit/Liability Table. 
Electrostatic 
Electrostatic devices include Ion and Colloid thrusters. These devices employ electric 
fields to accelerate propellant ions to extremely high velocities (>30 km/s) [Sellers 00]. As the 
accelerated ions leave the thrusters, a charge neutralizer injects the stripped electrons into the 
exhaust steam, thus avoiding a charge build-up on the spacecraft. Humble quotes performance 
(Isp) figures of 2000 to 100,000s for electrostatic devices [Humble 95]. Table 2.14 summarizes 
electrostatic pros and cons. 
Electrostatic Thruster Advantages Electrostatic Thruster Disadvantages 
Very high Isp Low thrust 
Very high efficiency (ion engine) Requires spacecraft power 
Significant flight heritage Expensive 
i, auie z. 14. t lectro stauc 'rnruster lseneItILiability Table. 
Electromagnetic 
Electromagnetic devices use a magnetic field to accelerate a plasma to very high exhaust 
velocities. These devices, come in a variety of designs, a few examples are 
Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD), Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT), Hall effect thrusters. Larson 
bounds electromagnetic Isp performance between 2000 and 2500s [Larson 92]. With the 
exception of PPT's electromagnetic devices have historically been very high power consumption 
devices (although Micci reports that MIT has recently made progress in scaling a Hall thruster 
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down to the 50W level [Micci 00]). Table 2.15 illustrates electromagnetic thruster advantages 
and disadvantages. 
Electromagnetic Thruster Advantages Electromagnetic Thruster Disadvantages 
Higher thrust than electrostatic thrusters Low thrust 
Medium Isp Requires spacecraft power 
Self contained (PPT) Low energy efficiency (PPT) 
Table 2.15. Electromagnetic Thruster Benefit/Liability Table. 
2.7 Summary 
Small and micro-size spacecraft capabilities continue to grow while launch costs remain 
prohibitively high. With technologies in the small spacecraft arena improving, commercial use of 
small spacecraft is expected to expand. While small spacecraft are becoming the standard for 
government science programs [Space Pubs 99], the inability to achieve low-cost dedicated launch 
services promises to fuel the need for relatively cheap secondary launch opportunities. 
Unfortunately, secondary launch (and Space Shuttle) opportunities by their very nature will not 
cater to the orbital requirements of secondary spacecraft and can therefore reduce the scientific or 
commercial value of those missions; the capability to manoeuvre from a drop-off orbit to an 
optimal data gathering (or service providing) orbit will serve to increase the viability of the small 
secondary spacecraft as a highly capable on-orbit platform [Berenberg 99]. 
As outlined in section 2.4, there are limitations as to how much propulsion can be packed 
into a small spacecraft. While significant altitude changes are possible with modest amounts of 
propellant, significant orbital plane changes are prohibitive. Sun-synchronous orbits provide a 
challenging but manageable orbit transfer task for small spacecraft propulsion as incremental 
changes in altitude require small changes to the orbital inclination. While traditional methods to 
lower a spacecraft from GTO to LEO require large amounts of AV, non-traditional methods such 
as "aerobraking" enable small spacecraft with propulsion to make this transition with as little as 
160m/s AV [Parkinson 01]. 
Due to the limited resources available on small spacecraft (volume, mass, power, etc. ), 
and the potential requirement for fast response times (high drag, high radiation, commercial / 
military requirements), high performance (yet low cost) systems are desirable. While Isp is an 
important consideration, DIsp and low power bound the current solutions for a significant and 
timely small spacecraft propulsive capability. Although electric propulsion has very high Isp, 
most electric technologies exceed the power capacity of the small spacecraft; those electric 
technologies that can be supported by the small spacecraft bus often do not have the thrust or 
response time to support the LEO mission. Cold gas technologies are cheap and effective for 
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small spacecraft applications but do not offer the performance required for any significant small 
spacecraft orbit transfer. The appeal of solid rockets are diminished by their single use nature and 
inability to modulate or terminate thrust until burn completion. The single propellant nature of 
the monopropellant thruster is promising because it limits the amount of infrastructure to be flown 
(tanks, valves, piping etc. ), but the monopropellant thruster is not as efficient as the bi-propellant 
rocket. The liquid bi-propellant rocket offers the highest amount of performance and capability 
for low power / significant AV applications. However the liquid bipropellant can be very costly 
as tanks, valves and regulator for two propellants double the amount of infrastructure required for 
the monopropellant technology [Sellers 951. The hybrid rocket appears to bridge the gap between 
the liquid bipropellant and monopropellant technologies. The hybrid offers the simplicity and 
cost of the monopropellant with the performance benefit of a bipropellant [Heslouin 98]; 
however, the conventional hybrid geometry was identified as potential problem for small 
spacecraft. 
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3.1 Introduction 
3.2 Small Satellite Propulsion Cost 
3.2.1 Cost Trade Study 
3.3 Summary 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines small satellite propulsion cost issues. The chapter starts by 
identifying factors that effect cost, reviewing and updating the Sellers "Nine Dimensional Cost 
Paradigm" [Sellers 96], then applies the concept to an abbreviated mission trade scenario. 
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3.2 Small Satellite Propulsion Cost 
Minimising propulsion system cost is not a trivial matter. On large AV missions, the 
propulsion system becomes the "driving" subsystem (on such missions the propulsion system can 
encompass more than 50% of the mission mass), providing few viable alternatives to lower cost 
while meeting mission requirements; these high performance propulsion systems require 
spacecraft alterations and trades to reduce mission cost; the missions often iterate the whole 
spacecraft design in order to minimise cost. However, in the small, LEO spacecraft arena many 
trades become possible to lower propulsion system cost while meeting mission requirements with 
an off-the-shelf satellite platform. This section addresses the process of lowering propulsion 
system cost for a particular spacecraft design. 
The first step toward finding the minimum cost propulsion system is to scrutinize the 
propulsion requirement; once the required AV, mission mass and mission timeframe are (roughly) 
established, the non-applicable technologies can be eliminated. Secondly, the physical mission 
limitations (mass, volume, power, thrust, etc. ) must be addressed, these additional limitations will 
often reduce the number of viable propulsion technologies to just a very few. Once the acceptable 
propulsion alternatives have been determined, one can look to minimising cost by trading among 
the remaining viable propulsion alternatives and spacecraft alterations to achieve the lowest cost 
option. 
Sellers identified a "nine dimensional cost paradigm" to assess the actual cost of a 
propulsion system [Sellers 961. These parameters identified potential cost drivers when trying to 
identify low cost propulsion alternatives. The nine dimensions are: 
Propellant mass - low performance propellants are mass expensive 
Propellant volume - low density propellants are volume expensive 
Time of manoeuvre - shorter manoeuvre times are more efficient, less "time expensive" 
Power consumed - high power requirements are power expensive 
Logistics - is supporting the propulsion technology expensive 
Integration cost factor - does the propulsion system drive integration expense 
Safety cost - is the technology dangerous enough to drive safety cost 
Technical risk - expense related to the risk of the system not working 
System price - actual expense of the propulsion system 
The nine cost paradigm provided a good glimpse of factors affecting propulsion system cost; 
however, in an effort to provide a more complete picture of propulsion system cost additional 
factors were identified: 
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Propulsion system mass - Propellant and hardware mass 
Propulsion system volume - Propellant and hardware volume 
Opportunity cost - Innovation benefit 
Spacecraft Mass - Spacecraft mass optimisation 
Mass or volumetrically inefficient component designs extract a price on mission resources; for 
instance, although the "Bang-Bang" regulator has some cost and operational benefits, the extra 
mass and size associated with the technology would be mass and volume prohibitive on many 
micro-satellite missions. Opportunity cost is associated with a particular business plan and the 
benefits associated with flight qualifying or providing flight heritage for a particular technology, 
design or component. Although spacecraft mass is typically not considered as critical as 
spacecraft volume on secondary space missions, spacecraft mass becomes vitally important when 
one is attempting to get maximum performance from a particular propulsion technology. 
Recalling the rocket equation (equation 2.1), since the effective exhaust velocity ("C") is dictated 
by the particular technology, the total change in velocity is dictated by the ratio of consumable 
propellant mass to spacecraft hardware mass. Zakirov effectively points out the importance of 
minimizing propulsion system mass [Zakirov Old]; however, the amount of mass margin that one 
can expect to cost-effectively extract from a small propulsion system pales in comparison to 
amount of mass margin that can be extracted from the whole spacecraft (especially if the 
spacecraft design was formulated in an environment where mass was considered a "second order" 
concern)'. Minimised spacecraft mass allows lower performance and lower cost propulsion 
options to be considered for a given mission profile. 
Sellers approach to identifying propulsion system cost provided an academic glimpse of 
factors affecting propulsion system cost. The approach can be effectively employed as a guide 
when considering various propulsion technologies. The following exercise will refer to Sellers 
paradigm in order to establish a solution for a low cost propulsion scenario. 
3.2.1 Cost Trade Study 
A large remote sensing mission "LookSat" is to be flown in April 2002 to a 400km sun- 
sychronous terminator orbit. The $100M mission is carrying a 100kg secondary spacecraft and 
has mass margin for another 100kg class spacecraft that would help to balance the launch stack. 
Surely Satellite Technology Inc. (SSTI), of Washington DC, has been building a 100kg Micro-sat 
"X-Sat" for the US government with a requirement to deliver the scientific payload to an 800km 
sun-synchronous orbit in March 2002. Although the X-Sat mission was originally intended for a 
Mass optimisation of a spacecraft must be approached carefully as mass optimisation can 
quickly drive the spacecraft cost beyond the threshold of a low-cost mission. 
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dedicated $13M Minotaur launch, the government customer had its launch funding cut back from 
Congress, jeopardising the whole X-Sat mission, the government customer has asked SSTI to 
investigate a low cost spacecraft propulsion option. 
X-Sat Specifics: 
X-Sat has three experiments on board, the primary experiment is a technology demonstrator that 
utilizes a cryo-cooler. The cryo-cooler has a two-month on orbit lifetime and its mission cannot 
commence until reaching the mission orbit. The other payloads are RF experiments that can 
operate at any altitude or orientation through their omni directional antenna's and the payload 
owners request that their payloads be turned on as soon as possible. X-Sat was built with a 
nitrogen cold gas system for attitude control and end of life orbit lowering. The preliminary 
spacecraft design had put the X-Sat mass right at 100kg. 
Hypothetical Mission Restrictions: 
Timeline to complete manoeuvre <1 day (based on primary experiment lifetime) 
Launch mass not to exceed - 120kg (restriction levied by the launch provider) 
Mass available for propulsion system 20kg 
Power available: 20 watts orbit avg. 
Initial orbit - 400km, 97° (Sun Synchronous, Terminator) 
Final Orbit - 800km, 98.7° (Sun Synchronous, Terminator Acceptable) 
AV Required - 313m/s 
Stabilisation: Spin or 3 axis 
One-year mission life (for secondary experiments) 
AV to maintain altitude @400km 24.3m/s/y 
Ballistic Coefficient of 100kg/m2 
The Process 
Step 1: Confirm, scrutinize, and re-confirm mission AV requirements lest another viable 
alternative be overlooked. 
Step lb: Eliminate non-viable technologies 
Since there is a rather stringent time limit set on the time of manoeuvre, low thrust 
chemical and electric options can be eliminated outright. Due to the "single shot" nature of solid 
rockets and the inability to turn them off, solid rocket technology is also eliminated2. Assuming 
2A solid mounted on either side of a spacecraft is a potential solution but since spacecraft are typically 
covered in solar arrays and/or instruments on most external surfaces, we'll assume two solids is not an 
option. 
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the spacecraft will come within 1 kg of PDR estimates and a conservative dry mass of 5kg for the 
relevant propulsion system will dictate the performance level of the remaining technologies (it is 
assumed the cold gas system can be used as a pressurant). Using the rocket equation (equation 
2.1) with an initial mass of 120kg a final mass of 106kg and a AV of 313m/s one can determine 
that whatever system is chosen will have to have a specific impulse of at least 257seconds. An 
Isp of 257 seconds leaves only chemical bipropellant systems as viable contenders the choice will 
be limited to liquid bipropellant or hybrid rocket systems. 
Step 2: Determine the physical mission limitations 
Once the relevant technologies have been vetted, one must look further to determine if the 
technologies are indeed suited to the mission at hand. Here we are looking closer for any mission 
requirements that can eliminate a particular system from consideration. In addition to obvious 
things such as available volume, viable attitude determination and attitude control authority, there 
are less obvious aspects such as launch vehicle safety approval, thermal implications of the 
technology on the spacecraft, propellant contamination of optical sensors and availability of 
subsystem components within the mission timeframe. In the interest of brevity, it is assumed that 
three contending systems emerge from Step 2 of the process (this will also allow for an effective 
comparison using the twelve cost paradigm model). The three contenders are: 
1. Liquid bi-propellant (Hydrazine and Nitrogen Tetroxide) N2041N2H4 
Isp-315s O/F-2.2 Dlsp-360 
2. Liquid bi-propellant (High Test Peroxide and Kerosine) HTP/RP-1 
Isp-305s O/F-7 Dlsp-390 
3. Hybrid (High Test Peroxide and Polyethylene) HTP/PE 
Isp - 300s O/F - 7.5 Dlsp - 389 
Following Sellers process, the elements of the cost paradigm are weighted from most important to 
least important and then given a0 to 100 grade based on the relative cost of the technology. Since 
the technologies have already been significantly narrowed down the process is altered to 
determine relative cost with respect to the three remaining options. In this scenario elements are 
weighted 1 thru 5 and scored 0 through 5. Therefore, the technology(s) with the least cost impact 
for each category is scored with a zero cost impact while the worst a technology can score for a 
particular element is 25. 
1. Time of Manoeuvre - Time of manoeuvre (TOM) was an important element in eliminating 
non-viable technologies in Step 1. However, since the remaining technologies are virtually 
identical with respect to TOM element, the TOM element is no longer necessary to consider. 
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Score 
N204/N2H4 N/A 
HTP/RP-1 N/A 
HTP/PE N/A 
2. Integration Cost Factor - Integration cost factor is a valid element in this scenario. This 
element is concerned with all aspects of installing and operating the propulsion system on the 
spacecraft. Each of the contending systems will require a robust attitude determination and 
control system so there are some similarities among the competing technologies. Other things to 
consider are the ease of placement of the small bipropellant rocket engines in comparison with a 
relatively long hybrid rocket and the thermal implications of burying a hot rocket engine deep 
within a spacecraft. In addition, fuel and oxidiser tanking needs careful consideration with 
respect to placement in the spacecraft; since the densities of fuels and oxidisers significantly differ 
as well as their usage rate (i. e. O/F ratio), the tanks will have to be aligned along the thrust vector 
or equally distributed about the spacecrafts centre of gravity (CoG) in order to maintain spacecraft 
balance; this could result in the requirement for up to four individual propellant tanks. Likewise, 
the long and slender hybrid rocket engine would most likely force oxidiser tanking into a two-tank 
configuration (distributed about the spacecraft CoG) with a propellant management device to 
ensure even metering of propellant from both tanks. Since rearranging the spacecraft has a very 
high potential to significantly affect cost, the weight factor is maximized at 5. Each technology 
will have issues related to tanking that cannot be quantified without a specific design to analyse, 
so there isn't any cost penalty assessed for tanking. The hybrid is assessed five cost penalty 
points for the long engine design and two penalty points for the thermal impact of a hot rocket 
engine running through the centre of the spacecraft. 
Weight Factor Grade Score 
N204/N2H4 500 
HTPIRP-1 500 
HTP/PE 55 25 
3. Propellant Volume - Propellant Volume appears to be a valid element in this scenario as there 
are propellants with different performance, densities and mixture ratios involved. Using the 
rocket equation (and the required ON ratios) to determine precise propellant amounts to achieve 
the desired 313m/s AV and then determining their respective volumes yields the following results 
(table 3.1). 
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N2O41N2H4 HTPIRP-1 HTP/PE 
Propellant Volume 10142cm3 9395cm3 9296cm3 
Ullage Volume 507cm3 759cm3 779cm3 
Fuel Grain Port Volume 125 cm3 
Total Propellant Volume 10,649cm3 10,154cm3 10,200cm3 
Table 3.1 Propellant Volume Comparison 
In essence the propellant volume element is negligible, each of the technologies consumes 
(roughly) the same amount of spacecraft volume. 
Score 
N2041N2R4 N/A 
HTP/RP-1 N/A 
HTP/PE N/A 
4. Propellant mass - Breaking down the required propellant masses based upon performance 
yields the following results (table 3.2). 
N204/N2H4 HTP1RP-1 HTP/PE 
Propellant Mass 11.299kg 11.689kg 11.894kg 
Table 3.2 Propellant mass required for 313 m/s 
If the mission was mass critical, this element would be weighted heavily, however since each of 
the relevant technologies has mass margin available on this particular mission, the propellant 
mass cost is low. The weight factor is assessed to be 1, with minimal grades to reflect the relative 
mass of the technologies. 
Weight Factor Grade Score 
N204/N2H4 100 
HTPIRP-1 111 
HTP/PE 122 
5. Power consumed - Power consumed is not a critical issue on this mission as electrical 
propulsion systems were deemed non-viable at the outset. However, if the mission were power 
constrained with respect to payload and propulsive operations, each technology must consider 
other power consuming functions such as tank and/or catalyst pack heating. Since propulsive 
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operations are largely complete before mission operations begin, the power-consumption cost 
element is no longer necessary to consider. 
Score 
N204/N2H4 N/A 
HTP/RP-1 N/A 
HTP/PE N/A 
6. Logistics - The logistics element requires knowledge of the launch facility in order to 
accurately gauge its affect on cost. The logistics element is concerned with the costs associated 
with propellant transportation and loading. For instance toxic propellants require expensive GSE 
and SCAPE suits for propellant loading which can be very expensive to transport to and from the 
launch site (not to mention decontamination). However, most developed launch sites have the 
facilities and equipment on hand at very low cost. Since this mission is assumed to be at a fully 
equipped US launch facility, it is assumed that the logistics cost of toxic propellants are negligible 
in this scenario. Likewise, since HTP can be dispensed with only protective clothing (PVC 
boilersuits) and eye protection, its logistics cost is deemed to be very low. 
Score 
N204/N2H4 N/A 
HTP(RP-1 N/A 
HTP/PE N/A 
7. Safety Cost - Safety cost is concerned with the danger and resulting danger mitigation 
techniques associated with using a particular propulsion technology. This element can also feed 
into the cost of the safety reviews associated with convincing the primary spacecraft that you are 
not a threat to their $100M spacecraft. This element takes on much more importance when the 
propulsion cost is amortizing the safety cost of a propulsion system research and development 
program. Employing a new or unfamiliar propellant and technology can increase the safety cost. 
In this particular comparison the propellant technologies are relatively mature with safety 
procedures well documented. Since the propellants of each technology carry some inherent safety 
risk the relative propellant implications on cost are assessed as negligible. However, since the 
liquid rockets have the ability to explode where hybrid rockets do not, the hybrid grade will be 
assessed lower; in addition, the N2041N2H4 propellants are highly toxic and hypergolic when 
mixed, this technology will be penalized further. Weight factor: 2. 
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Weight Factor Grade Score 
N2041N2H4 2 10 20 
HTP/RP-1 25 10 
HTP/PE 200 
8. Technical risk - Is concerned with the reliability of the system to meet mission objectives. 
New propulsion systems without the benefit of flight heritage suffer from high technical risk 
costs. In this scenario, we'll assume that the HTPIRP-1 bipropellant and hybrid rocket are both 
new technologies. However, one must also weigh in on the fact that hybrids have less moving 
parts (valves ) and do not have to precisely metre two propellants into the combustion chamber 
(higher reliability). 
Weight Factor Grade Score 
N204/N2H4 500 
HTPIRP-1 54 20 
HTP/PE 53 15 
9. System Price - Entails the cost of all the propulsion system hardware and assembly. Assuming 
that the hybrid requires half the liquid plumbing (tanks, lines, valves, regulators, etc. ) of the liquid 
bipropellant systems, there are some significant cost advantages. Of course actual price can be 
used to determine a score for this category, however, for the purposes of this exercise a score will 
be assessed. 
Weight Factor Grade Score 
N2041N2H4 2 10 20 
HTP/RP-1 2 10 20 
HTPIPE 200 
10. Propulsion system mass - Refers to the overall mass of the propulsion system. Flying non- 
mass optimised components would provide a cost penalty in this element. For instance opting for 
a less efficient four (liquid) or two (hybrid) tank configuration would carry a mass cost penalty. 
Likewise, other non-mass optimised components (such as bang-bang pressure regulators) would 
carry a mass-cost penalty. Since the competing designs can each comply with the mission mass 
constraints, the weight factor is low for propulsion system mass cost, however, hybrids require 
less components and therefore less mass than the equivalent liquid system. 
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Weight Factor Grade Score 
N204/N2H4 155 
HTP/RP-1 155 
HTPIPE 100 
11. Propulsion system volume - Refers to the overall volume of the propulsion system. Flying 
non-volume optimised components would provide a cost penalty in this element. Again, opting 
for a less efficient four (liquid) or two (hybrid) tank configuration would carry a volume cost 
penalty. Likewise, other non-volume optimised components (such as bang-bang regulators) would 
carry a volume-cost penalty. The hybrid combustion chamber would incur a volume penalty as 
hybrid chambers do not represent a volumetrically efficient solid fuel tank like the liquid 
(spherical) systems do. However, the hybrid would most likely be able to utilize half the number 
of tanks that the liquid systems require. Since volume constraints on small spacecraft are 
demanding, the weight factor is medium for propulsion system volume. 
Weight Factor Grade Score 
N2041N2H4 200 
HTP/RP-1 200 
HTP/PE 25 10 
12. Opportunity cost - Opportunity cost is important for two reasons, first, because the space 
industry demands space-qualified components, virtually requiring that new products and 
technologies be deliberately ushered in. Secondly, if there is a particular advantage to a new 
technology, flight qualification will lower the technical risk-cost and (potentially) the logistics- 
cost for subsequent missions. Although the opportunity cost is difficult to apply to a one-off 
mission (as it refers more to a corporate business plan), it is a real issue that requires careful 
consideration. Opportunity cost is assessed as high when the technology is already well 
established; it can be looked at as the inverse of technical risk in that there is nothing risked and 
nothing gained. Opportunity cost is often shouldered by the propulsion system manufacturer as 
they have the most to gain if the technology is successful. 
Weight Factor Grade Score 
N204/N2H4 155 
HTP/RP-1 100 
HTP/PE 100 
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13. Spacecraft Mass - Although minimum spacecraft mass is vital to maximising the change in 
velocity for a given propulsion system, it was not a factor in this analysis as spacecraft mass was 
set by the initial conditions. Minimising spacecraft mass not only allows the maximum change in 
velocity fore a given system, but would also allow lower performance and lower cost propulsion 
alternatives to be explored. 
Score 
N204/N2H4 N/A 
HTPJRP-1 N/A 
HTP/PE N/A 
Cost Assessment 
Assuming the three technologies have been developed to flight stage (no hidden or 
additional costs3) and we haven't identified any "show stoppers", the technologies can now be 
compared according to the common denominator of cost. Looking back at the cost elements, it 
was determined that propellant volume, logistics, power and spacecraft mass cost were negligible 
or non-applicable to this particular scenario. Although manoeuvre time was deemed negligible 
when comparing the three similar technologies, it was the paramount metric for excluding all low 
thrust systems. 
The remaining elements, listed in order of their potential to adversely affect cost are as 
follows (table 3.3). Remember, since the technologies were predetermined this cost analysis was 
based on a cost element analysis relative to the three remaining propulsion technologies. 
Cost Element N204/N2H4 HTPIRP-1 HTP/PE 
Integration 0 0 25 
Technical Risk 0 20 15 
System Price 20 20 0 
Opportunity Cost 5 0 0 
Propellant System Mass 5 5 0 
Propellant System Volume 0 0 10 
Propellant Mass 0 1 2 
Safety 20 10 0 
TOTALS 50 56 52 
i awe i. i. Keiative Lost Summary 
3 For instance, if development or testing is required, propellant alone can become very costly; a small 
amount of Hydrazine for a mission is inexpensive, however, at approximately £100.00 per kg [Gibbon 01 a] 
even a small test campaign can be costly. 
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The Sellers approach to identifying propulsion system cost provided a sound mechanism 
for determining where the potential costs lay. However, the process was found to be somewhat 
subjective (especially when applied to a hypothetical mission! ). The fact that a well-understood 
technology with significant flight heritage would turn out to be the most cost effective technology 
in this exercise is of no surprise; years of development and use of high performance propellants 
have effectively reduced their overall costs. The HTP/RP-1 liquid system would have been a 
strong contender in this analysis had the technical risk of flying the new technology not been so 
high (the combination of new technology and high complexity earned the HTP/RP1 technology 
the highest technical risk); however, the opportunity cost helped allay its disadvantage. 
Opportunity cost is most likely to be the most subjective cost element but it must be considered in 
the overall scheme of propulsion R&D, otherwise there would be no incentive to try new and 
promising systems. 
One of the most intriguing aspects of this exercise was the competitiveness of the hybrid 
rocket; more interestingly, was where the relative costs for the hybrid technology lay. The 
relative cost disadvantages of the hybrid lay primarily in the fact that the technology was not 
flight proven (high technical risk) and the potential cost effect of the long, slender engine on 
spacecraft integration and thermal design. The technical risk can be remedied with flight 
opportunities, whereas the integration costs will always remain high for the conventional hybrid 
(unless a spacecraft bus where deliberately designed around the technology). 
3.3 Summary 
The small spacecraft industry is driven by a desire to keep cost low [Space Pubs 991; the 
cost of spacecraft propulsion has been historically high. Minimisation of propulsion system cost 
is achieved by identifying all the factors affecting cost so the relevant technologies can be 
adequately assessed and compared [Lawrence 97]. Propulsion system volume and system mass 
were identified as additional factors (above and beyond Sellers "9 Dimensional Paradigm") 
contributing to propulsion system cost; in addition, spacecraft mass was identified as a factor 
driving propulsion system cost. Spacecraft that are not mass optimised drive propulsive solutions 
that require additional spacecraft resources (mass, volume, etc. ) or drive towards high 
performance and higher cost propulsive solutions. 
In regard to cost-effective, high performance propulsion with significant AV capability, 
the hybrid engine was exposed as a promising technology with two major drawbacks; first, the 
technology has not been flown in space and therefore carries a high technological risk cost. 
Secondly, the hybrid's long and slender geometry has been identified as a potential cost driver for 
small spacecraft applications. The following chapter looks at the conventional hybrid rockets in 
detail, while chapter 5 will address alternative geometry hybrid rocket concepts. 
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4.1 Introduction 
The term "hybrid" rocket comes from the combination of a fuel and oxidiser that are in 
different physical phases (i. e. solid, liquid, gas) [Yaker 93]. Although other combinations have 
been tried [Marxman 63], hybrids usually employ a liquid oxidiser and a solid fuel grain - called a 
"direct hybrid" (Green 631. Commonly referred to as a hybrid rocket "motor", the hybrid is 
technically an "engine" as it is necessary to deliver propellant (oxidiser) to the combustion 
chamber from a storage tank [Sutton 92]. 
This chapter examines the characteristics that make the hybrid desirable as well as any 
negative aspects of the technology. It examines how the technology works and some fundamental 
limitations. The chapter closes by examining some hybrid rocket propellants with an emphasis on 
the propellants selected in this research program. 
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4.1 History of the Conventional Hybrid Rocket 
Although there is considerable contradiction on early hybrid rocket history, the earliest 
date found in the literature credited Herman Oberth with a conceptual hybrid design in 1929' 
[Aerotech 991. In 1934, the Russians (Korolev and Trikhonravov) flew a hybrid using liquid 
oygen (Lox) and colloidal benezene [Aerotech 99]. In 1937 Andrussow and Noeggerath of IG 
Farben, successfully tested a nitrous oxide and coal hybrid [Green 63, Sellers 96]. Around the 
same timeframe the California Rocket Society was experimenting with hybrids using Lox with a 
variety of fuels (wood, wax, rubber) [Aerotech 99]. In the 50s, Moore and Berman successfully 
experimented with 90% Hydrogen Peroxide and Polyethylene hybrid rockets at General Electric 
[Sellers 96, Altman 911.1952 witnessed the first "reverse hybrides firing attempt at the Applied 
Physics Lab [Altman 91, Aerotech 99], this attempt (using jet fuel and ammonia nitrate) proved 
difficult to burn and demonstrated poor performance. 
During the 60's and 70's the US witnessed United Technologies Chemical Systems 
Division develop a hypergolic hybrid design utilising mixed flourine/oxygen and solid lithium 
fuel that achieved a vacuum Isp of 380s [Aerotech 991.1967 witnessed the first hybrid rocket 
flight in the free world leading to the development of the Sandpiper and Hast target drones [Mead 
95]. At the same time Europe was test-flying hybrids through SNECMA (France) and Volvo- 
Flygmotor (Sweden) [Humble 95], the Volvo design carried a 20kg payload to a height of 80km 
[Aerotech 99]. 
In the mid 80's, the American Rocket Company (AMROC) became the primary 
proponent of hybrid launch boosters. The AMROC Aquila launch vehicle (a four-stage launch 
vehicle proposed to carry 20001b into LEO [McFarlane 93]) was the closest the hybrid rocket 
came to actual space-flight but the company went bankrupt in 1995 [Aerotech 99]. The mid 80's 
also saw NASA investigating hybrids to replace the solid rocket boosters after the challenger 
disaster. In 1989, the Astronautics Department at the United States Air Force Academy began 
experimentation with hybrid rockets [Lydon 95], culminating in the flight of a Lox / HTPB design 
in January 1994 [Aerotech 99]. Seeing the potential of hybrid rockets, leading academic 
institutions began to pursue the technology; in the mid through late 90's the United States Air 
Force Academy, University of Surrey and Purdue University revived the earlier work or Berman 
and Moore by experimenting with High Test Peroxide (HTP) / and Polyethylene (PE) hybrid 
rockets [Wernimont 98]; presently, academic institutions around the world are experimenting with 
hybrid rocketry due to it's inherent safety, low cost potential, environmental friendliness and 
relatively high performance. 
Oberth's conceptual design recommended a solid carbon fuel grain with liquid oxygen, a combination that 
would later prove unsuccessful due to carbons negligible burn rate [Altman 91], [Green 63]. 2A reverse hybrid employs a solid oxidiser and a liquid fuel. 
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Although substantial research and development of the hybrid rocket has been conducted 
since the 1930's the technology hasn't seen any operation in space applications. This can be 
partially explained by the drive for the highest performance propellants during the 50's 60's and 
70's [Clark 72]; however, lower performing solid rocket technology has found employment in 
space propulsion in both the launch and upper-stage applications (this can be partially explained 
by solid rockets superior density impulse characteristics). The following sections of this chapter 
are concerned with understanding the advantages and disadvantages of the conventional hybrid 
rocket and how they work to determine if the technology has a future in space propulsion. 
4.2 Characteristics of the Conventional Hybrid Rocket 
This section covers all the advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid rocket as identified 
in the literature search. 
Hybrid Advantages 
Safety: 
-A hybrid rocket requires the heat of combustion to liberate fuel from the solid phase. In the 
hybrid, fuel and oxidiser cannot homogeneously mix prior to ignition (unlike liquid and solid 
rockets), therefore, hybrid rockets cannot explode [Sellers 96]. The US Western Test Range 
(Vandenburg Air Force Base) had classified the AMROC H-500, a 75,000 lb thrust hybrid rocket 
booster, as having a `TNT equivalency of zero", the first launch vehicle ever to achieve this 
designation [Kniffen 901. The hybrid rocket is therefore the only non-explosive space launch 
propulsion technology available today [McFarlane 93]. 
-Hybrid fuel is: 
Typically inert, non-explosive, and non-toxic 
Insensitive to the cracks and voids that can be disastrous in solid rocket systems 
-Hybrid Oxidisers are available that: 
Can be relatively safe (High Test Peroxide (HTP), N20, Oxygen) and non-toxic 
Operational Flexibility: 
-Hybrid rockets can be extinguished and re-fired multiple times, a critical capability for moving 
spacecraft from one circular orbit to another. 
-In flight, hybrids can be significantly throttled down or completely shut off. Typical Hybrids can 
be throttled over thrust ratios of 10 to 100 with only 10% variation in Isp [Williams 65, 
Waidmann 88]. By comparison, solid rockets will continue to burn until depletion or until given a 
destruct command. Throttle-ability is extremely useful in launch vehicle applications. 
-Hybrid rockets can utilise a wide range of fuels and oxidisers providing trade space to mix and 
match cost, performance, safety, and environmental friendliness factors. 
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-Hybrid rocket pressurant and oxidisers can typically be used for multimode propulsion 
operations. 
Cost Effective: 
-Hybrid fuel can be made of cheap, inert plastic. Therefore manufacture, handling, transportation 
and storage are extremely cost effective relative to explosive and potentially toxic solid propellant 
grains [Dean 95]. Hybrid rocket propellants can be an order of magnitude cheaper than typical 
solid propellants [Yakar 931. Ramohalli cites studies indicating hybrids cost as little as 1130' of 
the cost of a comparable solid rocket [Ramohalli 95]. 
-The hybrid rocket only requires the handling of 1 fluid, this results in one half the costly 
components associated with bi-propellant, liquid systems (tanks, valves, regulators) [Sorge 00, 
Dijkstra 951. 
-Fuel "ablation" minimises the thermal impact of the hybrid engine on the combustion chamber 
walls, thereby negating the need for secondary injection chamber cooling schemes. 
-Environmentally friendly exhaust products decrease the costs associated with environmental 
impact statements and pollution control measures. 
-Catalyst induced auto-ignition can be employed, negating the need for costly ignition devices. 
-The AMROC Corporation, arguably the most knowledgeable corporate entity on large scale 
hybrid rockets, reported producing launch vehicle class hybrid rocket engines "for a fraction of 
the cost of conventional rocket engines" [Kniffen 90]. 
Performance: 
-Hybrid rocket performance generally falls between that of all solid and all liquid systems. 
SMAD cites the following performance regimes vs. the applicable rocket technology (Table 4.1) 
[Larson 921. 
-Hybrids exhibit higher reliability than solids (insensitive to cracks, un-bonds) or liquid bi-props 
(fewer pumps, plumbing joints, valves) [Chiaverini 95]. 
Propulsion Orbit Insertion 
Technology Per Apo 
Orbit Maint. 
and Manoeuvring 
Attitude 
Control 
Isp 
(steady state) 
Cold Gas x X 30-70 
Solid x or x 280-300 
Liquid 
Monopropellant x X 220-240 
Bipropelant xx x X 305-450 
Hybrid xx x 250-340 
Electric xx x 300-3000 
i awe 4. i. rropuwsion applications and performance 
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Environmentally Benign: 
-Hybrid rocket fuel and oxidiser combinations can be selected [Yaker 93] to produce 
environmentally friendly exhaust products such as water, oxygen and carbon dioxide. 
-Fuels and oxidisers can also be selected to pose a negligible effect on the environment if 
accidentally released (i. e. plastics, H202, N20,02). 
Hybrid Disadvantages 
Hybrid rockets are not without their faults. Hybrids are not as efficient as liquid 
bipropellant systems. Hybrid combustion occurs within the turbulent boundary layer diffusion 
flame (between the solid fuel and oxidiser) were local stoichiometric conditions are met [Strand 
94]; under these circumstances fuel and oxidiser mixing is not as efficient as liquid and solid 
rocket technologies. Humble cites a1 to 2% reduction in hybrid combustion efficiency associated 
with poor oxidiser and fuel mixing within the diffusion flame [Humble 95]. 
Launch applications require high thrust and subsequently, high fuel mass flow rates. 
Hybrid fuel mass flow rate is often normalised into a linear burn or "Regression" rate (measured 
in mm/s perpendicular to the fuel surface). Since the flame front (within the boundary layer) is an 
appreciable distance from the solid surface and there are no exothermic chemical reactions at the 
surface the resultant regression rate is typically low [Karabeyoglu 95]3. Efforts to alleviate this 
characteristic involve loading the fuel grains with metallic propellants (increasing the radiative 
effects on fuel regression), and employing complex multi-port grain configurations (maximize the 
surface area of fuel); both remedies have the effect of increasing the cost and complexity of the 
hybrid rocket. 
Since the hybrid rocket needs a finite volume for fuel vaporisation, mixing and burning, 
the hybrid has a lower propellant fill fraction than solid rocket technologies4. This characteristic 
becomes extremely important in volume-constrained missions. 
Since the hybrid rocket must heat and vaporise the solid fuel, then mix with oxidiser prior 
to full combustion, an ignition delay will exist; the ignition delay acts to increase the minimum 
repeatable impulse bit and make the technology unsuitable for fine attitude control applications. 
In addition, since the fuel vaporisation is affected by the residual heat in the combustion chamber, 
engine shutdown is not as crisp as bipropellant systems. 
Unlike a liquid bi-propellant system that sprays a mixture of fuel and oxidiser into the 
head end of the combustion chamber, the hybrid liberates fuel down the whole length of the fuel 
grain. Subsequently, the fuel needs time to mix and combust prior to entering the nozzle. This 
3 Hybrids typically demonstrate 1110th the regression rate of solid rocket motors [Caravella 96]. 4 This can be looked at as a required ullage volume for the solid fuel grain. 
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process dictates a long and slender fuel grain design (Humble suggests LID ratios of 25 to 30), 
often with post combustion mixing chambers that further exasperate the overall L/D. 
Hybrid rocket engines experience shifting performance associated with the changing port 
geometry as the bum progresses (this will be covered in more detail in the next section). Humble 
states that a shift to higher O/F values is common with all classical hybrids at a fixed oxidiser 
flow rate [Humble 95]. The shifting performance of the conventional hybrid leads to inefficiency 
as maximum Isp will only be achieved at one O/F value. 
4.4 Hybrid Rocket Internal Ballistics 
Although there is significant propulsion technology commonality between solids, liquids 
and hybrids, the hybrid rocket combustion mechanics are significantly different from those of 
solid rocket motors and liquid bi-propellant engines [Sutton 92]. This difference is the driving 
mechanism that happens to make the hybrid inherently safe to operate. Hybrid combustion occurs 
within the boundary layer of the solid fuel surface producing what is commonly referred to as a 
macroscopic diffusion flame [Humble95]. As the heat of combustion vaporises a thin layer of 
solid fuel, the fuel travels up into the boundary layer and begins to mix with the oxidiser flowing 
through the combustion chamber, at the point of near-stoichiometric conditions, the fuel and 
oxidiser combust [Marxman 63]. Theoretically, the area of combustion is a thin layer situated 
approximately 20-30% of the thickness of the boundary layer from the fuel surface [Karabeyoglu 
98]. The heat released by the combustion travels back to the fuel surface primarily via convection 
[Karabeyoglu 98], vaporising additional fuel and hence, sustaining combustion. Once the oxidiser 
supply is turned off, the combustion process can no longer proceed and the engine is quickly 
extinguished. Since fuel cannot be liberated from the fuel surface without the heat provided by 
combustion, the fuel and oxidiser cannot intimately mix prior to combustion and therefore the 
danger of an explosive atmosphere is eliminated. Because the solid fuel must be vaporised prior 
to combustion, solid fuel regression is intimately related to the coupling of combustion port 
aerodynamics and heat transfer to the fuel surface [Sutton 92]. 
Conventional hybrid propulsion is defined (for the purposes of this thesis) as an axial 
flow hybrid engine with a constant oxidiser flow rate being injected in one end and products of 
combustion exiting out the other. The conventional hybrid typically employs one or more 
combustion ports whose diameter continuously grows as the burn progresses. The changing port 
geometry effects two critical performance parameters; the available burn surface area and the 
combustion port cross-sectional area; which, in turn, affects the mixture ratio, Isp and other 
parameters over the duration of a "steady state" burn [Boardman 921. 
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Within a hybrid rocket combustion chamber port, fuel regressions is determined by heat 
transfer [Karabeyoglu 981, the challenge for the rocket designer is to isolate factors affecting heat 
transfer in order to predict performance and manipulate fuel regression; understanding the 
aerodynamic parameters within the boundary layer above the fuel surface is the key to 
understanding fuel regression [Boardman 92]. Heat transfer to the solid fuel grain determines the 
rate of fuel production, in non-metallised systems, convection is the dominant heat transfer 
medium [Sutton 92]. Equation 4.1 illustrates the balance between the heat transferred from the 
flame and the product of mass flow rate and heat content flowing from the solid fuel in a 
convection dominated system [Humble 95]: 
Q=Gf*hv (Equation 4.1) 
where: 
Q- heat flux rate transferred from the flame to the solid surface (J/m2s) 
Gf - Mass flux rate of vaporised fuel from the fuel surface (kg/m2s) 
by - heat content difference (per unit mass) between the gasified fuel and the solid fuel (J/kg) 
Heat transfer to the fuel surface is governed by the flame intensity, flame distance from 
the fuel surface, the efficiency of the heat being convected (and to a lesser extent, radiated) to the 
fuel surface, which is also affected by the heat transfer (convection) of vaporised fuel back 
towards the flame zone (otherwise known as "blowing"). As hot gasses travel down the length of 
the cylindrical port, more fuel is being added from the walls and oxygen is consumed in the 
process, so there exists a variable oxygen to fuel ratio (O/F) and temperature profile along the port 
length (L) [Marxman 63], figure 4.1. 
L 
Oxidiser In 
Leeend 
Flame Boundary Combustion Post Combustion 
F Oxidiser Zone laver Products Chamber Nozzle 
Figure 4.1. Hybrid Rocket Combustion Illustration. 
5 Hybrid rocket regression rates are mainly determined through experimentation [Greiner 92]. 
('unihu>tI II 
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4.4.1 REGRESSION RATE EQUATION 
Most published analysis [Humble95, Sutton 92, Boardman 92, Netzer 72] of hybrid 
combustion is based upon the work of Marxman, Gilbert, Woolridge and Muzzy [Marxman 63]. 
This work is centred upon the model of an infinitesimally thin flame zone situated within a 
turbulent boundary layer and flat plate analysis of the aerothermal properties. Similarly, other 
researchers have shown the relationship of heat transfer coefficient at the fuel surface to be related 
to the skin friction coefficient by invoking the Reynolds Anology6; the following equations are 
from [Sutton 92], describing the background to arrive at the basic regression rate equation. 
Ch pr-2/3 
where: 
Ch - Stanton Number' 
Pr - Prandtl Number8 
Cf - Skin friction coefficient (with blowing) 
(Equation 4.2) 
Expressing Stanton number in terms of heat transfer to the fuel surface [Sutton 921. 
Ch = Ahpe Ue 
where: 
Ah - Change in enthalpy from the flame zone to the fuel surface (J/kg) 
Pe 
- Oxidiser density at the boundary layer edge (kg/m3) 
Ue - Oxidiser velocity at the boundary layer edge (m/s) 
Combining equations 4.1,4.2, and 4.3 gives: 
C &z Ue 
Of =2 Pr 2/3 or ^CfAhpeUepr213 2hvpf 
(Equation 4.3) 
(Equation 4.4 a, b) 
By recognising that [Sutton 92]: 
6 Reynolds anology - temperature%nthalpy profile is proportional to the velocity profile within the boundary 
layer (Humble 951 
7 Stanton Number - dimensionless heat transfer coefficient [Sutton 92) a Prandd Number - dimensionless ratio of momentum transport via molecular diffusion to energy transport 
by diffusion (Sutton 921. 
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A. Prandtl number is equal to one in turbulent boundary layer conditions 
pv Oh 
B. B= 
peUe(Cf 1 2) by 
C. peUe=G 
D. Cf/2 =c Re-. 2 and Re = peUe XI go 1[ 
where: 
G- Mass Flux (kg/m2s) 
c- constant 
Pe 
- Oxidiser density at the boundary layer edge (kglm3) 
Ue - Oxidiser velocity at the boundary layer edge (m! s) 
R= a(G/ )(x) 2B° (Equation 4.5) 
where: 
A- the solid fuel regression rate (m/s) 
a- regression rate coefficient 
p- gas viscosity (ns/m2) 
X- position along the fuel grain (m) 
Bo - Blowing parameter 
Which provides the basic equation relating solid fuel regression rate to mass flux. Equation 4.6 
illustrates the dependency of the regression rate on G over axial position x (exponent of 0.8 vs. - 
0.2). This equation is limited to a convective heat transfer system since there is no consideration 
of radiative effects. A more robust equation is provided by Marman, Woolridge and Muzzy 
[Marxman 63). This form of the equation considers the radiative heat transfer to the solid fuel 
surface. 
a(G'8% x/). 2B0 +( 
O2v('gTh4 -Tw4) (Equation 4.6) 
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where: 
by - heat of gasification of fuel (J/kg) 
Q- Stefan-Boltzman constant (W/m2K4) 
Ew- emissivity and absorptivity of wall 
Eg- emissivity of gas 
Tb - flame temperature (K) 
Tw - wall temperature (K) 
[Humble 951 describes the gas phase emissivity of the combustion gasses (for non-transparent 
fuels) as being the most influential factor in additional fuel regression due to radiation (typical of 
fuels grains employing metallic constituents), showing that: 
Eg_ 1- e -bpz (Equation 4.7) 
where: 
b- empiracle constant related to % metal in the fuel grain and O/F 
p- pressure (n/m2) 
z- distance from flame wall (m) 
A regression rate that exhibits a pressure dependency is usually associated with a high or 
low oxidizer flow rates. This effect manifests itself by giving higher regression rates with higher 
pressures when the engine is operated in a low mass flux regime, and lower regression with lower 
pressure in the high mass flux regimes (Chart 4.1 (Humble 951). Both of these effects are 
associated with a thickening of the combustion zone, the high mass flux scenario demonstrating 
increased regression with increased pressure'. 
Jr. 
3ý 
Chart 4.1 Regimes where pressure effects fuel regression 
9 Wernimont experimentally confirmed this effect in a conventional HTP/PE hybrid demonstrating a substantial radiation effect at chamber pressures >100psi [Wernimont 971. 
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While the above equations demonstrate the background and driving criteria of the solid 
fuel regression rate, they are not perfect. They are primarily based upon flat plate analysis (rather 
than combustion port analysis). However, theoretical predictions and experimental results suggest 
that they provide adequate treatment of the subject [Marxman 631. Despite all the parameters that 
do vary, the hybrid rocket tends to bum uniformly along the fuel grain. This is primarily due to 
the self correcting nature of the hybrid, as localised areas protrude into the free stream the local 
mass velocity increases and localised, enhanced regression "erases" the protrusion [Humble 951. 
This self correcting behaviour combined with some of the relatively low order regression effects 
allow for some simplified equations to be used in the analysis of the conventional hybrid. 
Since some parameters are of little consequence (in comparison to others) when using the 
same fuels and oxidisers, it becomes possible to simplify the regression rate equation and 
consolidate effects within the regression coefficient: 
R= aGnXm (Equation 4.8) 
R- fuel regression rate (m/s) 
a- regression rate coefficient (properties of propellants, blowing) 
G- Propellant mass flux (kg/s/m2) 
X- distance along the combustion port (m) 
n, m - empirically determined regression rate exponents (fluid dynamic driven [Humble 95]) 
Going one step further, if the geometry is kept same, the length term can also be consolidated into 
the regression coefficient [Humble 95]. The low order effects of B°, and the dependency of G on 
Go, simplifies equation 4.5 (for a particular fuel ox combination) by lumping the effects of B°, X, 
fuel density and viscosity into the "a" coefficient to come up with: 
R =aoGon 
where: 
ao - regression rate coefficient (properties of propellants, grain length term) 
Go - oxidiser mass flux (kg/m2-s) 
(Equation 4.9) 
Using Go is also more convenient during practical testing because it is directly related to 
an input parameter (Oxidiser mass flow rate), rather than a measured output. Go, or the oxidiser 
mass flow velocity over the fuel surface, is easily obtained when the mass flow is one dimensional 
and perpendicular to the fuel surface; therefore, Go is a convenient parameter with which to 
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compare regression rate within the conventional hybrid. The "n" exponent has been 
experimentally determined to fall between 0.4 and 0.7 in conventional hybrid systems [Sutton 92]. 
Variations in n can have profound effects on the performance of the rocket. In a circular port, fuel 
mass flow rate can be expressed as: 
M f= IR L2 1l rpf (Equation 4.10) 
where: 
1K f- the fuel mass flow rate (kg/s) 
L- fuel grain length (m) 
pf- fuel density (kg/m3) 
r- inside radius of fuel grain (m) 
by combining eqns (4.9 and 4.10) 
k f= aO Go nL2xrpf (Equation 4.11) 
we can define O/F as: 
Go Go 
O/F =G= Mf /A= 
Go / (a0 Go nL2 it rpf/n r2) = Go (1-n) r/C (Equation 4.12) 
where: 
O/F - the oxygen to fuel ratio 
C- constant containing terms for 2, L, a0, pf 
Of - fuel mass flux (kg/m2-s) 
In order to get O! F in terms of r and n, 
O/F = (M o/ tr r2)(1-n) r/C= Cl r (2n-1) (Equation 4.13) 
where: 
Cl - constant containing the terms C, k 0, n 
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Equation 4.13 illustrates O/F as a function of n and port radius for a constant oxidiser mass flow 
rate. Table 4.2 demonstrates the effect of n on O/F with an increasing port radius. 
Exponent Port 
Radius 
Effect on 
ON Ratio 
n =. 4 RT O/FI 
n =. 5 RT ON constant 
n=. 6 RT O/F 
n=. 8 RT O/FT 
Table 4.2.0/F variation with "d' 
Therefore, one can see that during conventional hybrid operations with an exponent greater than 
1° 
. 5, that O/F increases with port radius. 
4.41 CONVENTIONAL HYBRID DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The initial port diameter and length of the hybrid engine are critical parameters because 
they determine the amount of fuel available at a given fuel regression rate; unfortunately, 
conventional hybrids provide relatively slow fuel regression rates [Knuth 981 which, in turn, 
dictates the geometry of the fuel grain. More basically, if the engine is too short and the port too 
small, O/F will start high and continue to climb higher at a constant oxidiser mass flow rate. If 
the port area is made too wide to compensate for a short fuel grain, fuel liberation (due to poor 
heat transfer) and volumetric efficiency decrease. Hence, hybrid fuel grains tend to be designed 
long and slender. There are other alternatives to increasing fuel surface area (i. e. multiple ports) 
but these must be weighed against the subsequent effect on cross-sectional area (increasing case 
size / grain complexity) and the risk of other adverse effects (i. e. fuel slivering, nozzle blockage, 
etc. ). 
The conventional hybrid requires a significant volume of the combustion chamber to 
facilitate adequate mixing and combustion, the literature suggests volumetric efficiencies on the 
order of 60% for the conventional hybrid combustion chamber [Humble 95, Caravella 96]. 
Veff=Vf/Vc 
Where: 
Veff - Volumetric efficiency 
Vf - Volume of the solid fuel grain (cm3) 
Vc - Combustion chamber volume (cm3) 
(Equation 4.14) 
10 Interestingly, Humble claims and increasing O/F is common to all conventional hybrids at a fixed 
oxidiser mass flow rate [Humble 95]. 
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Characteristic chamber length (L*) is defined by: 
L*=Vc/At 
Where: 
L* - Characteristic chamber length (cm) 
At - Area of the nozzle throat (cm2) 
(Equation 4.15) 
Since L* is related to the combustion chamber efficiency, it comes as no surprise that the 
literature survey found an increased combustion efficiency with increased L* relationship 
[Wernimont 00]. 
Combustion Stability 
The conventional hybrid has relatively benign combustion stability characteristics in that 
unbounded growth of pressure oscillations (as seen in solid and liquid systems) have not been 
observed [Sutton 92]. Although low frequency combustion instability has been observed in large 
(launcher size) hybrids, experimental data suggest the most probable cause of instabilities in 
labscale hybrid rocket engines are derived from inadequate flame holding or feed systems 
[Boardman 95,95a]. Combustion instability has historically been defined as when chamber 
pressure oscillates in a recognizably coherent form by at least +/-5% of the mean chamber 
pressure (Greiner 931. ('meiner lists the follow realms and causes of combustion instability within 
the conventional hybrid (table 4.3). 
Type Frequency Cause 
Low Chugging 
Pogo 
0-10 
10-200 
Feed System 
Combustion Chamber Interactions 
Medium Acoustic 
Buzzing 
20-1000 
100-1000 
Mechanical Vibrations 
Feed system resonance 
High Screaming 1000-4000 Chamber resonance properties 
1 able 4J conventional Hybrid (Ambuspon Instability Realms and Causes 
Unstable combustion has been noted to adversely affect fuel regression in conventional hybrids 
[Sellers 96], and will produce unwanted feedback into a spacecraft. Therefore, combustion 
instabilities would not be acceptable in a hybrid rocket used for spacecraft orbit manoeuvring. 
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4.5 Hybrid Propellants 
There are many oxidizer and fuel combinations that will work within the hybrid rocket 
engine. Although reverse hybrids have been experimented with, their performance generally falls 
below that of the liquid oxidizer and solid fuel combination", and for the purposes of this 
research were not considered. Likewise, highly toxic and environmentally damaging propellants 
were excluded from consideration as well. There are several desirable characteristics that one 
looks for in small spacecraft propellants. 
Storability - Refers to the propellants ability to be stored without significant 
measures to contain the propellants. Generally speaking, cryogenic propellants are 
considered "non-storable" propellants; this is due to the fact that they continually 
boil-off and must be vented in order keep the pressure from bursting the tank seams. 
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen have been successfully employed in launch 
vehicles but this is only made possible because a) the launch vehicles can be vented 
and subsequently topped off with propellant right up to launch time and b) the launch 
phase of the mission lasts on the order of minutes (some cryogenic third stages 
operate for hours after launch). An ideal propellant will not autonomously degrade or 
decompose over the lifetime of the mission, keeping the same propellant properties 
and performance. Most liquid propellants are considered storable propellants, and 
common hydrocarbon plastics are very storable as well. 
Compatibility - Rocket propellants (or more specific to our analysis) oxidisers are 
energetic materials that can react with their surroundings. In addition to some 
catastrophic incompatibility scenarios were all the propellant escapes, other 
compatibility issues involve propellant contamination or degradation by exposure to 
incompatible materials. Ideal propellants for this category would include propellants 
that have inexpensive compatible materials (stainless steel, aluminium, nickel, etc. ) 
that are available in common propulsion system components (tanks, lines, valves, 
regulators, etc. ). Nitrous oxide is an example of a propellant that is compatible with a 
wide variety of common propulsion system materials. 
Performance - Propellant performance refers to the propellant Isp. In general, 
propellants that react producing large amounts of heat and small reactant molecules 
provide highest performance. Hydrogen is an example of a very high performance 
" This is due to the fact that liquid oxidizers offer higher performance than their solid counter-parts. 
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propellant; however, hydrogen has a very low storage density, which necessitates 
very large tanks. 
Density - Since small spacecraft are very volume limited, storage density becomes 
an important characteristic. Recall from chapter 2 that the density specific impulse 
(DIsp) is the product of the propellant's Isp and the propellant's specific gravity; 
while Isp provides a means for comparing performance from one propellant to 
another, DIsp provides a volume-specific performance metric. In a hybrid rocket, 
one would prefer both fuel and oxidiser to be as dense as possible. However, if the 
mixture ratio favours one particular propellant, it would be beneficial to have a higher 
density in the favoured propellant. Propellants with a high Isp and high storage 
density provide the best alternatives for small spacecraft; hydrogen peroxide has a 
reasonable Isp but a very high density (- I. 4glcm3). 
Safety - Propellant safety is a very relative term that refers to the propellant's 
capacity to harm exposed personnel. Propellant safety considerations include its 
tendency to explode, poison, asphyxiate or burn personnel; long-term effects include 
the propellants propensity to be carcinogenic. The primary consideration with 
propellant safety is that it be recognized as a cost driver (especially when considering 
research and development work); primarily due to the fact that dangerous propellants 
require expensive safety infrastructure (SCAPE suits, active ventilation, etc. ) to 
ensure that nobody is harmed [Sellers 96]. In addition, hazardous propellants tend to 
increase insurance premiums and seriously extend R&D timelines by necessitating 
long and drawn-out safety procedures. Water is an example of a very safe propellant. 
Environmental Friendliness - Similar to safety considerations the environmental 
friendliness of a propellant can be a cost driver. Propellants with a propensity to 
damage the environment require extensive procedures to ensure they are not 
accidentally released. In addition, approval to work with environmentally damaging 
propellants can be costly in terms of the time and cost associated with conducting 
environmental impact studies and getting approval to work with them. "Green 
propellants" are propellants that are proven to be environmentally friendly. Some 
examples of green propellants would include water, oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and 
nitrous oxide. 
Operational Temperature Range - Another important consideration for propellant 
choice is the operational temperature range of the propellant. Propellants with a 
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propensity to freeze, boil or accelerate decomposition over the range of expected 
operational temperatures would require active temperature control measures. 
Hydrazine has a freezing point of 2°C, but in order to ensure localised temperatures 
do not actually drop below the freezing temperature and operational limit of 7°C is 
employed. Likewise, high test peroxide (HTP) has a relatively high boiling 
temperature of 150°C, however HTP's propensity to decompose into water and 
oxygen is greatly enhanced at temperatures above 40°C, therefore a practical upper 
temperature limit for HTP would be 35°C. N20 is an example of a propellant with a 
wide operational temperature range, as a liquefied gas, the bounds on N20 are based 
on pressure, with an upper bound of 200 Bar (at 60°C) and a lower of 11Bar (at - 
34°C) [Zakirov OOal. 
4.5.1 Gox / PMMA 
Gaseous oxygen (Gox) and Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) have been used in a large 
number of hybrid rocket research and development programs; admittedly, Gox/PMMA is not an 
ideal spacecraft propellant combination due to the low storage density of Gox, (1.1415 kg/m3 at 
lAtm and 20°C [Matheson 66]), but the propellants greatly accelerate research programs by 
allowing testing to be conducted with minimal safety infrastructure, with streamlined safety 
procedures and at low cost due to the wide availability of the materials [Grigorian 94]; 
Gox/PMMA may actually be the best propellant combination for an all-new hybrid engine 
development because of the extensive literature related to these propellants [Williams 65, 
Marxman 63a, Grigorian 94, Houser 63, Courtney 63, etc. ]. Some pros and cons of Gox/PMMA 
are listed in table 4.4. 
Gox / PMMA Advantages Gox / PMMA Disadvantages 
Theoretical Isp (vac) - 357s (@20Bar ER 150) Low storage density (Gox) 
Environmentally friendly Mixture ratio favours less dense 02 
Safe - non toxic 
Flight heritage (Lox PMMA) 
Table 4.4. HTP / PE Benefits and Liabilities 
Gox is a low cost oxidiser (approximately £17 per 7 cubic foot cylinder). Since it is stored 
as a pressurized gas it does not require any additional pressurant. Accidental release of the 
oxidizer does not present a threat to the environment or personnel in the vicinity. Gaseous oxygen 
will vigorously support combustion, so precautions must be taken to keep combustibles away from 
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the working area. In addition, since the 02 is stored at high pressure, precautions must be taken to 
ensure the storage vessel and piping are adequately supported. 
PMMA is a clear thermoplastic used in many consumer products. As such PMMA is non- 
toxic and environmentally benign. The primary advantages to using PMMA as a test propellant is 
its relatively low cost, ease of machining, high density (l .l 
8g/cm3[Matweb 011), relatively high 
performance and optical clarity that permits viewing of the combustion process. 
Since PMMA is a solid hydrocarbon, the potential exists for the solid to outgas and lose 
mass when exposed to the vacuum of space. A preliminary investigation of this characteristic was 
conducted by the University of Surrey Chemistry department [Sermon 01]. Chart 4.2 illustrates 
the percentage weight loss of PMMA when exposed to a vacuum for 7 days. From the data, it 
appears that the material outgases for the whole 7 day test, however, the rate tails off considerably 
after day 3. This outgas rate appears to be acceptable for a mission that uses the propellant in the 
first few days of the mission, however, for long duration missions, the outgasing characteristics of 
PMMA would have to be studied over a long test duration. 
PMMA Weight Loss in a Vacuum 
10011 
99.95 -- - 
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P 99.8 
3 99.75 
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99.65 
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Chart 4.2. PMMA Outgassing Characteristics 
The combustion of PMMA and Gox results in a very benign mix of exhaust gases 
(primarily C02, CO and Water). Chart 4.3. illustrates the exhaust constituents as predicted by the 
Isp computer program [Selph 921. 
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02 / PMMA Exhaust Constituents 
(Shifting Equilibrium) 
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Chart 4.3.02 / PMMA Environmental Impact 
The primary precautions to working with Gox / PMMA are: 
Safe high-pressure vessel handing and piping procedures 
Keeping combustibles away from the oxidiser 
Safety goggles to prevent eye injurys with the high-pressure gas or particulate 
Skin burns associated with touching hot rocket components 
4.5.2N20/PE 
Nitrous Oxide is a colourless, non-flammable, non-toxic gas with a sweet taste and odour. 
Similar to Gox, N20 vigorously supports combustion. At room temperature, N2O stores as a 
liquefied gas at a pressure of approximately 51 Bar and density of 745kg/m3 [Matheson 66]. Used 
as a hybrid rocket propellant as early as 1937, the literature does not report much N20 hybrid 
rocket activity until the late 1980's, and then mostly for hobby enthusiasts, one exception being 
the AMROC Corporation building and testing a I0,0001b class N20 hybrid in 1989 [Aerotech 99]. 
Composed of 36% oxygen and 64% nitrogen by weight, N20 has a chemical makeup similar to 
that of Air [Zakirov Ole]. N20 adiabatically decomposes at temperatures reaching 1640°C, with a 
theoretical Isp as high as 206s [Zakirov 00b], Zakirov has demonstrated that N20 decomposition 
is a flow-controlled process and as such offers high potential for small spacecraft propulsion 
[Zakirov Ol a]. Since N20 pressurizes to such a high storage pressure, the propellant can be used 
as a cold gas, monopropellant, or bipropellant oxidiser - favourable to multi-mode propulsion 
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concepts [Zakirov OOa]. Although nitrous oxide has a low DIsp, its self- pressurizing nature has 
potential to negate the requirement for a separate pressurant and expulsion system for low N20 
flow rates12. However, nitrous oxide (N20) does have an environmental stigma associated with it, 
N20 is considered a greenhouse gas that contributes to global warming; in addition, N20 can be 
altered by UV radiation into NO, which can then destroy ozone [Zakirov Ole]. However, the 
combustion of N20 with PE results in water, N2 and carbon dioxide (virtually no NxO's present) 
[Selph 921. The primary environmental concern with a N20 bipropellant is the release of the 
material associated with research and development of new systems; the yearly amount of N20 
used for spacecraft propulsion would pale in comparison to the daily amount of N20 released in 
industrial processes, medical applications and the auto racing industry. 
When burned with a hydrocarbon fuel like polyethylene, N20 has many advantages (table 
4.5). 
N20 / PE Advantages N20 / PE Disadvantages 
Theoretical Isp (vac) - 320s (@2OBar ER 150) 9/1 Mixture ratio favours less dense N20 
N20 can be used as a monopropellant Theoretical Dlsp of 246s 
Environmentally friendly High storage pressure 
Relatively safe - non toxic 
Flight heritage (atmoshpheric) 
Relaxed thermal constraints (-34 to 60°C) 
Table 4.5. N20 / PE Benefits and Liabilities 
Polyethylene (PE) is another thermoplastic used in consumer goods such as plastic sandwich bags 
and dust-bin liners. Like PMMA, PE is low cost, easy to machine and readily combusts with an 
oxidiser. PE has a lower density than PMMA (0.93 g/cm3) but offers slightly higher performance 
and less of a tendency to outgas when exposed to vacuum (1020 mbar) conditions, chart 4.4 
[Sermon 01]. 
12 Experimental results in chapter 6 indicate N20 self pressurization cannot support flows in excess of lOg/s 
without some means to stabilize tank pressure (tank heaters or auxiliary pressurant). 
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Chart 4.4 PE Outgassing Characteristics 
The combustion of PE and N20 results in a very benign mix of exhaust gases (primarily 
C02, N2 and Water). Chart 4.5. illustrates the exhaust constituents as predicted by the Isp 
computer program [Selph 92]. Note the lack of NxO molecules in the exhaust stream, indicating 
that both the greenhouse and ozone concerns of N20 propulsion are unfounded once the N20 is 
combusted. 
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Chart 4.5. N20 / PE Environmental Impact 
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4.53 HTP / PE 
High Test Peroxide (HTP) defines hydrogen peroxide in concentrations greater than 75% 
(the other 25% being water [Wood 54]). HTP is a clear, colourless, liquid with a slightly acrid 
odour [Aerofuels 97]. Pure HTP has a density of 1.45g/crn3 (at 20°C), making it an extremely 
desirable propellant for volume-confined missions. Originally discovered by Thenard in 1818 
[Wood 54], peroxide was not applied to rocket propulsion until 1935 when Hellmuth Walker set 
up a company in Kiel to produce 80% HTP [Andrews 90]. During WWII, Germany used HTP for 
rocket propulsion in the Me 163B, turbo pumps in the V2 rocket and torpedo propellant for 
submarine warfare, it was Germany that demonstrated that the material could be safely handled in 
large quantities [Schumb 55]. HTP exothermically decomposes into water and oxygen according 
to [Mellor 98]: 
H202 4 H2O + 1/2 02 + Heat 
This characteristic presents the primary benefits and hazards of HTP operations; as a propellant 
the decomposition and accompanied heat are welcome characteristics of HTP. However, the 
propensity to rapidly decompose presents problems with the storage, transportation and handling 
of the fluid. 
Advantages of HTP as a rocket propellant include: 
High Mass Fractions: In comparison with other oxidisers using the same fuel, 
HTP always optimises at higher O/F ratios [Ventura 99]; this characteristic is 
very desirable in a propellant with a high density as it results in lower propellant 
tank volume. 
Low vapour pressure: The low vapour pressure minimises the safety concerns 
of fumes and vapours leaving the liquid. In pump fed systems, this 
characteristic results in lower feed pressures and lower tank mass [Ventura 99]. 
High Specific Heat: The specific heat of 90% HTP is 66% that of water 
[Jannaf 65], combined with the high O/F ratios associated with HTP and 
hydrocarbon operations, HTP has great potential to be used for regenerative 
cooling applications [Ventura 99]. 
Catalytic Decomposition: In the presence of a catalyst (silver screen, 
permanganates, chromates, etc. ) [Rusek 96], HTP rapidly decomposes to water 
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and oxygen liberating generous amounts of heat; HTP concentrations in excess 
of 80% generate sufficient heat to auto-ignite fuels, negating the complications 
of a separate ignition system. 
Environmentally Benign: Spilled HTP can be rendered harmless by dilution 
with water. AFM 161-30 indicates that HTP can be environmentally disposed 
of by tipping the containers in an isolated location and washing the peroxide 
away with large amounts of water. However, care should be taken to avoid 
concentrated HTP from entering sewer systems as undiluted HTP can get 
contaminated with organic materials and present a fire/explosion hazard. 
Combustion Chamber size and reliability: HTP optimises at high mixture 
ratios, reducing the size of the expensive high-pressure combustion chamber 
required for hybrid operations, it also serves to decrease the sensitivity to fuel 
slivering because fuel is a smaller fraction of the overall propellant mass 
[Wernimont 001. 
The benefits of PE have been covered in section 4.5.2, combining HTP and PE produces the 
following benefits (table 4.6). 
89% HTP / PE Advantages 89 % HTP / PE Disadvantages 
Theoretical Isp (vac) - 330s (@2OBar ER 150) Storage compatibility issues 
Theoretical DIsp of 434s Slow auto-decomposition 
8/1 Mixture ratio favours denser HTP Requires pressurization 
HTP can be used as a monopropellant High cleanliness requirements 
High heat capacity (cooling capability) Moderate thermal constraints (-5 to 35°C) 
Environmentally friendly 
Relatively safe - non toxic 
Flight heritage (atmospheric) 
Table 4.6. riTY / YI Benefits and Liabilities 
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HTP presents additional safety hazards over that of Gox or N20 oxidisers, the physical 
dangers associated with HTP contact are: 
Skin and mucous membrane contact: Normally considered an irritant, HTP 
causes white spots or lesions associated with small oxygen blisters under the 
skin (figure 4.2). The lesions normally disappear within an hour without any 
permanent injury [Eka 971. 
Precaution: Wear protective clothing, boots and gloves (PVC), figure 4.3. 
First aid: Flush with copious amounts of cold water. 
Eye contact: HTP can cause permanent corneal injury and blindness; exposure 
of the eyes to vapour or mist may lead to ulceration of the cornea [Wood 541. 
Concentrations as low as 5% have been shown to be dangerous to the eyes [Eka 
971. 
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Figure 4.3. HTP Protective Clothing 
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Precaution: Wear two layers of eye protection. 
First aid: Flush with copious amounts of cold water for 15 minutes and seek 
medical attention. 
Inhalation: Inhalation of Vapour from high concentrations may cause severe 
irritation and inflammation of the nose and throat, although the vapours 
themselves are not toxic [Wood 54]. 
Precaution: Avoid HTP vapour or mist, ventilate the work area. 
First aid: Get fresh air, flush nose, throat, and mouth with water. 
Explosion: HTP vapour or mist can detonate in the presence of an ignition 
source [Eka 97]. In addition, HTP contaminated with fuels or organic solvents 
presents an explosion hazard [AFM 161-30]. Contaminated, HTP can 
decompose very rapidly, releasing large amounts of heat and gas, which may 
rupture the container in which it is stored [Aerofuels 97]. 
Precaution: Avoid conditions that produce HTP vapour or mist, ventilate work 
area, eliminate ignition sources, employ procedures to minimise the risk of 
propellant contamination. 
The combination of HTP and PE is also environmentally friendly, chart 4.6 illustrates the 
exhaust constituents (and relative amounts of each) in the HTP/PE exhaust stream [Selph 92]. 
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Chart 4.7 illustrates comparative performance of the propellant combinations selected for 
test (Vacuum Isp, Expansion Ratio of 150, Chamber pressure of 20 Bar, Shifting Equilibrium) 
[Selph 92]. Note how the N20 and HTP combinations are relatively flat over a mixture ratio of 6 
to 10, this characteristic is a welcome trait in conventional hybrid operations as it helps to 
minimise the effect of shifting O/F during engine operation; conversely, Gox/PMMA optimises 
over a small O/F range and performance rapidly drops off as the mixture ratio shifts off the 
optimal value. 
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Chart 4.7. ON vs. Isp for chosen flight propellants 
4.6 Summary 
This chapter examined the conventional hybrid rocket to include a summary of its history, 
good vs. bad operational characteristics and how the hybrid rocket operates. In addition, the 
chapter provided desirable characteristics for hybrid propellants and introduced propellants 
relevant to this research program. 
While the conventional hybrid has many characteristics that support low cost solutions for 
spacecraft orbit transfer, the link between conventional hybrid performance and conventional 
hybrid geometry (long and slender - to obtain good performance) presents a significant obstacle 
for the small spacecraft designer. Chapters 2 and 3 identified propulsion system volume as a 
critical factor for small satellite propulsion; although conventional hybrids have many promising 
attributes, the volumetric efficiency of the combustion chamber (necessary to obtain good mixing 
and combustion) is poor. Therefore, it can be deduced that the conventional hybrid is unsuitable 
for the task of efficient, cost-effective, small spacecraft orbit manoeuvring. If the advantages of 
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the hybrid rocket are to be utilised for small spacecraft orbital manoeuvring, an alternative 
geometry configuration must be realised. Chapter 5 presents the results of a study of alternative 
geometry hybrid rocket concepts and suggests a configuration that holds promise for small 
spacecraft applications. 
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5.6 Summary 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapters 2 and 3 identified hybrid rockets as a cost effective propulsion alternative 
promising a significant AV capability for small spacecraft at a low cost. Chapter 4 described the 
advantages and disadvantages of the conventional hybrid as well as how they operate. Although 
the conventional hybrid demonstrates great promise with respect to performance, safety, and 
storability, the technology is cumbersome to integrate within micro-size and small spacecraft. 
This chapter identifies the problems associated with integrating the conventional hybrid with 
small spacecraft. In addition, the chapter introduces alternative geometry hybrid rocket concepts 
that have been considered or are currently being pursued for a variety of applications. Finally, the 
chapter wraps up with a description of vortex flows and the vortex flow hybrid rocket engine - the 
focus of this research program. 
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5.2 The Conventional Hybrid Dilemma 
Chapter 4 provided an overview of hybrid rocket research and development spanning 60 
years. As one can plainly deduce from the literature, the technology has been pursued and 
evolved mostly for launch vehicle and missile applications. Only recently has propulsion research 
begun to propose alternative geometries to address conventional hybrid shortcomings such as 
lower combustion efficiency, limited fuel regression, reduced volumetric loading efficiency, and 
the geometric/thermal complications for spacecraft. 
The conventional hybrid is designed long and slender to provide sufficient length for fuel 
and oxidiser to mix and burn prior to exiting the nozzle. The literature suggests length to 
diameter (L/D) ratios on the order of 20 to 30 for the conventional hybrid [Humble 95]. An L/D 
of 30 can be easily accommodated within the long, slender, aerodynamically appeasing shape of a 
launch vehicle or missile; however, the conventional geometry presents significant challenges to 
the small spacecraft designer. 
Contrary to the "primary role" that propulsion plays in missile and launch vehicle design, 
spacecraft typically employ propulsion in a more supportive role. Spacecraft are nominally 
packed with sensitive electronic payloads that constitute the primary payload function (remote 
sensing, communications, etc. ). Since the overall size of a secondary spacecraft is tightly 
controlled by launch constraints and because extremely long and slender spacecraft are difficult to 
control, the only real option for accommodating the conventional hybrid in a small spacecraft is to 
integrate it centrally within the confines of the small satellite (aligned with the spacecraft's centre 
of gravity), figure 5.1 illustrates one innovative solution for accommodating a conventional 
hybrid within a micro-satellite [Zakirov 981. 
SSTL Micro-satellite platform 
Conventional Hybrid Rocket 
Figure 5.1. Micro-satellite with conventional hybrid mounted horizontally 
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Integrating the conventional hybrid within a small spacecraft presents some unique 
problems, most prominent among them: 
-The hybrid would occupy the "sweetspot" of the spacecraft, potentially 
using up all the central spacecraft volume. 
-The hybrid would radiate waste heat throughout the spacecraft, affecting the 
thermal analysis and design of the whole spacecraft. 
-In order to maintain the Centre of gravity, liquid propellant tanking would 
most likely be complicated by a multiple tank and metered expulsion design 
(to ensure equal tank depletion). 
-Spacecraft design and integration would revolve around the propulsion 
subsystem. 
Noting that just about all the obstacles associated with putting a hybrid rocket within a 
small spacecraft are directly related to the long and slender conventional hybrid geometry, the 
decision was made to research alternative geometry hybrids. 
5.3 Alternative Geometry Hybrids 
This section addresses some alternative geometry hybrid rocket concepts that have been 
theorised, designed and tested for launch vehicle, missile and upper-stage applications. Section 
5.3.1 includes designs that have been test fired while section 5.3.2 covers theoretical or 
conceptual designs. 
Launch vehicle, missile and upper-stage alternative geometry hybrid concepts have arisen 
from a desire to improve the suitability of the hybrid rocket for propulsive applications; some of 
the most commonly cited disadvantages of the conventional hybrid are as follows: 
-Lower efficiency (1 to 2%) than solid or liquid rocket technologies [Humble 95] 
--Due to inefficient fuel and oxidiser mixing 
-Low volumetric loading efficiency -60% [Humble 95] 
--To allow for adequate fuel and oxidiser mixing 
-Low fuel flow (regression) rates 
--Consequence of macroscopic diffusion flame 
-Mixture ratio and Isp vary during steady state operations 
--Due to changing port geometry and heat transfer to the solid fuel 
-Long and slender physical geometry 
--Difficult to accommodate in spacecraft 
-Two heat sources (assuming catalytic induced ignition) 
--Heat generated from the post combustion chamber / nozzle end and catalyst pack 
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-Lower system density impulse than solid propellants 
--Due to oxidiser and pressurant tanking and plumbing 
--Due to volume of fuel grain port for mixing and combustion 
-Slow ignition phase/large "minimum impulse bit" 
--Due to the necessity of vaporising solid fuel prior to achieving combustion 
It is interesting to note that the vast majority of alternative geometry hybrids have been 
designed to address the low fuel regression rates of the conventional hybrid. 
5.3.1 Tested Alternative Geometry Hybrid Designs 
Impinging Jet 
In the launch vehicle and missile arena, higher thrust and increased fuel mass flow are of 
primary concern. Recently, several alternative geometry hybrid rocket concepts have been 
designed and tested to address the need for high thrust launchers. The first alternative geometry 
hybrid to be addressed is the "Impinging Jet" enhanced fuel regression hybrid from Hokkaido 
University [Nagata 98]; this design has features very similar to a conventional (multiple port) 
design. The design utilises a fuel grain that is axially segmented with the combustion port 
orientation rotated by 45° on consecutive fuel segments. This configuration provides mixing 
regions along the length of the motor (figure 5.2). The engine was designed to increase the fuel 
mass flow rate over conventional hybrid designs by employing an impinging jet from one 
segment of the fuel grain onto the next. This configuration enhances solid fuel regression at the 
stagnation points and maximises mixing of the fuel and oxidiser, thereby improving overall 
combustion efficiency [Nagata 98]. 
Results from testing the Impinging Jet Hybrid with Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) 
and Gaseous Oxygen (Gox) indicate regression rates at the stagnation points are nearly twice the 
regression rates seen within the fuel grain ports - meeting the objective of increased fuel mass 
flow and increased thrust; consequently, the configuration was noted to lend itself to lower L/D 
ratios than conventional hybrids. In addition, it is reported that the performance was consistent 
and reproducible, demonstrating measured combustion efficiencies in excess of 90% [Nagata 98]. 
The inset photo on figure 5.2 illustrates a more recent firing of the Impinging Jet Hybrid with 
liquid oxygen (Lox) and PMMA. 
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Figure 5.2. Impinging Jet Hybrid 
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Swirl Flow 
In appearance, the Swirl Flow Hybrid rocket has strong conventional hybrid rocket 
features (figure 5.3). The primary difference between the Conventional and Swirl Flow design is 
the oxidiser injection head; as the name suggests, oxidiser within the Swirl Flow hybrid is injected 
tangentially, providing a swirl to the combustion chamber flow field (Figure 5.3). Once again, the 
designers were looking to increase the thrust and fuel mass flow rate of the solid fuel. 
Testing of the Swirl Flow Hybrid with PMMA and Gox confirmed higher fuel regression 
rates than those of the conventional hybrid [Tamura 991. It was postulated that the high 
regression was a result of the centrifugal force of the swirling gas forcing the denser oxidiser to 
come in contact with the wall while the hotter (less dense) combustion products occupy the centre 
of the chamber. The paper goes on to conclude that that a swirling jet of oxidiser improves the 
solid fuel regression rate. 
Oxidiser In 
Swirl Flow Field 
Swirl Injector 
Figure 5.3. Swirl Flow Hybrid 
Fuel Grain 
Combustion Products Out 
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Orbitec 
A third alternative geometry concept was found at the Orbitec Corporation. The Orbitec 
concept also employed a tangential injection scheme, but their design utilised a less conventional 
shaped fuel grain and a unique flow field. The Orbitec hybrid injects oxidiser with a swirl into the 
aft end (near the nozzle) of a cylindrical shaped, single port hybrid. The oxidiser has a slight 
velocity component towards the top end of the fuel grain (away from the nozzle) [Knuth 99c]. 
The resulting flow-field spirals up the fuel grain (away from the nozzle) until it encounters the 
end of the fuel grain. Upon encountering the end of the fuel grain the flow-field spirals in toward 
a centrally located, high velocity, lower pressure vortex and travels back down the length of the 
fuel grain, exiting through a conventional convergent/divergent rocket nozzle. This flow-field is 
described as "co-axial, co-rotating vortex flow-field" (figure 5.4) [Knuth 99b]. The Orbitech 
hybrid technology is envisioned to be competitive with liquid engines in many booster and second 
stage launch vehicle applications [Fink 98]. 
The Orbitec hybrid was tested with Gox and PMMA (with some data generated with 
HTPB as the fuel) and is claimed to exhibit solid fuel regression rates in excess of 650 times of 
the conventional hybrid rocket [Knuth 99a]. Fuel regression analysis determined a strong link 
between the solid fuel regression and the injector geometry within the Orbitec rocket [Knuth 98]. 
Fuel Grain 
Oxidiser In 
Co-Rotating, Co-Axial Flow field I 
Combustion Products Out Figure 5.4. Orbitec Hybrid 
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Purdue Pancake 
Purdue University attempted to produce a "pancake" shaped alternative geometry hybrid 
rocket that had a radial (outward) flow field to seven equidistant nozzles (figure 5.5) [Caravella 
961. This engine used High Test Peroxide (HTP) as an oxidiser and Polyethylene (PE) as the 
solid fuel. The lab-scale engine was designed to investigate the feasibility of decreasing the 
complexity of the multi-port conventional hybrid by demonstrating a design that presented a large 
bum surface area. The Purdue Radial Flow Hybrid Rocket demonstrated reliable ignition and 
smooth combustion during operation [Wernimont 00]. The engine employed a conventional 
hybrid section upstream of the radial combustion chamber to ensure all the HTP was decomposed 
prior to entering the radial section (and thus avoid a dangerous oxidiser pooling condition); this 
design feature and the radial mass flow to the seven nozzles caused peculiar fuel regression 
patterns (channelling between the injector and the nozzle). In addition, ensuring consistent thrust 
out of each of the seven rocket nozzles would prove difficult, especially in the event of a fuel 
sliver partially blocking one or more of the seven nozzles. Discussions with one of the authors 
[Wernimont 99] revealed that the design was indeed impractical and not considered feasible for a 
flight applications. However, data from 20 firings demonstrated a fuel regression insensitivity to 
the distance between the circular fuel grains suggesting a kinetic dominant regression relationship 
[Wernimont 98]. 
Fig 5.5. Purdue Radial Flow Hybrid Rocket 
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Tangential 
Another alternative geometry concept was a design by Mr. George Whittinghill of the 
ISX Corporation. This design employs oxidiser being tangentially injected between circular fuel 
disks, inducing a vortex flow-field toward a single, centrally located nozzle (figure 5.6) 
[Whittinghill 98]. The design was intended for a "terminal correction" impulse on an unidentified 
ballistic weapon and as such was designed for a much higher thrust than required for small 
spacecraft (200-3500N) and very short bum durations (less than 2s). Called a "hybrid gas 
generator", the exhaust gas was diverted to a valve that provided directional control [Whittinghill 
98a] for the proposed re-entry platform. In order to increase thrust, the design utilised multiple 
fuel grains or a "stacked pancake" configuration with oxidiser injection being alternated from 
clockwise to counterclockwise (to increase turbulence and mixing) on successive layers. The 
inset photo on figure 5.6 is of a 12 layer, --350ON design firing. 
Figure 5.6. Tangential Injection Concept 
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End Burning 
The End Burning Hybrid employs a porous fuel grain through which the gaseous oxidiser 
passes (figure 5.7). At the fuel grain exit surface, a stable diffusion flame maintains combustion 
as the fuel surface recedes [Kudo 00]. This design has the advantage that the fuel burn surface 
area remains constant over the duration of the rocket firing. Tests with a strand burner report that 
this configuration produces high combustion efficiency and a constant O/F ratio with very 
uniform performance parameters. 
Although not mentioned in the literature, it is suspected that oxidiser flow must be strictly 
controlled in order to prevent the combustion from propagating back into porous the fuel grain. 
Another area of concern would be re-starting as some of the fuel grain "pores" would surely melt 
shut upon engine shutdown; since catalytic induced auto-ignition would not be possible, a 
pyrotechnic device capable of reaching across the length of the chamber would be required for a 
multiple start hybrid rocket design. 
Oxidiser In 
0% 
Combustion Products Out 
Figure 5.7. End Burning Hybrid 
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Staged Combustion 
The Staged Combustion Hybrid utilized a pre-combustion chamber full of polyester fuel 
pellets through which oxidiser (Gox) passes; in the pre-combustion chamber low level 
combustion occurs liberating a very fuel rich and (relatively) low temperature mixture that flows 
into the combustion chamber [Kudo 00]. Once in the combustion chamber, a secondary flow of 
oxidiser stoichiometrically burns with the rest of the fuel. This engine was designed to provide 
fine throttling control and to avoid the cost of moulding or machining fuel grains. The solid 
propellant pellets relied on gravity or the rockets acceleration to feed the pre-combustion chamber 
(figure 5.8). 
This did not appear to be a very practical design as moulding or machining plastic fuel 
grains is typically not a high expense operation and because slight melting would fuse some of the 
pellets, forming preferential flow paths or voids; like the end-burning hybrid, the staged 
combustion hybrid appears to be unsuitable for multiple engine starts as well. 
Oxidiser In 
I Combustion Products Out 
ýý! 
Figure 5.8. Staged Combustion Hybrid 
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Reverse End Burner 
The "Reverse End Burner" presented another reverse flow design [Abel 00] that is funded 
by NASA. This design injected oxidiser near the nozzle toward the aft end of the engine (similar 
to the Orbitech design) where an end-burning fuel grain provided a constant fuel burn surface 
area. Although, a vortex flow was not employed, cool oxidiser was injected against the chamber 
walls, therefore a layer of solid fuel insulation was not required (figure 5.9). The eleven-inch 
diameter prototype is planned to be scaled up to a 10,000 pound thrust engine that will have a 
restart capability and an operational duration of 6 minutes [Abel 00]. 
This design was unique in that it employed 90% High Test Peroxide (HTP) with a 
proprietary fuel made up of polyethylene and small amounts of ammonium perchlorate. The fuel 
drastically changed the hybrid operation because the fuel did not rely on convective heating for 
fuel liberation, the fuel burned more like a solid rocket fuel grain that would extinguish if not 
augmented by the primary (HTP) oxidiser flow. 
Figure 5.9. Reverse End Burner Hybrid 
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5.3.2 Conceptual Alternative Geometry Designs 
Submerged Axial 
The "Submerged Axial Hybrid" was a conceptual design by Mr. Richard Brown [Brown 
99]. This design envisioned a "conventional hybrid within a conventional hybrid" (figure 5.10), 
the primary purpose of this design was to decrease the overall length of the engine while 
providing a large fuel surface area (for high thrust) and enhanced mixing of the fuel and oxidiser 
(in order to increase combustion efficiency). One concern about this particular design was the 
potential for high regression near the flow reversal area; the increased turbulence and jet 
impingement near the flow reversal area was sure to preferentially consume the fuel, necessitating 
shut down of the engine or other design features to avoid an engine case burn through. 
Figure 5.10. Submerged Axial Hybrid 
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Caltech 
Caltech's Vortex Hybrid was designed under a NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory contract 
for small size to be used as spacecraft thrusters [White 99] and technology demonstrators for 
larger designs. The hybrid engine was very similar to the Orbitech engine (vortex injection away 
from the nozzle, forming a co-rotating, coaxial flow field) with the exception that the oxidiser is 
being injected along the whole length of the fuel grain (figure 5.11) through slanted oxygen 
injection channels. The oxidiser channels were noted to be too small for conventional machining, 
hence the technology relied on X-Ray lithography to cut the desired channels in the solid fuel 
grains [White 99]. This vortex-type hybrid was envisioned to use Oxygen and Polymethyl 
Methacrylate (PMMA) as propellants. 
--, . 4., 090 s 
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Figure 5.11. Caltech Vortex Rocket 
Oxidiser In 
The three following conceptual designs were envisioned as part of this research program. 
The following paragraphs provide a description of the designs and reasons why they were not 
pursued. 
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Radial Pancake 
The first conceptual alternative geometry hybrid was a Radial Pancake design that 
injected oxidiser inward along multiple radii to centre mounted conventional nozzle. Structural 
materials were either insulated by solid fuel or not exposed to the hot products of combustion. 
The primary issue noted with this configuration was the requirement for a large multiple injector 
assembly around the periphery of the chamber (difficult/costly to manufacture). Without a 
multiple injection scheme the solid fuel was sure to channel between the oxidiser inlets and the 
centrally located nozzle (as witnessed in the Purdue alternative geometry hybrid). The overall 
diameter of the engine would have to be large to accommodate sufficient oxidiser exposure on the 
fuel surface for vaporisation mixing and combustion (sufficient stay time) - similar to 
conventional hybrids. In addition, fuel and oxidiser mixing would not be significantly enhanced 
over conventional designs (Figure 5.12). 
Oxidiser In 
Figure 5.12. Radial Pancake Hybrid 
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Aerospike 
The "Aerospike" Pancake was based on a desire to decrease the overall size of the hybrid 
by truncating a full "spike" nozzle (figure 5.13). An Aerospike typically employs gas (generated 
by turbopumps) to produce a pressure cone under the truncated spike and thus produce a 
streamlined "body" for rocket engine exhaust to react against. It was recognized early on that it 
would not be advantageous for a small spacecraft to carry propellant for the function of generating 
an Aerospike "pressure spike" therefore the concept envisioned a solid or collapsible (i. e. 
deployable) continuation of the truncated spike. The real problem with designing a low cost 
Aerospike Pancake for small spacecraft was the design tolerances associated with spreading a 
relatively small rocket nozzle area around the periphery of the engine. In addition, the annular 
nozzle material selection and machining would be very difficult and costly to optimise for 
changes in temperature as the nozzle goes from ambient to operational temperatures (i. e. a slight 
thermal differential of the nozzle rings would be a significant problem because it would 
drastically increase/decrease the total throat area). Another potential problem with this design 
was the fact that the oxidiser is injected at the centre of the fuel grain; looking concentrically, the 
available fuel is lowest in the centre and highest at the periphery. The oxidiser would 
preferentially combust in the low fuel area and as the mixture spread out to the high fuel area, 
there would be little oxidiser left to support combustion. 
Oxidiser In 
Figure 5.13. Aerospike Pancake Hybrid 
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Plug Pancake 
The "Plug" Pancake attempted to alleviate the large diameter of the annular nozzle in the 
Aerospike Pancake. This configuration did not require a long expansion cone either (figure 5.14). 
The primary difficulty with this concept was material issues associated with redirecting 2500+C 
combustion gasses within the engine. Covering all structural surfaces with the "ablative" fuel 
would provide protection but balancing the fuel regression to ensure it lasted for the duration of 
the burn in areas with drastically different local mass velocities would be difficult (similar to the 
"submerged hybrid" design). This configuration also shared the central injection problems 
associated with the Aerospike Pancake. 
I Exhaust Products Out 
Figure 5.14. Plug Pancake Hybrid 
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The alternative geometry designs and concepts were indeed varied; however, the number 
of researchers directing their energy to this field from around the globe is indicative of the desire 
to tailor the positive attributes of hybrid rocket propulsion for more specific applications. Table 
5.1 provides a summary of the designs found in the literature (and conceptual designs) with the 
status of the technology, intended applications, description of the flow field and intended purpose 
of the design. 
Name Status Application Flow Field Purpose of Design 
Impinging Jet Fired Booster Bent Axial Higher Regression 
Swirl Flow Fired Booster Vortex Higher Regression 
Orbitec Fired Booster Coaxial, Higher Regression, High 
Co-rotating Efficiency 
Vortex 
Purdue Pancake Fired Upper Stage Bent Axial, Simplification of multi- 
Radial port design 
Tangential Fired Terminal Vortex Compactness of design, 
Boost High thrust, High 
efficiency 
End Burning Strand Not Axial Constant O/F, High 
Burner Specified efficiency 
Ex riments 
Staged Fired Not Axial Fine Throttling, Low cost 
Combustion Specified manufacturing 
Reverse End Fired Upper Stage Bent Axial Compactness of design 
Burner 
Submerged Conceptual Booster Bent Axial Compactness of design 
Axial 
Caltech Vortex Not Spacecraft Coaxial, Small size, High 
Rocket Specified thrusters Co-rotating efficiency 
Vortex 
Radial Pancake Conceptual Upper Stage Bent Radial Compactness of design 
Aerospike Conceptual Upper Stage Bent Radial Compactness of design 
Pancake 
Plug Pancake Conceptual Upper Stage Bent Radial Compactness of design 
Table 5.1. Alternative Geometry Hybrid Rocket Summary 
While it was obvious that a "pancake design" was desirable for small spacecraft orbit 
transfer applications, a low cost injection method was needed that would: 
1. Wet all exposed fuel surfaces (avoid channelling from injector to the exhaust nozzle) 
2. Create turbulent mixing within the combustion chamber (increase combustion efficiency) 
3. Minimise contact of hot gases with the unprotected combustion chamber wall 
4. Not impede high loading efficiency of fuel within the combustion chamber. 
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After reviewing the flow fields of the other alternative geometry hybrid designs, it was 
decided that vortex injection provided the best configuration for investigation. Vortex injection 
would potentially resolve the issues of fuel channelling; the "sweeping" effect of the oxidiser 
across the fuel surface also promised to reduce the number of injector heads - providing a more 
reliable and robust architecture. In addition, the vortex would increase fuel and oxidiser mixing 
over conventional (axial) chamber designs. The configuration was relatively easy and cheap to 
design and manufacture, making it an excellent candidate for preliminary investigation. The 
configuration was dubbed the Vortex Flow Pancake Hybrid (VFP). 
5.4 Vortex Flows 
Vortex flows have been utilised due to their unique characteristics of centripetal force, 
and internal separation. The most common industrial uses of vortex flows are in gas and 
particulate separators; however, their unique characteristics have been applied to other machines 
such as centrifugal chemical reactors and vortex mills [UoH 99]. In one publication, reference 
was made to a confined vortex application of an advanced nuclear rocket using gaseous-core 
nuclear reactors [Lewellen 64]. 
Within an enclosed cylinder, the flow can be broken down into a few distinct regions 
[Ginsberg 66], the free-flow region, the boundary layer region and the exit region. 
  Boundary Layer Region 
  Free Flow Region 
  Exit Region 
Figure 5.15. Vortex Flow Regions 
The free flow region is the area of true fluid rotation. Gas within the free flow area 
rotates around the centre of the vortex in a balance between centripetal force casting the gas 
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outward and pressure pushing the gas inward. Friction and viscosity play a role in the free flow 
region but we will neglect that for simplicity. 
As rotating gas nears the top and bottom of the cylinder a boundary layer is formed hence 
the name boundary layer region. The boundary layer effectively slows the rotating gas just below 
and above the top and bottom of the cylinder (respectively). The slowing of the rotation results in 
a decrease in centripetal force within the boundary layer and with the decrease in centripetal force 
comes a preferential flow path out of the cylinder. 
Ginsberg defines the exit region of the vortex as the volume directly over the exit hole 
where the radial and tangential velocities of the free flow vortex theoretically go to zero. 
Centripetal force is calculated as: 
ac=v2/r 
where: 
ac - centripetal acceleration (m/s2) 
v- free stream velocity (m/s) 
r- radius of flow (m) 
conservation of momentum can be illustrated by: 
(Equation 5.1) 
m vi ri =m v2 r2 or V2 = vi (ri/r2) (Equation 5.2) 
where: 
m- mass (kg) 
ri, r2 - radius 1,2 (m) 
vi - velocity at ri (m/s) 
V2 - velocity at r2 (m/s) 
Assuming a nominal free rotating velocity of 8 m/s (injection velocity of 12m/s) at the 
combustion chamber wall and neglecting viscous / friction losses centripetal accelerations can get 
very large within the vortex chamber as illustrated in table 5.2. Since the radial and tangential 
velocities of such flows are required theoretically equal zero on the axis of symmetry, viscosity is 
a driving parameter in determining the flow within the area surrounding the rotational axis. 
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Radial 
Station (m) 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Centripetal 
Acceleration (g x 100) 
. 06 8 1.08 
. 05 9.6 1.87 
. 04 12 3.67 
. 03 16 8.69 
. 02 24 29.35 
F . 01 48 234.86 
Table 5.2 Theoretical Centripetal acceleration 
5.5 Vortex Flow Pancake Hybrid 
In November of 1998 a design for a VFP hybrid rocket motor was drawn up (figure 5.16). 
The VFP had great appeal. In theory, the vortex flow would: 
-Increase the mixing efficiency of fuel and oxidiser (thereby increase combustion efficiency) 
-Increase the mean path of the oxidiser over the fuel surface (increase L*, stay time) 
-Increase the volumetric loading efficiency of the hybrid combustion chamber 
-Avoid fuel channelling from the injector to the nozzle ("sweeping" motion over the fuel surface) 
-Use centripetal action to force lighter, hotter gasses toward the centrally located nozzle 
-Use centripetal action to force heavier, cooler (uncombusted species) away from the nozzle 
-Use centripetal force to keep fuel slivers or debris away from the nozzle 
-Keep the combustion chamber wall cool (by 02 injection and centrifugal gas separation) 
VIP Combui it Ring (top view) 
02 Idea Ptissrs Tap 
vFP " ir" (side view) 
o Steel Ring 
Upper Fuel Plate 
Combustion Ring 
Lower Pnsl Plate 
0o PlauMa hs Assembler lomr 
Figure 5.16. Original VFP Engineering Model 
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5.5.1 Conceptual VFP Implementation 
The conventional hybrid engine requires internal spacecraft volume aligned with the 
centre of gravity of the spacecraft. Provided the hybrid rocket utilises a catalyst pack to achieve 
ignition, the rocket engine will generate significant waste heat within the spacecraft. Both of 
these characteristics are contrary to maximising the return of the small spacecraft mission (less 
spacecraft volume, more thermal constraints). 
Since the VFP presents a short and flat profile, it can be mounted totally external to the 
spacecraft. By positioning the VFP on the outside of the spacecraft, internal volume is conserved 
and thermal implications are eased. Figure 5.17 compares and contrasts three different micro- 
satellites, a microsat without propulsion (A), a microsat with a conventional hybrid (B) and a 
microsat with the VFP (C). Spacecraft payload area is highlighted in dark green with hot catalyst 
packs depicted in red, light green indicates bus components. Table 5.3 provides figures for the 
conventional vs. VFP scenario; the figures are based on a 50kg (initial weight) microsat, peroxide 
and polyethylene propellants (@280s ISP), providing a 200m/s change in velocity (-400km 
altitude change in LEO). In addition to occupying internal volume within the spacecraft, the 
conventional hybrid engine will almost certainly drive oxidiser tanking to a less volumetrically 
efficient (and more costly) multiple tank design; reserving 20% ullage for HTP decomposition 
[Whitehead 99]', the mission outlined above would require a single tank that would have a 
17.5cm dia. or two tanks having a 13.88cm dia. (each). 
Height* Width* Internal s/c Port Chamber Vol. 
(cm) (cm) volume (cm"3) Dia Height (cm) Loading 
(cm) Efficiency 
Conventional 25 6 698 3.76 N/A 60%2 
VFP 5 12 N/A N/A 1.0 80% 
*Internal dimensions of Combustion Chamber 
Table 5.3 VFP vs. Conventional hybrid design. 
l Recent research has indicated that sound passivation techniques could reduce launch ullage volume to less 
than 10% for HTP [Coxhill 01]. 
2 Typical conventional hybrid rocket loading factors are generally on the order of 50 to 60% [Humble 95, 
Caravella 96]. 
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MicroSat "B" 
Conventional Hybrid 
i, 
.` 
jZ 
1' 
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Figure 5.17. Hybrid engine layout (Note: figures do not address expulsion systems). 
Assuming equivalent performance between the two configurations, we see clear advantages with 
the VFP in respect to the Conventional hybrid in the areas of : 
Internal spacecraft volume consumed 
Thermal impact on the spacecraft 
Spacecraft integration effort 
Component cost (tanks) 
Spacecraft mass; 
5.6 Summary 
Chapter 4 found the conventional hybrid unsuitable for the function of cost effective, 
efficient orbit transfer of small spacecraft. This chapter reviewed alternative geometry hybrid 
concepts found in the literature and determined that an alternative geometry hybrid design may be 
appropriate for harnessing the potential of the hybrid rocket for small spacecraft orbit transfer. 
Chapter 5 introduced the VFP, the alternative geometry hybrid with strong potential to 
fulfil the small spacecraft orbit transfer requirement. Chapter 6 is concerned with describing the 
experimental apparatus and procedures used to conduct the remainder of the VFP practical 
research. 
3 Mass savings can be achieved through the reduction of tanks and lines from a multiple tank configuration, 
and/or by accommodating the VFP as part of the separation system (leveraging sep system mass). 
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Chapter 6 
The Research Program 
6.1 Introduction 
6.2 Constraints 
6.3 Infrastructure 
6.3.1 Initial VFP Development 
6.3.2 VFP Engineering Models 
6.4 The Research Plan 
6.5 Funding 
6.6 Summary 
6.1 introduction 
This chapter describes the research program starting with some background constraints 
and moving on to describing the infrastructure available and required to conduct the research. 
The chapter also covers the experimental hardware in detail. The research plan is revisited in 
section 4 while research funding is covered in section S. 
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6.2 Constraints 
The primary constraint of the research program was personnel safety. Since the research 
entailed hot rocket firings with energetic rocket propellants, site selection and ensuring adequate 
safety procedures was critical. By applying the "ounce of prevention equals a pound of cure" 
mentality, the second major constraint, low cost, was also addressed. Low cost was a limiting 
constraint for two reasons; first, when the research program started, the only funding available 
was the school provided Ph. D. funding of £2000.00 per year. It was recognized fairly early on 
that this funding would be less than marginal to carry out the proposed research but at the time 
there were no other funds available. Secondly, the whole premise behind the research was to 
support the identification of a low cost propulsion alternative; a traditional (expensive) rocket 
R&D program would violate the motivational criteria of the research. Time was also a factor as 
the whole research program had to be conducted within a three year window from start to finish. 
63 Infrastructure 
Firing site 
In order to safely conduct the research, a suitable test facility was needed. A firing range 
at the University of Surrey was ruled out primarily because permission to work with High Test 
Peroxide (HTP) had been forbidden on campus by the University safety office. In addition, it was 
recognized that rocket noise and the physical infrastructure requirements (test stand, data 
acquisition system, gas bottles, armored viewing facility, etc. ) would dictate a large open area 
with a good amount of floor space; a University location was not within the realm of possibilities. 
Previous SSC hybrid rocket research had been conducted at the Ministry of Defence 
(MoD) "Westcolt" facility [Sellers 96]; at the time (1994-1996) financial conditions had resulted 
in the favorable lease of a rocket firing bay (J-site) from Royal Ordinance at Westcott. At the 
inception of this research program (fall 1998), the Royal Ordinance (RO) facilities were being 
sold to Atlantic Research Corporation (ARC) and although negotiations persisted for months, 
neither the RO or ARC authorities were willing to complicate the sale by leasing the J-site 
facility. In March of 1999, it was decided that the practical research could not be postponed any 
further and a decision was made to convert a leased Surrey Space Centre storage facility (also 
located at Westcott) to a proper firing site. The storage facility was actually an old firing site ("E" 
site) control room at the Westcott facility (figure 6.1). Previously, E site had been used in the 
development of such systems as the Chevalaine program (the Polaris warhead distribution 
platform) and the Bristol Sidley 608 HTP/Kerosene rocket engine (used for rocket assisted take- 
off on the Buchaneer attack aircraft). In April of 1999, the storage facility was emptied and 
conversion work was started. 
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Figure 6.1. Westcott Firing Site 
The E site control room was an armored facility built by the MoD in 1956 for large rocket 
engine tests. As such, the control room (walls, ceiling and floor) was made of two-foot-thick, 
steel-reinforced, concrete. The control room was composed of two rooms (connected by a 
doorway) with one room being about twice the size of the other; the small room would become 
the firing bay while the large room would be the control room (figure 6.2). The doorway between 
the two rooms was quickly converted to an armored viewing portal with 10mm thick diamond 
plate aluminum sheet and a 10mm thick polycarbonate viewing window. An old MoD firing 
stand was found on site as well as a large plunge bath. Once the necessary pipe-work and controls 
were installed the site was ready for instrumentation and test. 
  -DAQS 
  -Thrust Stand 
  -Control Stand 
O -Conference Table 
  -Work Benches 
 - Phmge Bath 
" -Fire Extinguisher 
Figure 6.2 Firing Site Schematic 
Viewing Portal 
2 Foot Thick 
Concrete Reinforced Wails 
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Instrumentation 
Instrumentation evolved with the research program, the initial instrumentation list was as 
follows: 
Fischer Porter Variable Area Flowmeter (for gaseous oxygen operations) 
4 (0 to 25 Bar) Gems Pressure Transmitters 
2 (0 to 100 Bar) Gems Pressure Transmitters 
6 K-Type Thermocouples 
Pelton Wheel Flow Meter (for HTP and cooling water) 
These instruments provided enough data to look at combustion stability and back out combustion 
efficiency. As the research matured (and additional funding was secured), the instrumentation was 
upgraded to include: 
2 Coriolis Mass Flow Meters (0-100 g/s) 
1 High Frequency (5Khz) Pressure Transmitter 
1 Tedia Hunt 0-30 kg Load Cell 
These upgrades increased the accuracy of the measurements, allowed thrust and Isp measurements 
to be conducted and allowed a more detailed look at combustion stability. All instrumentation 
devices were powered by two lead-acid car batteries and employed screened leads (in order to 
eliminate electronic noise from the mains power and fluorescent lighting). 
Test Rig 
Figure 6.3 outlines the VFP gaseous oxygen test infrastructure. Oxidiser flow control was 
conducted via a hand operated bottle shut off valve, a hand operated pressure regulator, two 
pneumatic valves and a hand adjusted (needle) choke valve. Gaseous oxygen instrumentation 
consisted of the Bailey Fischer and Porter variable area oxygen flow meter, a 30kg Tedea Hunt 
Leigh load cell, 4 Gems Sensors pressure transmitters and 2 k-type thermocouples. With the 
exception of the load cell, all instrumentation provided a4 to 20 mA signal to a National 
Instruments data acquisition board (the load cell provided a0 to 5 volt signal). 
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P3 
T2 
-P4 
Variable Choke 
(Needle Valve) 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the VFP HTP test infrastructure. Oxidiser flow control was 
conducted via a hand operated bottle shut off valve, a hand operated pressure regulator, two 
pneumatic valves and two hand adjusted (needle) choke valves. Instrumentation consisted of a 
Coriolis mass flow meter, a 30kg Tedea Hunt Leigh load cell, 5 Gems Sensors pressure 
transmitters, I Kulite high frequency pressure transducer, and 3 k-type thermocouples. With the 
exception of the load cell and high frequency transducer, all instrumentation provided a4 to 20 
mA signal to a National Instruments data acquisition board (the load cell and transducer provided 
a0 to 5 volt signal). All instrumentation employed screened leads and were powered by lead acid 
batteries to reduce electronic noise. 
P1 
HTP 
P3, T1 
®- Firing Valve `v- 
PS P6 
Coriolis -age Valve 
Flow Metre -Non Return 
Load Cell 
-Needle Valve 
DENG - CatPack 
P2 
Figure 6.4. HTP Test Infrastructure 
Data Acquisition 
Data acquisition was based around a National Instruments data acquisition card (DAQ) 
housed within a Pentium PC operating at 233 Mhz. The DAQ card is capable of recording at 
200k samples per second across a maximum of 16 data channels; nominally, the DAQ was 
operated at 300 samples per second. The only instrumentation desiring sampling speeds faster 
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than 300hz was the pressure transmitters, as a sampling speed as high as 2k samples per second 
would be useful for recording potential combustion instabilities within a hybrid rocket. However, 
the low cost (-£100.00) pressure transmitters were not capable of responding at speeds faster than 
300hz. Later in the research program, a high frequency pressure transducer was used to assess 
high frequency pressure oscillations during HTP operations (the new transducer was rated by the 
manufacturer as having a 5kHz response time). Although additional channels would have proven 
beneficial, the 16-channel DAC card presented a good trade on the basis of capability for a 
relatively low cost. 
Software 
Table 6.1 lists instrumentation calibration parameters. Calibration was performed using a 
Labview program written for the Surrey propulsion research department [Coxhill 00]. The 
program would sample the individual instrument for one second (while applying a known input) 
then output an averaged value for the one-second interval; several measurements could then be 
graphed, illustrating the instruments linearity and displaying the gains and offsets produced. 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the front panel of the calibration program. 
Instrumentation Calibration Source Accuracy 
(demonstrated) 
Pressure Transmitters Calibrated Test Gauge 0.25% 
Thermocouples Calibrated Thermocouple Simulator 0.1% 
Load Cell Calibration Weights 0.3% 
Fuel Scale Calibration Weights 0.03% 
Gox Flow Meter Factory Calibrated 2.5% 
HF Pressure Transducer Calibrated Test Gauge 0.2% 
HTP Mass Flow Meter Factory Calibrated 0.4% 
Table 6.1. Instrumentation Calibration Details 
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Figure 6.5. Instrument Calibration Panel 
Data were collected using the High Frequency Data Acquisition System program [Coxhill 
00], this Labview program allowed the user to set the desired sampling frequency and sampling 
period prior to the firing. Post firing, the program would prompt the user to save data file as a text 
file, the text file was then easily imported into Microsoft Excel to be graphed and analysed. 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the High Frequency Data Acquisition program front panel, while chart 6.1 
illustrates data captured during a hot firing. 
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Chart 6.1. Data Capture of HTP / PE Hot Firing 
Theoretical combustion figures were calculated using the USAF "Isp" thermo-chemical 
code [Selph 92]. Isp applies an iterative algorithm to solve for the chemical balance between the 
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propellant inputs and all the possible exhaust constituent outputs. Isp allows the user to specify 
propellants, propellant mixture ratio, chamber pressure, expansion conditions, and frozen flow vs. 
equilibrium calculations. 
Ignition and oxidiser feed 
When using gaseous oxygen and PMMA, the VFP was ignited with a hot wire inserted 
through the nozzle. The hot wire used 3amp fuse wire with a dusting of spray adhesive and 
Pyrodex powder. Upon applying a 28v/10A excitation signal, the ignitor would momentarily 
flare. A similar ignition procedure was used for igniting the engine for N20 operations. HTP 
operations entailed passing the pressurised oxidiser through a catalyst bed of silver wire mesh. 
The catalytic decomposition of the HTP releases superheated steam (-600C) and oxygen, 
spontaneously igniting the solid PE fuel. 
Gaseous Oxygen and gaseous N20 test firing would begin with the subject oxidiser being 
regulated down to the specified test pressure. Oxygen would enter a variable area flow meter 
were pressure, temperature and flow rate were measured (temperature and pressure measurements 
were later used to correct flow meter measurements to "standard" conditions). During N20 
operations, N20 flow was measured with a Coriolis mass flow meter. Both systems subdivided 
the oxidiser flow into a primary firing valve and a (low flow) bypass valve to facilitate ignition. 
The low flow provided approximately 1 gram/second flow rate while the ignition circuit was 
energised (igniting the rocket engine), within a fraction of a second, the primary oxidiser flow 
valve was opened and the engine would quickly ramp up to operational parameters. The primary 
oxidiser line employed a variable choke (needle valve) to isolate the oxidiser feed pressure from 
the combustion chamber pressure and thereby reduce the probability of feed system induced 
pressure oscillations. After firing for the specified duration of the test, the firing valve would be 
closed and the oxidiser flow would stop. A nitrogen purge was then employed to ensure the 
engine was extinguished and expel any un-combusted gaseous oxidiser and fuel. 
High Test Peroxide test firing would begin with the liquid oxidiser being pressurised to 
the specified test pressure using compressed nitrogen. From the main HTP tank the oxidiser 
would enter a Coriolis mass flow meter prior to splitting to the two HTP catalyst packs. Prior to 
entering the catalyst packs, each HTP stream would pass through the needle valve and the firing 
valve. The needle valve was used to isolate the oxidiser feed pressure from the combustion 
chamber pressure (and thereby reduce the probability of feed system induced pressure 
oscillations). Upon entering the catalyst packs the HTP would rapidly decompose into 
superheated steam and oxygen and immediately enter the combustion chamber, igniting the rocket 
engine. After firing for the specified duration of the test, the firing valves would be closed and 
the all oxidiser flow would stop. A nitrogen purge was then employed to ensure the engine was 
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extinguished and expel all HTP and non-solid fuel from the catalyst packs and the combustion 
chamber. 
Test Methodology 
All VFP testing was conducted in a controlled manner to approximate (as close as 
possible) actual firing conditions. For instance, the fuel grains (on EM 1), were carefully removed 
and weighed then meticulously re-installed with respect to their initial position in relation to 
oxidiser injectors. If this were not the case, the testing would not be representative of a flight like 
system. Similar logic was applied throughout the alternative geometry hybrid test program. 
Hybrid rockets experience a noticeable start-up and shutdown phase that can inject some 
uncertainty into fuel utilisation calculations. In order to minimise the uncertainty in the fuel 
utilisation calculations one is tempted to increase the steady-state burn duration [Wernimont 99]. 
This test program settled on a nominal eight second burn duration in order to find a balance 
between minimising the influence of the start-up/shut-down phase and providing a good number 
of discreet "snapshots" that could be obtained from a set of fuel grains. In addition, eight seconds 
helped preserve the pyrolytically coated carbon boundary layer steps for multiple fuel grain sets 
and provided a manageable amount of data for post firing manipulation at the desired sampling 
speed. 
Fuel utilisation sensitivity analysis 
This phase of the VFP research concentrates on fuel utilisation (using oxygen and 
PMMA) and as such relies on sound measurement principles. Fuel flow measurement was 
conducted by weighing the fuel grains (to within a tenth of a gram) before and after each firing, 
the amount of fuel used would then be divided by the duration of the firing in order to establish 
the average fuel mass flow rate in grams per second. Several factors were tested in order to gauge 
their effect on solid fuel mass flow rate, among them are oxidiser mass flow rate, internal engine 
geometry, oxidiser injection velocity, number of oxidiser injectors, and chamber pressure effects. 
Table 6.2 provides an overview of parameters measured, parameters varied and number of firings. 
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18 3MM 6MM 15 INJECTOR RING FIXTURE 
CHAMBER PRESSURE EFFECTS 4 6.5MM 4MM 6 CONSTANT MO 
4 6.5MM 5MM 9 
4 6.5MM 6MM 10 
FUEL UTIUSATION FIRINGS 120 TOTAL 
Table 6.2. Parameters tested for effect on fuel mass flow 
Performance Characterisation 
Characteristic exhaust velocity (C*) measurements were the primary source of 
performance data in the AGH research program. C* measurements provide a measure of 
combustion chamber performance based on chamber pressure, propellant mass flow rate and 
nozzle throat area (equation 6.1). Measured C* can then be compared with theoretical values in 
order to determine combustion chamber efficiency (theoretical performance was calculated using 
the USAF "Isp" thermochemical computer code). Combustion chamber efficiency provides an 
indication of how well everything performs upstream of the rocket nozzle, and this is where the 
concern lies for an all-new rocket geometry. 
Specific impulse (Isp) is the industry standard term for quoting rocket performance. Isp 
(equation 6.2) is a measure of overall (combustion chamber and nozzle) rocket performance. 
Since this rocket research and development program was decidedly low cost, vacuum firings and 
high cost rocket nozzles were not acceptable expenses. Therefore, a low cost approach was 
employed. Thrust (at ambient test conditions) was measured using a simple load cell mounted 
under the engine and firing the engine downward against it. After experimenting with steel, 
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pyrolytically coated graphite, and copper nozzle designs, it was decided to use water-cooled 
copper nozzles to stand up to the extreme heat of combustion. The water-cooled nozzles 
employed conical (15 degree - half angle) diverging sections and a box shaped cooling section to 
keep machining costs low (figure 6.7). The water-cooling effectively preserved the nozzle for 
multiple firings. However, the active cooling extracted up to 18% of the exhaust stream's power 
(-7.3Kw), necessitating correction of the measured Isp data. Equation 6.3 illustrates the 
calculation of the correction factor for nozzle power loss. 
O5 
40 
Figure 6.7. Low Cost Water Cooled Test Nozzle 
In order to minimise the influence of start-up and shut-down transients on performance 
measurement, all performance measurements were averaged over one second (half way through 
each run). The halfway mark also corresponds most accurately with the average fuel mass flow 
rate (calculated post firing). 
PcAt 
C* _ M (Equation 6.1) 
Where: Pc is chamber pressure - absolute (Pa) 
At is the nozzle throat area (M2) 
M is the total propellant mass flow (kg/s) 
F 
Isp =. (Equation 6.2) MO 
Where: F is rocket thrust (N) 
go is the acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2) 
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Pabs thw*cv*AT Cf= = F*C Pgen 
2 
Where: Cf - Correction Factor 
Pabs - Power absorbed by the water (w) 
Pgen - Power generated by the engine (w) 
mw - water mass flow rate (kg/s) 
cv - specific heat of water (J/kg°K) 
AT - temperature change of water (°K) 
C- rocket exhaust velocity (m/s) 
6.3.1 Initial VFP Development 
(Equation 6.3) 
This section provides some insight into the early experimentation with the VFP. Since 
the technology was all-new, there was much to be learned prior to establishing a baseline 
experimental configuration. 
In February of 1999, a preliminary engineering model of the VFP was produced. The 
outside diameter of this design (-150mm) was based on a desire to use an existing supply of 
PMMA for the fuel graines. The original VFP employed a short (35mm), cylindrical combustion 
ring capped at both ends by 25mm thick fuel plates. The combustion ring had two oxidiser inlets 
tangentially piercing the ring midway up the cylinder (separated by 180 degrees) with a pressure 
tap located between the inlets. One fuel plate was left intact while the other was modified with a 
conical nozzle entry port for a centrally located nozzle. The VFP is then capped again, with a 
stainless steel ring over the unmodified fuel grain (to permit viewing into the combustion 
chamber) and a steel platetnozzle assembly below the modified fuel plate. The whole assembly 
was held together with six, 10mm studs (12cm long), seen assembled in figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8 Assembled VFP 
Operation of the VFP is remarkably straightforward. Oxidiser is injected via the 02 inlets 
and is forced into combustion chamber. Similar to the conventional hybrid, the oxidiser migrates 
through the boundary layer approaching the flame zone where it mixes with vaporised fuel and 
combusts. The hot exhaust gases are then accelerated through a conventional 
converging/diverging nozzle to produce thrust. 
The first VFP firings were promising because the motor ignited on every attempt and the 
combustion chamber pressure was very steady over the duration of the burn. However, the initial 
tests raised three areas of concern. First, the fuel grains showed a drastic "trenching effect" near 
the perimeter of the fuel grain (near the 02 inlets). This effect was concerning because uneven 
fuel regression is not a desirable hybrid rocket characteristic. Secondly, the fuel grain section 
directly opposite the nozzle inlet port and the nozzle entry port itself was eroding much faster than 
the surrounding fuel (figure 6.9); these areas of the top and bottom fuel grains experience 
extremely turbulent and high velocity combustion gases. This would not only complicate 
performance analysis, this was considered a potential design limiting development as well. Third, 
although shock diamonds were present in the exhaust plume (indicating supersonic flow), the 
plume raged with an orange colour and very ragged flame edges (figure 6.10); since mass flow 
rate was not measured, the mixture ratio was assumed to be extremely fuel rich, the orange ragged 
flames being indicative of fuel after-burning. 
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Figure 6.9. VFP profile regression trace (original configuration) 
Figure 6.10. Firing with the original VFP configuration 
In the following months (while efforts where concentrated on a data acquisition system 
and test infrastructure), VFP firings were conducted for demonstrations of the concept to SSC 
visitors (USAF, AMSAT, University Safety Office). The demonstrations were used to 
experiment with different ways to film the firings in order to visualise the unique combustion 
phenomena, these experiments resulted in the use of a UV blocker on the photographic equipment 
[Fouquet 99] (figure 6.11). 
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The full up data acquisition system (DAQS) was not ready for commissioning until late 
June of 99. When the DAQS was up and running it was determined that all our early firings were 
fuel rich. Attempts to fire at stoichiometrically correct mixture ratios were frustrating in that the 
stainless steel nozzles would erode and the plume remained ragged and orange (post chamber 
burning). Also at this time, black and white polyethylene (PE) fuel grains were also tested. The 
PE fuel grains ignited and burned very similar to the PMMA grains, however, the softer PE 
tended to get extremely soft after the motor was fired; since the motor clamps tightly on to the 
fuel grain in order to get a good combustion chamber seal, these areas were being crushed (as the 
fuel heated up) by the motor assembly bolt tension. It was determined that PE was not the ideal 
fuel for the engineering model design. All the test firings of this campaign had the fuel grain 
"trenching" effect, orange plume and unwanted fuel regression in and across from the nozzle 
entry port. It was immediately recognised that alternative nozzle materials would be required and 
pyrolytically coated graphite nozzles were ordered. 
The next few firings of the VFP concentrated on shorter durations with multiple burns on 
the same fuel grain set. These bums were conducted fuel rich to conserve nozzles as well (the 
pyrolytic graphite nozzles were on back-order for 8 weeks). One fuel grain set in this sequence 
had a stainless steel insert (figure 6.13) in place of the nominal "machined fuel" nozzle port, 
figure 6.12 (Note: the blue arrows indicate un-combusted boundary layer fuel flow). Upon firing 
this fuel grain (at the same oxidiser mass flow rate as other bums that day), the plume became 
noticeably cleaner (the thick orange plume became thin and almost clear). Although the stainless 
insert was difficult to position and keep centred during assembly of the hot engine parts, it 
provided two means of cleaning up the plume; first, it leaned the mixture ratio by reducing the 
fuel bum surface area in the most aerodynamically violent area of the VFP, secondly, it created a 
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step that tripped the fuel rich boundary layer up toward the free stream flow within the centre of 
the VFP. The following paragraphs will describe the significance of the boundary layer step. 
Figure 6.12. "Machined Fuel" nozzle port 
.. ý_ 
gqlý- t 
Trapped Fuel is Re-introduced 
LStainless 
Steel Insert to Vortex Mixing 
Vortex Free-Stream 
Figure 6.13. "Stainless Steel" nozzle port 
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Circular flow within a capped, cylindrical structure is deemed "cyclostrophic flow" [UoH 
99]. The literature [Ginsberg 66] had indicated that tangentially injected fluid within a capped 
cylinder, with an exit in the centre of one of the ends results in a strong free-flowing vortex in the 
centre of the cylinder with high centripetal forces; however, near the endwalls, the viscous 
boundary layer significantly slows the free-stream (circular) motion resulting in a much lower 
centripetal force and a preferential path for fluids to leave the vortex chamber. Although research 
[Rott 64] indicated that a large fraction of the fluid within the boundary layer approaching the exit 
hole can be re-ejected axially into the chamber, Ginsberg cited that up to 75% of the flow within 
this configuration exits through the endcap boundary layers. However, it should be noted that 
neither of these research programs addressed combustion of the solid fuel surface with the 
associated effects on the boundary layer (i. e. blowing); in this particular instance, one would 
expect the boundary layers to be much thicker and have a greater influence on the free stream 
flow. 
Another way of visualising this phenomena is to picture two inversely related velocity 
profiles, one aligned with the vortex free-stream and the other orientated toward the centre of the 
engine (figure 6.14). 
Figure 6.14. Freestream vs. Boundary layer velocity profile 
This flow interaction within the existing VFP had two major implications; first, the 
boundary layer has both a velocity and direction gradient, and secondly, the fuel rich area beneath 
the combustion zone of the boundary layer had practically no chance of mixing with oxidiser 
before exiting out the rocket nozzle (it would be trapped in the boundary layer). This indicated 
that some form of boundary layer "trip" would be required to free the fuel from the boundary 
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layer prior to exiting the engine. If the fuel could be mixed into the oxygen rich free-stream 
vortex, mixing and combustion could essentially be ensured. The stainless steel insert provided 
some confidence that a boundary layer step would improve oxidiser/fuel mixing and therefore, 
performance. 
An experimental stainless steel boundary layer step insert was constructed. This step had 
a cylindrical inner profile (the previous step had a conical inner profile), it was theorised that a 
cylinder would provide a small post combustion chamber mixing volume. Upon arrival of a 
prototype pure carbon nozzle, the new nozzle and stainless steel boundary layer step assembly 
was promptly tested. The nozzle worked well, with an expected erosion rate, but the stainless step 
assembly immediately melted. The destruction of the step assembly was a good sign that 
combustion efficiency (i. e. higher temperature) was being increased. The previous insert test had 
a smaller step and the stainless insert came though three burns unscathed. The more pronounced 
step had created combustion temperatures that immediately began to erode the stainless steel step 
structure. 
After the successful (but destructive) test of the pure graphite nozzle, pyrolytically coated 
graphite (PG) nozzles and boundary layers steps were obtained (figure 6.15. ). A boundary layer 
step opposite the nozzle entry port also resolved the unwanted fuel regression in that area (with a 
subsequent reduction in combustion chamber loading efficiency). These items took 6 weeks to 
arrive, providing ample time for modifications to accept the new internal engine hardware and 
incorporate two more oxidiser injectors on the combustion chamber ring (4 total). 
The next firings demonstrated the best performance to date (clean, long, slender plume 
with multiple shock diamonds, figure 6.16), however, the PG nozzles immediately began to erode 
(the boundary layer steps were not affected). The erosion of the PG nozzles was a setback, 
however a decision was made to try a large billet of copper and restrict burn duration's to 5 
seconds; the copper nozzle configuration worked for short burn durations leading to a water 
cooled version for longer firing durations. 
All the negative issues found with the VFP had been resolved with the exception of the 
telltale trenching effect around the perimeter of the fuel grains. Attempts were made to prevent 
the high velocity oxygen injection from blowing the sealant out of the gap between the 
combustion chamber wall and side of the fuel grain (providing a second fuel surface for 
combustion to occur); this was accomplished by gouging an inset within the combustion chamber 
ring to prevent the oxygen from impinging into this seam (figure 6.15), later the design evolved to 
include stainless steel bands to seal the fuel edge prior to firing the grains; figure 6.17 illustrates 
an exploded view of the baseline VFP. Although the "fuel trenching" effect was not totally 
eliminated, it was determined to be related to the oxidiser injection velocity (section 7.3.6). 
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Figure 6.15. Pyrolytic graphite boundary layer steps and oxidiser inlet modifications. 
Figure 6.16. Pyrolytic graphite boundary layer steps and oxidiser inset results. 
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6.3.2 VFP Engineering Models 
All testing was undertaken on two variants of the SSC Alternative Geometry Hybrid 
Rocket engineering model. Figure 6.18 illustrates the first generation engineering model (EM 1) 
and figure 6.19 (EM2) illustrates a flight propellant testbed that was purposely elongated for test 
purposes. All external engineering model hardware is fabricated of heavy gauge (1/2 inch thick 
plate, l0mm thick tube) stainless steel to facilitate safe, trouble free testing of new hybrid rocket 
concept. The unique feature of this hybrid rocket configuration in comparison to conventional 
hybrids is its length to diameter ratio (UD). Whereas conventional hybrids typically employ 
LJD's far in excess of 15, the VFP L/D is nominally less than 1. This characteristic enables the 
VFP to take on a flat "pancake" shape, which will be easier to accommodate on small spacecraft. 
The VFP employs tangential oxidiser injectors that induce a vortex "drain type" flow field within 
the combustion chamber. 
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Figure 6.18. Engineering Model (EMI) 
Assembly number ASYPROP 02-001-1 
Chamber pressure Variable Oxidisers Tested Gox/N2O 
Fuel Tested Polymethyl Methacrylate (known as PMMA, Plexiglas, Perspex) 
Oxidiser injectors 1,2,4 and 18 tested Test pressure Atmospheric 
Chamber Dimensions 121 mm Dia, 10-50mm high 
Materials Stainless steel body and piping, Copper Nozzle 
Pyrolytically coated graphite boundary layer steps 
Fuel / Chamber Volume Fraction 76% (as tested with initial chamber height of 10mm) 
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Figure 6.19. Engineering Model (EM2) 
18cm 
Assembly number ASYPROP 02-001-2 
Chamber pressure Variable Oxidisers Tested HTP 
Fuel Tested Ultra High Density Polyethylene (PE) 
Oxidiser injectors 2 silver screen catalyst packs Test pressure Atmospheric 
Chamber Dimensions 100mm Dia, 10- 187mm high 
Materials Stainless steel body and piping 
Copper nozzle 
Pyrolytically coated graphite boundary layer steps 
Fuel / Chamber Volume Fraction 87% (as tested with initial chamber height of 10mm) 
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6.4 The Research plan 
Introduction 
Contrary to previous SSC propulsion research, the VFP research represented a significant 
departure from previous bipropellant technology refinement research performed at SSC [Sellers 
96, Blythe 97]. The VFP research was more than a refinement of an existing technology, it 
represented a new technology that could not entirely rely on previous hybrid analysis procedures 
and techniques. Previous propulsion research at the SSC focused on technologies that had a 
strong foundation in both the literature and practical application [Sellers 96, Blyth 97, Lawrence 
98]. While significant to the propulsion field, each of these research programs had tools and 
procedures developed to aid in research and design. For instance, following most rocket design 
textbooks, these programs could apply certain simplifying assumptions for performance analysis 
(i. e. combustion chamber flow is assumed to be one dimensional with a relatively low velocity 
and pressure gradient across the chamber); In the VFP combustion chamber pressure and velocity 
can vary as a result of the induced vortex flow. Conventional hybrid literature is all based on 
axial flow of both the free stream and the boundary layer. The literature and tests within the VFP 
demonstrate a significant variation in the direction of boundary flow relative to the free stream 
combustion chamber flow (due to viscous effects at the end caps of the chamber). While 
preliminary test firings suggested the VFP was going to be a successful rocket design, the basic 
tools for analysis and comparison needed to be developed. The VFP is a new type of hybrid that 
couldn't blindly apply conventional hybrid wisdom; therefore, this program follows an empirical 
approach to establish the bounds of performance, figures of merit, and peculiarities of this 
configuration. 
Research objectives 
The research objectives of this program were concerned with proving the VFP concept to 
be an advantageous rocket design for small spacecraft and developing a practical knowledge of 
the technology in order to put it on the fast track toward space flight. The proposed research was 
divided into three phases (noted as I, II, III), each phase supporting an overall objective. While 
the objectives remained unchanged throughout the research program, the work packages designed 
to achieve the objectives evolved with the research program (as new discoveries were made and 
practically dictated). 
Objective I/ Phase I. Determine the fuel liberation rate' sensitivities of the VIP with gaseous 
oxygen and PMMA. Based on: 
Fuel "liberation" (in g/s) is specifically used to differentiate from conventional hybrid "regression" 
analysis (in m/s) as fuel regression analysis is not appropriate within the VFP configuration due to a vortex 
fuel grain patterning effect. 
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Oxidiser mass flow rate 
Number of 02 Injectors (1,2,4) 
02 Injection Velocity 
Combustion Chamber Pressure 
Provide an analysis of localised solid fuel liberationion 
Map any pressure gradient for the relevant regimes of operations. 
Variable Combustion Chamber Height (as the fuel is consumed) 
Investigate scaling effects of the engine (increasing diameter) 
Objective 11 / Phase II. Demonstrate the successful operation of the VFP with flight 
representative propellants. 
Armed with the relationships developed in objective 1, apply the knowledge gained to 
High Test Peroxide (HTP) / Polyethylene (PE) operations 
Nitrous Oxide (N20) / PE operations. 
Objective III / Phase III. Design a prototype HTP/PE VFP. To include: 
A design for a 100kg spacecraft 
Sized to provide -100m/s AV 
Relevant performance predicts 
Thermal characteristics of the design 
The rest of this section expands upon the reasons and methods employed to complete VFP 
research plan. 
Obiective I 
Fuel Liberation 
In order to understand the performance of the VFP, one must understand all factors 
affecting solid fuel liberation. As pointed out in chapter 4, the average regression rate within the 
conventional hybrid is affected by the oxidiser mass flux, the thermochemical properties of the 
solid fuel, aerodynamic characteristics within the engine and the overall length of the fuel grain 
(in some circumstances, combustion chamber pressure can also affect regression rate) [Humble 
95]. Although not directly comparable to the VFP, research by Knuth and Chaverini suggests that 
the strength of the vortex (or 02 injection velocity) plays a significant role in the observed fuel 
regression within the vortex driven Orbiter rocket engine [Knuth 99]; the research indicated a fuel 
regression dependency based on the number of oxidiser injectors, the oxidiser injection velocity 
and orientation (angle) of the injected stream. The first objective of this research program is to 
understand which factors effect fuel liberation within the VFP. 
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By understanding how various parameters effect the solid fuel liberation within the VFP, 
one can then draw relationships to model the performance of the particular configuration. More 
significantly, this knowledge can then be applied to tailor the performance of the rocket engine for 
a particular application. This research program builds an empirical database of fuel liberation 
data in order to form relationships between fuel liberation and: 
Oxidiser mass flow 
Combustion chamber pressure 
Combustion chamber height 
Fuel grain "patterning" 
Number of oxidiser inlets 
Oxidiser injection velocity 
Combustion chamber diameter 
In order to avoid extremely costly control and instrumentation devices, the approach 
proposed is to vary each of these parameters over a relatively wide spectrum while keeping the 
others as constant as possible in order to establish the independent trends of the varying 
parameter. For instance, higher chamber pressures equated to a higher fuel liberation rate but 02 
mass flow rate will also effect fuel liberation, therefore, these two influencing factors must be de- 
coupled; chamber pressure could be easily doubled (while keeping the same oxidiser mass flow 
rate), by using a nozzle with a smaller throat area. Table 6.3 summarises the measurement 
parameter, method of independent measurement proposed and lists parameters that will vary and 
must be de-coupled with additional testing. 
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Parameter Method Other Varying 
Parameters 
02 Mass Flow Effects While keeping other parameters as constant as possible, fire 5 Chamber Height 
fuel sets (for ten second intervals) at five different initial 0/F 
ratios (1.1,1.3,1.5,1.7,1.9) while recording average fuel 
regression rates. 
Provides O/F trends, O/F variation rates, the optimal (initial) 
O/F for configuration. 
Chamber Pressure Chamber pressure can be radically varied by using nozzles with Chamber Height 
different size throat area (i. e. 4,5,6 mm dia throats). By 
keeping 02 mass flow rate constant, pressure effects on fuel 
regression (or lack thereof will be obvious). 
Chamber Height! The chamber height of the VFP will change during every set of Chamber Height 
Fuel Pattern Effects firings, providing useful data on height effects. However, in 
order to obtain pristine data (without the characteristic fuel 
grain patterns) it is proposed that a "clean" set of fuel grains be 
used at several chamber height locations to compare with the 
consecutive bum data. This will also demonstrate the effect of 
the fuel grain patterns on regression (if any). 
Number of 02 Inlets / The VFP engineering model is currently configured to provide Chamber Height 
02 Injection Velocity one to four 02 inlets and accept adjustable choke fixtures 
within the inlets. By keeping the 02 mass flow constant, the 
effect of the number of inlets can be tested, however, injection 
velocity will vary; by testing the effect of injection velocity at 
constant 02 mass flow, the effects of the number of inlets and 
injector velocity can be then be de-coupled. These tests will 
demonstrate the trends of the measurement parameters and 
potentially uncover another method to control solid fuel 
regression. 
Chamber Diameter By varying the combustion chamber diameter, two very Diameter, Chamber 
important questions will be answered: Is the VFP scaleable? pressure, etc. 
And if so, how accurately? 
Table 6.3 Phase 11 Test Methodology Overview 
Localised Fuel Liberation 
Localised fuel liberation effects were to be assessed for their cause and effect on engine 
operation and where appropriate, eliminated. 
Combustion Chamber Pressure Gradient 
Analysis of the combustion chamber variation from the periphery of the engine to the 
centre of the engine was conducted during most hot firings. 
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Engine Scalability 
Engine scalability was also investigated to determine if there was any fundamental loss in 
engine efficiency as the fuel grains were shrunk to smaller sizes. 
Each test firing for phase I gathered 02 flow meter measurements, average fuel mass 
flow measurements (pre and post burn weight measurements), combustion chamber pressure 
(from the engine periphery and across from the nozzle), chamber wall temperature, inlet pressure, 
flowmeter temperature and pressure. In addition, thrust measurements were recorded on select 
runs as well. Burn durations were base lined to be 8 seconds; representing a balance between a 
desire for a longer duration burn (to minimise the effects of the start-up transient2 [Wernimont 
99]), vs. a shorter duration burn to preserve the pyrolytically coated boundary layer steps and keep 
the cooled nozzle below the melting point of copper. 
Objective 2 
Since all the initial work was conducted with gaseous oxygen, it was decided to test the 
newly established relationships with flight representative propellants. The results of Phase I were 
tested with flight propellants; confirming the high performance predictions from phase I and 
building an empirical database to prove the validity of the design with flight representative 
propellants. 
Originally the research proposed firing HTP and N20 with PE and Hydroxyl Terminated 
Polybutiediene (HTPB). However, upon realizing that PE had a much lower cost than HTPB, is 
much easier to form (machine) and has the same thermo-chemical combustion performance as 
HTPB [Wernimont 98], it was decided to drop the additional time and expense of testing with 
HTPB. In addition, the literature search also noted HTPB is an expensive and time consuming 
batch process whereas PE is manufactured in continuous process (less expensive and more 
consistent) [Wernimont 96]. 
Since the PE fuel composition was different from the PMMA used in EM!, the EM1 
design required some modifications (to contain the softer fuel grains). A "clam shell" type design 
was fabricated EM2 (figure 6.19). EM2 was designed to incorporate components from EM 1 
(nozzle, BL steps, etc. ), but would completely contain the fuel grains internal to the system. In 
addition, the EM2 was elongated to test higher fuel loading scenarios. . 
Phase II Results: The results of this research phase are: 
-Empirical data presented in a clear logical format with all assumption and relevant 
circumstances duly noted. 
2 Although rare, startup transients with Gox/PMMA have been recorded at longer than I second. 
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-Confirmation or level disagreement with the relevant parameters in Phase I and analysis 
of results to include: 
Chamber Wall temperatures. 
Performance (Isp, VFP C*, Thrust, etc. ). 
Record of start up delays/transients 
Obective 3 
The final research objective is concerned with tying all the information learned in Phases 
I and II into a prototype VFP. The purpose of this research objective is to leave the VFP research 
in a format that will allow fast track development and testing for any potential flight opportunity. 
This package will include drawings, characteristics and capabilities for a -100N HTP/PE VFP. 
The document will be a roadmap to construct and test a prototype engine once a flight opportunity 
is realised. 
Phase III Results: A roadmap to construct and test a prototype engine once a flight opportunity is 
realised. 
6.5 Research Funding 
The University of Surrey provided £2000.00 per year to support the research. As the 
research progressed, additional costs were accrued inflating the original estimate of £7340.00. 
Unforeseen circumstances such as the consumable nature of the boundary layer steps, damaged 
pressure transducers/thermocouples/loadcells and the need for new silver mesh (HTP catalyst 
material) raised actual costs. In addition, the Surrey Space Centre provided addition support in 
the form of engineering support (drafting and machining as well as a research technician); the 
engineering support averaged out (among three research students) at 15 man-weeks per year (at 
£1100/man-week) or £16,500.00 per year - this effort could not be sustained on it's own accord 
and was in desperate need of funding to offset cost. 
In an effort to secure outside funding for the research, proposals were drafted for the 
British National Space Committee (BNSC) as well as the USAF European Office for Aerospace 
Research and Development (EOARD). In both cases favourable replies were received suggesting 
funding levels that had a high probability of acceptance. In August 2000 both proposals were 
approved (Table 6.4). 
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Funding Source Award Date Amount £ 
BNSC 21 Aug 2000 7,598.62 
EOARD 29 Aug 2000 17,625.00 
TOTAL 25,223.62 
Table 6.4. Research Funding Sources 
In addition, contact with Dr. Adam Baker of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency 
(DERA) proved extremely valuable as Dr. Baker managed to arrange a long-term loan of four 
(high cost) Coriolis mass flow meters; this effort alone saved £2800.00 from the initial research 
estimate. 
This research program literally did not have any residual propulsion infrastructure from 
previous SSC research programs. Where possible, equipment purchases were conducted in order 
to satisfy multiple (propulsion research) programs needs. Physical costs to conduct the research 
(consumables, hardware and services) are tallied in table 6.5. It is important to note that while the 
overall cost is significant, 62% (by cost) of the hardware is still being used by another SSC 
researcher [Coxhill 01). In addition, 33% of the hardware (by cost) is currently in use supporting 
commercial SSTL propulsion initiatives. 
In all, the external funding managed to cover all the research expenses and offset a fair 
amount of the engineering support provided by the Surrey Space Centre. The research program is 
highly indebted to BNSC, EOARD and DERA for their fiscal support. 
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Consumables Cost £ Notes 
Fuel 941.47 *** 
Silver 1700.00 * ** 
Boundary Layer Steps 3370.00 *** 
HTP 934.00 
Machine Steel 253.90 *** 
Copper 41.00 * ** 
Reusable Hardware 
DAC Computer 876.00 * ** & 
DAC Card 600.00 * ** & 
Amplifiers 300.00 * ** 
Batteries 97.02 * ** & 
Pressure Transmitters 1369.50 * *-. & 
Thermocouples 351.70 * ** & 
Test Gauge 216.81 * ** & 
Swage Lock 618.20 * ** & 
VA Flowmeter 849.00 *** 
Pelton Wheel FM 484.00 * *** 
Scale 775.00 * ** & 
Load Cells 436.00 * ** 
Needle Valves 84.20 *** 
Service 
Coriolis FM Service call 404.80 * ** 
Injector Machining 120.00 
Total 14822.60 
Legend 
*- Resource shared with other propulsion research 
** - Resource Still in use with another resea rch program 
*** - Not currently used but in working order 
&- In use by SSTL propulsion 
Table 6.5. Residual Hardware Utilization 
6.6 Summary 
The motivation for the VFP hybrid rocket research program was to identify a low cost but 
highly capable propulsion option for small secondary spacecraft (chapter 1); the research program 
outlined in this chapter represents a low cost approach to achieving the stated objective. Testing 
the VFP concept in a low cost environment, without compromising personal safety, would prevent 
ultimate performance from being assessed; however, it was found that a good representation of 
the performance afforded by the technology could be attained by careful, methodical, planning to 
meter out the constrained resources where they were needed. Chapter 7 presents the results of the 
VFP research program. 
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CHAPTER 7 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
7.1 Introduction 
7.2 Performance 
7.2.1 Characteristic Exhaust Velocity Measurement 
7.2.2 Specific Impulse Measurement 
7.3 Fuel Utilisation Sensitivity Analysis 
7.3.1 Oxidiser Mass Flow Effects 
7.3.2 Chamber Height Effects 
7.3.3 Number of Injector Effects 
7.3.4 Oxidiser Injection Velocity Effects 
7.3.5 Combustion Chamber Pressure Effects 
7.3.6 Engine Scalability 
7.3.7 Localised Fuel Liberation 
7.3.8 Fuel Liberation Summary 
7.4 Chamber Pressure Mapping 
7.5 Flight Propellant Testing 
7.5.1 Nitrous Oxide 
7.5.2 High Test Peroxide 
7.6 Other Findings 
7.7 Summary 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter is designed to present all the results from the alternative geometry hybrid 
rocket research program providing insight into the benefits and adverse aspects of the technology. 
The chapter finishes up with a summary of what was found to be positive and negative with 
respect to this all-new hybrid rocket engine. 
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7.2 Performance 
Although all performance testing was conducted in a low cost environment, procedures 
and apparatus were designed to provide the highest degree of accuracy possible. Subsequently, 
the performance figures quoted in this report are intended to demonstrate the potential of this new 
rocket technology rather than demonstrate ultimate performance achievable. The ultimate 
performance of this technology can only be determined by testing a flight representative article in 
vacuum conditions. 
The VFP typical response is shown in chart 7.1, since the VFP demonstrated a gradual 
increase in fuel mass flow rate during operation, performance parameters were averaged over a 
one-second duration in the middle of the run; this practice ensured the most accurate matching of 
average fuel mass flow rate (measured post firing) with other real time measurements. 
Effect of Gradual Fuel Mass Flow Increase During Burn 
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Chart 7.1 Performance Measurement Rational 
7.2.1 CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 
Characteristic exhaust velocity or "C*" (see equation 6.1) was used to determine 
combustion efficiency on select VFP firings. C* was the preferred performance metric in the 
research program for two reasons; first, C* is based on (relatively) easily obtained quantities 
(absolute chamber pressure, throat area and total mass flow rate), these parameters are difficult to 
refute. Secondly, C* focuses on the novel aspect of the research, the alternative geometry 
combustion chamber rather than the performance downstream of the low-cost, conventional 
nozzle where inefficiencies, and losses need to be measured and/or estimated. 
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Combustion efficiency was determined by dividing measured C* values by theoretical 
values (calculated on the USAF "Isp" thermochemical computer program) to determine the 
percentage of theoretical achieved. The individual C* measurements were compared with Isp 
results using the same chamber pressures and O/F ratio as the actual run. Chart 7.2 illustrates 
measured and theoretical values as well as efficiency for 166 Gox/PMMA firings, error bars 
indicate all firings were within a 5% of theoretical values (i. e. all measurements exceeded 95% of 
theoretical combustion efficiency). The high combustion efficiency is attributed to the centripetal 
acceleration within the combustion chamber and the enhanced mixing of fuel and oxidiser within 
the vortex flow field, individual C* results are tabulated in table 7.1. 
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Chart 7.2. Theoretical and Actual Combustion Efficiency Comparison 
In order to perform a "sanity check" of the experimental accuracy, a histogram of 
the experimental data was plotted (chart 7.3) the data demonstrates a normal distribution around 
the average value of 99.7%; the combustion efficiency figures neglect thermal expansion of the 
water cooled rocket nozzle. Although there was no evidence of nozzle expansion in the recorded 
pressure traces, worst-case calculations (using a copper temperature of 900°C) show the 
combustion efficiency measurement could change by up to 3% based upon thermal expansion of 
the copper nozzle throat diameter. 
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Chart 7.3 Combustion Efficiency Histogram 
7.2.2. SPECIFIC IMPULSE MEASUREMENTS 
Although specific impulse is relatively straight-forward to measure (equation 2.6), it is 
not the metric of choice for a low cost rocket research and development program. Engine thrust 
measurement is highly dependant on combustion performance, thrust alignment, nozzle 
design/efficiency and expansion conditions. Since all testing was conducted in atmospheric 
conditions with a conical nozzle, one would expect performance much lower than theoretical 
values. Actively cooling the rocket nozzle was the only method found to cost-effectively 
maintain the integrity of copper nozzle throat (and thus the accuracy of C* measurements). The 
cooled nozzles performed exceptionally well, preserving the nozzle throats throughout the 
research program. However, the coolant water extracted up to 7Kw from the exhaust stream 
during operation, robbing approximately 18% of the generated power (see section 6.3). 
Isp was measured for 84 separate firings (Chart 7.4) and compared with theoretical values 
(provided by the USAF "Isp" thermo-chemical code). The theoretical values are calculated based 
on the same O/F ratio, chamber pressure and ideal expansion through a nozzle to ambient 
conditions. After correction for the effects of the water-cooled nozzle, the AGH achieved an 
average of 93% of theoretical Isp (note: correction from a 15° half-angle conical nozzle to a bell 
nozzle should yield an additional 1.7%), individual Isp results are tabulated in table 7.2. 
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Chart 7.4 Isp Summary 
Once again, a histogram of the experimental data was used to establish confidence that 
the data was methodically collected and that glaring procedural errors were not introduced (Chart 
7.5); the histogram illustrates a normal distribution about the average value of 93%. As discussed 
earlier, the discrepancy between the very high Cstar results and Isp results are attributed to the 
low cost approach to thrust measurement (non-ideal nozzles, water cooling, low tech thrust stand, 
ambient test conditions, etc. ). Although tighter result grouping would have been preferred, the 
results are judged to be consistent with a low cost approach to thrust measurement. 
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Chart 7.5. Illustrates a normal distribution of the Isp measurements around the 
average of 93% (of theoretical values). 
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%is %lap 
Run ON Misp l ep Corr Thelap Corr Run O/F Mis l ap Corr Thelep Corr 
1 2.93 160 189 216 0.87 44 2.04 190 224 228 0.98 
2 2.94 161 190 216 0.88 45 2.11 182 215 228 0.94 
3 2.87 166 196 217 0.9 46 2.1 181 214 228 0.94 
4 2.88 165 195 217 0.9 47 2.06 188 222 228 0.97 
5 2.83 164 193 218 0.89 48 2.07 183 216 228 0.95 
6 2.83 167 196 218 0.9 49 2.1 181 214 228 0.94 
7 2.7 167 197 219 0.9 50 2.05 182 214 228 0.94 
8 2.59 171 202 219 0.92 51 2.05 181 213 228 0.93 
9 2.55 172 202 221 0.92 52 2.03 181 213 228 0.93 
10 2.56 166 196 221 0.89 53 2.03 176 208 228 0.91 
11 2.5 173 204 222 0.92 54 2.01 183 217 229 0.95 
12 2.45 170 200 222 0.9 55 1.97 180 212 229 0.93 
13 2.38 172 203 223 0.91 56 1.99 181 213 229 0.93 
14 2.43 168 198 223 0.89 57 2.01 188 222 229 0.97 
15 2.39 172 203 223 0.91 58 2.01 185 218 229 0.95 
16 2.4 170 201 223 0.9 59 1.98 178 210 229 0.92 
17 2.39 174 205 223 0.92 60 1.97 178 210 229 0.92 
18 2.37 169 200 224 0.89 61 1.91 183 216 230 0.94 
19 2.36 167 197 224 0.88 62 1.92 179 211 230 0.92 
20 2.36 173 204 224 0.91 63 1.92 183 216 230 0.94 
21 2.35 173 205 224 0.91 64 1.94 190 225 231 0.97 
22 2.35 175 206 224 0.92 65 1.9 179 212 231 0.92 
23 2.3 169 200 225 0.89 66 1.95 190 225 231 0.97 
24 2.28 167 197 225 0.88 67 1.9 180 212 231 0.92 
25 2.26 166 196 225 0.87 68 1.86 178 210 231 0.91 
26 2.29 176 208 225 0.92 69 1.79 187 220 232 0.95 
27 2.2 182 215 226 0.95 70 1.81 195 230 232 0.99 
28 2.19 188 222 226 0.98 71 1.78 183 216 232 0.93 
29 2.21 172 203 226 0.9 72 1.78 183 216 233 0.93 
30 2.07 178 210 227 0.93 73 1.75 191 225 233 0.97 
31 2.12 176 208 227 0.92 74 1.75 178 209 233 0.9 
32 2.08 182 215 227 0.95 75 1.71 185 218 234 0.93 
33 2.15 182 215 227 0.95 76 1.7 183 216 234 0.92 
34 2.14 187 221 227 0.97 77 1.64 183 216 234 0.93 
35 2.15 184 218 227 0.96 78 1.64 183 216 234 0.92 
36 2.08 175 207 227 0.91 79 1.66 191 226 234 0.96 
37 2.13 183 216 227 0.95 80 1.58 186 220 235 0.94 
38 2.06 186 219 228 0.96 81 1.53 195 230 236 0.97 
39 2.05 176 208 228 0.91 82 1.53 197 232 236 0.98 
40 2.11 186 220 228 0.96 83 1.54 194 229 236 0.97 
41 2.11 185 218 228 0.96 84 1.45 193 228 237 0.96 
42 2.14 186 219 228 0.96 85 1.36 188 222 238 0.93 
43 2.1 185 219 228 0.96 86 1.34 201 237 238 1.00 
vera 0.93 
Table 7.2 Tabulated Isp Measurements 
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7.3 Fuel Utilisation Sensitivity Analysis 
Liquid bi-propellant rockets achieve high performance by metering a stoichiometric 
combination of fuel and oxidiser into the combustion chamber and thereby obtain optimal 
combustion conditions. The hybrid rocket is fundamentally different in that the fuel is not 
accessible until the heat of combustion liberates (or vaporises) it, allowing it to mix with oxidiser 
and burn. Therefore, one can easily deduce that understanding the fuel liberation within the 
hybrid is fundamental to understanding the performance of the technology. A large part of this 
alternative geometry hybrid research program was devoted to understanding the liberation of fuel 
within the new hybrid rocket configuration; five parameters were singled out for a parametric 
analysis of solid fuel liberation, the five parameters were selected based upon intuition and results 
of a hybrid rocket literature review. The parameters selected for analysis with respect to solid fuel 
liberation are listed as table 7.3. 
Parameter Reason to suspect an effect 
Oxidiser Mass Flow Rate Intuitive in hybrid rocket systems 
Changing Combustion Chamber Geometry Based upon conventional hybrid systems 
Oxidiser Injection Velocity Identified as a potential factor in [Knuth 99] 
Number Of Oxidiser Injectors Intuitive, based on fuel surface wetting 
Combustion Chamber Pressure Identified in the literature 
Table 7.3. Parameters studied for their effect on fuel liberation 
In addition to the identified parameters, the fuel grain surface (on the top and bottom fuel 
grains) was noted to take on a "vortex pattern" that became progressively pronounced on 
subsequent firings of the same fuel grain (figure 7.1). As the vortex pattern became more 
pronounced as the fuel mass flow rate increased; the increase in fuel mass flow rate is attributed to 
the increase in fuel surface area and enhanced convective heat transfer to the fuel grain surface. 
I- igure 7.1. I uel (: rain Putu rung (a) during firing (b) post firing 
1 Note: The term "fuel liberation is intentionally used to differentiate from the more-conventional hybrid 
rocket analysis term "fuel regression"; this is done because linear burn rate (perpendicular to the fuel grain 
surface) cannot be practically measured in this configuration due to fuel grain vortex patterning. Fuel mass 
flow rate, provided in units of grams per second, is the preferred metric to track fuel liberation. 
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Certain parameters were determined to affect the rate at which the patterning appeared 
(they will be addressed in their appropriate sections). In order to illustrate the patterning effect, 
results from two experimental configurations are compared; the first configuration allowed the 
vortex patterning to develop over 13 firings. The second sequence of thirteen firings had the 
patterning artificially removed (machined flat), the results of these firings are shown in chart 7.6. 
In the following sections, certain trends and data sets include the effects of the vortex enhanced 
fuel mass flow rate while others avoid the effect by using data from the first firing of a fuel grain 
set or by using machined grains (machined flat) prior to subsequent firing; the following sections 
will identify weather the effect is present in the data or not. The combined effect of the increasing 
turbulence and fuel area results in an increasing fuel mass flow rate and decreasing O/F ratio over 
the duration of the fuel grain life. While conventional hybrids have shown to vary O/F by as 
much as 32% over the duration of a 50second burn [Humble 95], chart 7.6 illustrates a VFP O/F 
variation of less than 13% over a 50 second run (and the VFP can be configured to provide less of 
a O/F shift than illustrated). 
Effects of Fuel Grain Patterning 
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Chart 7.6. Fuel Grain Patterning Effects on Fuel Mass Flow Rate 
7.3.1 OXIDISER MASS FLOW EFFECTS 
The oxidiser mass flow (M o) effects on fuel consumption were measured by increasing 
Mo as other parameters were kept constant. In order to keep chamber pressure constant over the 
three oxidiser mass flow regimes, the rocket nozzle throat area was changed by substituting 
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various nozzles into the test apparatus. This arrangement provided a capability to vary oxidiser 
mass flow by 66% while maintaining chamber pressure variation within 10% (table 7.4); small 
chamber pressure variations were deemed insignificant (see section 7.3.5). Every effort was 
made to keep injector velocity variation low over the regimes tested; however, the discrete nature 
of the test apparatus prevented precise control of the injector velocity parameter. 
Run In Vol Mo Mf Pc Notes 
m/s s We Bar 
1 2.32 3.44 3.2 7.62 Fuel Grain Set 1 
2 2.30 3.43 3.3 7.74 4 Injectors 
3 2.30 3.44 3.3 7.74 4mm Nozzle 
4 2.32 3.46 3.2 7.71 
5 2.31 3.40 3.1 7.62 
6 2.28 3.39 3.2 7.72 
7 2.31 3.42 3.3 7.68 
Av 2.3 3.4 3.2 7.7 
1 4.04 6.55 4.3 8.38 Fuel Grain Set 2 
2 3.91 6.26 4.1 8.25 4 In lectors 
3 3.87 6.00 4.0 7.98 5mm Nozzle 
4 3.86 5.88 3.9 7.87 
5 3.81 5.86 4.0 7.98 
6 3.93 5.93 4.3 7.82 
7 3.89 5.87 4.3 7.80 
Av 3.9 6.0 4.1 8.0 
1 6.67 9.88 5.2 7.57 Fuel Grain Set 3 
2 6.66 10.08 5.1 7.79 4 Injectors 
3 6.47 9.90 5.2 7.87 6mm Nozzle 
4 6.43 9.89 5.4 7.95 
5 6.35 9.96 5.5 8.07 
6 6.44 9.89 5.4 7.94 
7 6.40 9.95 5.5 8.04 
Avg 6.5 9.9 5.3 7.9 
Table 7.4 Tabulated Oxidiser Mass Flow Measurements 
As expected, ko did proportionally effect fuel consumption within VFP. However, it appears 
that the injection velocity did effect the measurement. Chart 7.7 illustrates a nearly linear increase 
in fuel mass flow rate with increasing oxidiser mass flow rate (each data point represents the 
average of 7 firings). However, the influence of injection velocity can still be seen, this would 
explain the reluctance of the linear relationship between the oxidiser and fuel mass flow rates to 
intersect with the chart's origin; section 7.3.4 covers injection velocity in more detail, 
demonstrating that fuel liberation rate is highly sensitive at low oxidiser injection velocities. An 
interesting observation from this data was that below an injection velocity of 4m/s, the enhanced 
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fuel mass flow effect was not witnessed (the fuel grain patterning developed at a much slower rate 
table 7.4). 
Mo vs. Mf / InVel vs. Mf 
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5 InVel vs. Mf 
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Chart 7.7. Fuel Flow Rate vs. Oxidiser Flow Rate and Injection Velocity 
7.3.2 CHAMBER HEIGHT EFFECTS 
Chamber height effects looked specifically at the change in fuel mass flow rate as the fuel 
grains were consumed; as the fuel grains are consumed the combustion chamber height increases 
from 1.2cm (initial conditions) to 5cm (final condition), equating to a chamber volume change of 
greater than a factor of 4. In order to negate the effects of fuel grain patterning and get pure 
geometry-effect measurements, fuel grains were machined smooth to represent gradually 
increasing chamber height. Figure 7.2 illustrates the different levels tested on a single fuel grain 
set. 
---- ----- ---- -------------------- ----- -º -} r 
----------------- 
Level 5 
Level 4 
Level 3 
Level 2 
Level 
Figure 7.2. "Geometry Effect" Fuel Grains (side view) 
Unexpectedly, the geometry measurements did not exhibit any definitive trends in regard 
to fuel liberation over the chamber height range tested (1.2 to 5cm). Table 7.5 provides insight 
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into how well the parameters could be controlled with the test infrastructure while chart 7.8 
illustrates the insensitivity between chamber height and fuel mass flow rate. Chart 7.9 presents 
fuel mass flow measurements for 13 geometry-based firings (at varying chamber heights); 
Average deviation was 2.1 % from the mean. 
Run In' Vel Mo Mf Pc Initial 
m/s s s Bar hicknes 
I mm 
1 6.59 11.23 5.3 8.37 21.40 
2 6.62 10.90 5.2 8.25 17.80 
3 6.83 11.22 5.2 8.36 14.20 
4 6.69 11.17 5.1 8.43 10.60 
1 6.68 10.94 5.2 8.24 17.80 
2 6.90 11.18 5.2 8.17 14.20 
3 6.78 11.21 5.4 8.36 10.60 
4 6.48 10.92 5.5 8.53 10.60 
1 6.91 11.33 5.5 8.48 21.40 
2 6.98 11.28 5.4 8.34 17.80 
3 7.14 11.38 5.4 8.22 14.20 
4 7.16 11.38 5.3 8.19 10.60 
5 6.88 11.08 5.4 8.31 7.00 
Table 7.5 Tabulated Geometry Measurements 
Chamber Height vs. Mf 
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Chart 7.8. Combustion Chamber Height vs. Fuel Mass Flow Rate 
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Fuel Mass Flow Rate At Various 
Chamber Heights 
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Chart 7.9. Fuel Mass Flow Rate for 13 Flat Grain Firings 
7.3.3 NUMBER OF INJECTOR EFFECTS 
The number of injector's metric was difficult to isolate from injector velocity metric for a 
constant oxidiser mass flow rate. Unfortunately, the test apparatus had a limited number (3) of 
discreetly sized injector chokes making it difficult to match the same cross-sectional area for 
different numbers of injector configurations (1,2 or 4). Three configurations did provide similar 
cross sectional areas (Table 7.6) providing a means to produce some comparative data. 
CONFIGURATION INJECTOR AREA 
I Injector 6.5 mm choke 33mm2 
2 Injector 5mm choke 39mm2 
4 Injector 3.3mm choke 34mm2 
Table 7.6 Similar Area Injector Configurations 
One of the first observations to be recorded during the "number of injector" firings was that fewer 
injectors produced more pronounced "vortex patterning" and the rate at which the pattern formed 
on the fuel grains accelerated. Since the patterning effect was directly affected by the number of 
injectors metric, the patterning effect is included (averaged) in the results. Table 7.7 illustrates the 
enhanced fuel mass flow associated with fewer injectors. 
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Set In Vol Mo Mf Pc Notes 
m/s GIs s Bar 
1 22.81 10.17 7.2 9.16 1 In or 6.5mm dia inlet choke 
2 19.35 11.00 7.1 9.59 2 Injector, 5.0mm dia inlet choke 
3 24.10 10.98 6.0 8.91 4 Infector, 3.3mm dia inlet choke 
Table 7.7. Increasing Fuel Mass Flow with Fewer Injectors (averaged) 
Oxidiser mass flow was intended to remain constant for this series of firings. Increased 
oxidiser mass flow has been shown to enhance fuel mass flow; this effect was "overpowered" by 
the increased turbulence and vortex patterning effect associated with fewer injectors (as 
demonstrated in table 7.7). Injector velocity and chamber pressure was also intended to remain 
constant but variations in mass flow rate and injector cross sectional area caused slight variations, 
these variations were also "overpowered" by the fewer injector metric (pressure effects are 
deemed negligible over this pressure range). For example, data set 3 in table 7.7 has the highest 
injection velocity and nearly the highest oxidiser mass flow rate; therefore, one would expect the 
highest fuel mass flow rate. 
Figure 7.3 illustrates an 18 injector "multiple injection fixture" that was used to 
drastically increase the number of injectors and injector area on EM1 (injector area of 127mm2). 
Visually, one could see that additional injectors reduced the effect of the vortex patterning on the 
fuel grain; as expected, local injection velocity was lowered by the large number of injectors. 
Chart 7.10 illustrates the lower fuel mass flow rate growth using the multiple injection fixture in 
comparison with the four injector configuration. Unfortunately, the multiple injection fixture 
presented many practical problems with assembly (maintaining a good seal against the fuel 
grains) and firing (sealant material often blocked some of the injectors); consequently, upon 
getting a satisfactory set of firings the multiple injector fixture was retired. 
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Figure 7.3 Multiple Injector Fixture 
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Chart 7.10.18 Injector vs. 4 Injector Configuration 
7.3.4 OXIDISER INJECTION VELOCITY EFFECTS 
Injection velocity effects were measured for each number of injector schemes (1,2,4). 
This was accomplished while attempting to keep other parameters constant (oxidiser mass flow 
rate, chamber pressure) and minimising the vortex patterning / number of injector effects (by 
using only the first two bums for velocity effect measurements). Oxidiser injection velocity was 
varied by inserting injector choke fixtures into the standard "No Insert" injector (illustrated in 
figure 7.4). Table 7.8 tabulates the data to demonstrate the relative amount of control on other 
influencing factors while chart 7.11 illustrates the effect of increasing oxidiser injection velocity 
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(over a large range) on fuel mass flow rate; the data implies a relatively strong relationship 
between injection velocity and fuel mass flow rate (especially when the injection velocity is low). 
In addition, the data with different oxidiser mass flow rate measurements is included (coloured in 
blue). 
INo Insert 33.18mm2 IMedium Insert 19.63mm'- Small Insert 8.55mm2 
Figure 7.4 Injector Inserts for Variation of Oxidiser Injection Velocity 
Set Inj Vel Mo Mf Pc Notes 
M/s s s Bar 
1 78.8 10.28 9.8 10.23 1 Injector, 3.3mm dia inlet choke 
2 42.7 10.83 8.1 9.92 2 Injector, 3.3mm dia inlet choke 
3 22.5 10.97 6.8 9.37 4 Injectors, 3.3mm dia inlet choke 
4 13.6 11.27 5.8 8.23 2 Injectors, No inlet choke (6.5mm dia) 
5 
6 
7 
8 
6.8 
6.7 
4.0 
2.3 
11.27 
9.9 
6.0 
3.4 
4.9 
5.1 
4.2 
3.2 
8.07 
7.9 
8.0 
7.7 
4 Injectors, No inlet choke (6.5mm dia) 
4 Injectors, No inlet choke (6.5mm dia) 
4 Injectors, No inlet choke (6.5mm dia) 
4 Injectors, No inlet choke (6.5mm dia 
Table 7.8. Averaged Injection Velocity Results 
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Chart 7.11. Oxidiser Injection Velocity vs. Fuel Mass Flow Rate 
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Injection velocity turned out to be a powerful tool for predicting fuel liberation within the 
VFP. While other parameters varied according to table 7.9 fuel liberation could be predicted by 
injection velocity alone to within 1O%2 according to: 
Mf = 2.9027 (InVel)"2832 Equation 7.1 
Where: 
Mf - Fuel Mass Flow Rate (g/s) 
InVel - Oxidiser Injection Velocity (m! s) 
Parameter Oxidiser Mass Injection Chamber Injector 
Flow Velocity Pressure Number 
Variation 3.4 to 11.3 g/s 84.3 to 2.3 m/s 7.2 to 10.7 Bar 1,2, or 4 
Table 7.9. Parameter range tested to validate injection velocity relationship 
7.3.5 COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE EFFECTS 
Combustion chamber pressure (Pc) was varied using nozzles with 4,5, and 6mm throat 
diameters. Oxidiser mass flow rate and injection velocity were controlled to within 0.8g/s and 
3.61 m/s respectively (table 7.10). Chart 7.12 illustrates the averaged values for 18 independent 
firings, demonstrating an increasing relationship between chamber pressure and fuel mass flow 
rate; the values were averaged to compensate for the vortex patterning effect. Note that the 
enhanced fuel liberation rate associated with the increasing pressure "overpowered" the injection 
velocity effect. 
While there wasn't enough data to establish a fuel liberation equation based upon 
injection velocity for the higher-pressure runs, however, a pressure coefficient reliably adjusted 
the established injection velocity equation over the tested regimes according to: 
Mf = 1.1738 (InVe1)-2832(Pc) 4799 Equation 7.2 
Z Below injection velocities of 3m/s fuel mass flow error exceeds 10%. 
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Where: 
Mf - Fuel Mass Flow Rate (g/s) 
InVel - Oxidiser Injection Velocity (m/s) 
Pc - Chamber Pressure (Bar) 
Fuel Mass Flow Rate vs. Chamber 
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Chart 7.12. Combustion Chamber Pressure Effects 
Chapter 4 addressed the regimes of conventional hybrid operations that typically result in 
a pressure effect on fuel regression. Recall that pressure affected the solid fuel burn rate when 
radiation or kinetic effects are present. The radiation effect is largely associated with metallized 
fuel grains at high pressures and low oxidiser flux; whereas the kinetic effect is associated with 
low pressures or high mass flux. Although mass flux is not defined (in the conventional sense) 
within the vortex flow field, it appears that the VFP fuel liberation experiences a kinetic pressure 
related effect. 
7.3.6 ENGINE SCALABILTY 
Engine scalability was practically investigated by shrinking the combustion zone of EM 1 
and testing the configuration (while keeping other parameters constant). This was accomplished 
by employing thick stainless steel rings to shrink the diameter of the fuel grain (figure 7.5). 
Data were collected for fuel grain diameters of 121,101 and 91 mm. The 101 and 91 mm 
configurations represented reductions of fuel grain surface area of 30 and 44% (respectively); 
every effort was made to keep other parameters constant, there was some low level variation in 
oxidiser mass flow rate, injection velocity, and combustion chamber pressure as outlined in table 
7.11. 
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I- 
Stainless Steel Inserts 
-7 - Reduced Combustion Zone 
Figure 7.5. a) Cutaway view with 10mm thick fuel reduction ring 
b) post firing fuel grain picture 
PARAMETER OXIDISER MASS FLOW INJECTION VELOCITY CHAMBER PRESSURE 
Avg. Variation 1.14 g/s 1.70m/s 1.95 bar 
Table 7.11. Maximum variation witnessed during engine scalability testing 
The primary purpose of this experimental investigation was to see if the there was any 
loss in combustion efficiency associated with a smaller combustion zone and to see that fuel 
liberation tracked fuel grain bum surface area. Similar to the other VFP combustion efficiency 
measurements, the efficiency figures were within 5% of theoretical during the engine scalability 
testing campaign. Chart 7.13 illustrates the near linear relationship between the fuel mass flow 
rate and fuel bum surface area, each data point represents the averaged fuel mass flow from 4 
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consecutive firings (a total of 12 firings). Here too, we see the effect from the vortex patterning3 
(slightly skewing the linear relationship from the origin of the chart). 
Fuel Surface Area vs. Fuel Mass Flow Rate 
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Chart 7.13. Engine Scalability Results 
An expression for fuel liberation was developed for the fuel surface area as well; it should be 
noted that the relationship has only be tested over engine radii from . 0455 to . 0605m. 
Mf = 120.166 (InVel). 2832 (r)1.3.504 (Equation 7.3) 
Where: 
Mf - Fuel Mass Flow Rate (g/s) 
InVel - Oxidiser Injection Velocity (m/s) 
r- Engine radius (m) 
7.3.7 LOCALISED FUEL LIBERATION 
Fuel liberation within the alternative geometry hybrid is more difficult to analyse than the 
conventional hybrid due to the fuel grain patterning effect. As the burn progresses the patterning 
effect becomes more pronounced. High injection velocities and fewer injectors enhance the 
effect, which results in an acceleration of the fuel mass flow rate from the solid grain. Figure 7.6 
visually illustrates this effect. 
Although other parameters have changed as well (distance between grain and injectors, subtle 
aerodynamic effects, etc. ). 
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Figure 7.6. Progressive fuel grain patterning representing a) 8 seconds, b) 16 seconds 
and c) 24 seconds at an injection velocity of 7m/s and 02 mass flow rate of I1g/s. 
In addition to the grain patterning, the grains tend to preferentially regress at the periphery 
of the engine - especially at high injection velocities; this is attributed to the oxygen being 
injected at the periphery as well as the tendency of cool oxidiser to travel near the wall (injection 
momentum). Figure 7.7 illustrates this effect on a set of fuel grains from and early version of 
EM I; this set of fuel grains (top and bottom) was sectioned across the diameter of the grain 
illustrating preferential fuel liberation at the combustion chamber periphery (note: this grain did 
not employ boundary layer steps). These grains were subjected to high injection velocity 
(>70m/s) and high oxidiser mass flow rate for 10 seconds. 
Figure 7.7. Preferential Fuel Liberation at Periphery 
In contrast, fuel grains subject to lower injection velocities experience a much slower 
consumption of fuel at the periphery (and a slower overall patterning). Figure 7.8 illustrates the 
cross-sectional view of a fuel grain that was sectioned after accumulating 90 seconds of firing 
time; this grain was subject to a 7m/s injection velocity at II g/s; originally 25mm thick, the grain 
was consumed down to approximately 7mm thick. 
Figure 7.8. Reduced fuel liberation with lower injection velocity 
and oxidiser mass flow rate. 
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7.3.8 FUEL LIBERATION SUMMARY 
Table 7.12 summarizes the trends identified during the fuel liberation parametric analysis. 
The positively identified trends relating to solid fuel liberation provide powerful tools to design 
for controlled fuel liberation within the new hybrid rocket design. 
Given the facts that: 
a) The combustion chamber flow field is non-axial and therefore difficult (if not 
impossible) to extract a meaningful mass flux metric. 
b) Establishing a lack of dependence between fuel liberation and chamber height 
over the regimes tested (i. e. geometry measurements). 
It was determined that a "regression rate" formula based upon mass flux and port geometry would 
not be appropriate (or possible) to fit the VFP. Recall that the basic premise of the conventional 
hybrid regression rate equation was the fundamental relationship between the growth rate of the 
port cross sectional area (effect on port mass flux) and the ablation rate of fuel (perpendicular to 
the smooth fuel surface) (chapter 4); since none of these relationships have been observed within 
the VFP the fuel liberation rate must be calculated based upon the size and the effects of other 
fuel liberation enhancing parameters (Injection Velocity, Oxidiser Mass Flow Rate, Number of 
Injectors and Chamber Pressure). 
Metric Relative Influence 
Fuel Grain Patterning Strong Influence 
Oxidiser Mass Flow Rate Strong Influence 
Chamber Geometry Effects No Influence Identified Over The Regimes Tested 
Number of Injector Effects Influence, aggravates fuel grain patterning 
Oxidiser Injection Velocity Strong Influence, also aggravates fuel grain patterning 
Combustion Chamber Pressure Strong Influence 
Table 7.12 Summary of fuel flow study 
Equations 7.2,7.3 and 7.4 are most useful for determining an initial fuel liberation rate. 
The fuel grain patterning and subsequent increase in fuel mass flow rate, serve to shift the ON 
curve downward over the duration of the burn (under constant oxidiser mass flow conditions); this 
is the opposite effect of conventional hybrid operations [Humble 95]; chart 7.14 illustrates this 
effect by plotting VFP experimental data with a typical hybrid O/F shift (provided by [Humble 
95]). Since the increasing fuel mass flow rate is tied to the rate at which the patterning appears, 
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the effect can be minimised by lowering the local injection velocity and (perhaps) by slightly 
altering the injection geometry. 
O/F Ratio vs. Time 
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Chart 7.14. ON Shift (VFP vs. Conventional Hybrid) 
7.4 Chamber Pressure Mapping 
Figure 7.9 illustrates a cutaway view of the VFP engineering model detailing the 
positions of two AGH pressure taps (named "inside" and `outside"). A free vortex will typically 
demonstrate a pressure gradient from the outside edge of the vortex to the inside of the spiral; 
chart 7.15 illustrates this effect by injecting room temperature nitrogen into the EM 1 hardware 
and measuring the pressure gradient from the wall of the combustion chamber (outside) to the 
centre (inside) of the engine. Two things occur when the engine is ignited that act to diminish the 
pressure gradient across the combustion chamber. First, the fuel rich boundary layers (top and 
bottom) significantly slow the rotation of the free vortex, second, the high temperature and 
increased mass flow from the fuel surface act to help to diminish the combustion chamber 
pressure gradient across the radius of the chamber. Chart 7.16 illustrates this effect during a live 
firing; notice that during the engine start-up phase (limited combustion, limited thermal gradient, 
limited fuel mass flow, minimal boundary layers) the two chamber pressures are separating to 
establish a pressure gradient; once full combustion is established, the inside pressure trace 
converges with the outside trace to a indiscernible chamber pressure gradient. 
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1. Water Cooled Copper Nozzle 
2. Combustion Chamber Ring 
3. Chamber Pressure Tap 1 (outside) 
4. Pyrolytic Graphite Boundary Layer Step 
5. Boundary Layer Step Fastener 
6. Chamber Plate nlNoale Assembly 
7. Chamber Plate 
8. Fuel Grains (identical) 
9. Chamber Pressure Tap 2 (ade) 
Figure 7.9. EM! Cutaway Detailing Location of Pressure Taps 
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Chart 7.15. Cold Flow Vortex Pressure Gradient 
Since the variation in combustion chamber pressure from the perimeter of the engine to the inside 
of the engine was very low during firings and because placing pressure taps through the fuel grain 
proved to be extremely tedious, spot measurements between these two extremes were deemed to 
be not worth expending the limited research resources. 
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Live Firing Data 
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Chart 7.16. Diminished Pressure Gradient 
The lack of a pressure gradient during hot firing and post firing analysis of the fuel grain 
suggest that the free vortex is not completing multiple revolutions around the engine during firing, 
rather that the boundary layers are sufficiently slowing the free stream and exiting prior to a 
complete revolution. Figure 7.10 illustrates a sequence of photos taken though the PMMA fuel 
grain of the boundary layer flow during steady state firing. Note that the flow within the 
boundary layer completes approximately 1/2 a revolution prior to approaching the centrally located 
engine exit (the "free" vortex must be rotating further around than the boundary layer in order to 
influence the boundary layer in this manner). A weak vortex translates to a weak centripetal force 
within the combustion chamber, however, combustion efficiency measurements indicate the 
weakened centripetal force is still sufficient to enhance mixing of the fuel and oxidiser. A weak 
vortex has the added advantage that that it will have less of a tendency to "spin" the exhaust gases 
and thus create an attitude control (spin) problem for the spacecraft. 
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The AGH chamber pressure has been extraordinarily smooth over all regimes tested. The 
AGH engineering model regularly exhibited steady state combustion chamber pressure 
fluctuations of less than +/-1%. Smooth chamber pressure lends itself to more consistent 
operational characteristics (fuel vaporisation and thermal characteristics) and less vibration 
transmitted back to the spacecraft [Sutton 92]. 
7.5 Flight Propellant Testing 
VFP operations were also conducted with N20 and HTP. N20 and HTP, like all flight 
propellants, are energetic substances and every energetic substance has the potential to be 
dangerous. However, in the overall scheme of rocket propellants both N20 and HTP are 
considered relatively safe. In addition, both propellants can be classified as "green propellants" 
because they do not represent a credible danger to the environment. If spilled, HTP readily 
decomposes to water and oxygen. N20, while considered a potential "green house gas" is of no 
threat to the environment for two specific reasons. First, when exposed to the heat of combustion, 
N20 decomposes into nitrogen and oxygen (major constituents of the atmosphere). Secondly, 
accidental releases associated with research, development, test and operations of N20 based 
spacecraft propulsion systems would be negligible compared with the amount of N20 generated 
daily by cars, factories, the medical industry and natural sources. 
All N20 ops were conducted within the EMI test engine while HTP operations spanned 
both EM 1 and EM2 engines. N20 stores as a liquefied gas while HTP stores as a liquid, they 
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have a specific gravity of ~0.75 and 1.4 (respectively). While N20 does not store as densely as 
HTP, it does have the added benefit of being self-pressurised (vapour pressure of approximately 
50 Bar at 20°C), possibly eliminating the need for separate pressurisation system. A N20 
oxidised hybrid would also have an inherent capability for a multi-mode (cold gas, resistojet, or 
monopropellant) propulsion operations. However, in order to retain the highly desirable re-start 
capability of the hybrid, the N20 hybrid would require the development of a ignition device that 
would allow multiple restarts of the hybrid engine over the span of its operational life. In 
addition, the N20 propellant tank will have to be designed stronger (i. e. heavier) than the HTP 
equivalent tank. 
HTP stores almost twice as compactly as N20 and has a reliable, easily achievable 
ignition mechanism (catalytic decomposition of the HTP). The HTP however, must be 
pressurised by some means, requiring a pressurisation/expulsion system. HTP also auto- 
decomposes, slowly building up pressure in a sealed vessel; this characteristic must be considered 
in the propulsion system design and operations concept for any HTP based system. 
7.5.1 Nitrous Oxide 
N20 testing began on the EM 1 by passing gaseous N20 into the combustion chamber and 
igniting the engine with a hot wire (similar to gaseous oxygen operations). However, as the liquid 
evaporated within the N20 tank the tank temperature dropped rapidly. Subsequently, the ullage 
pressure and mass flow rate of oxidiser also decreased (chart 7.17). (Note: Tank pressure/mass 
flow recovery is not a fast as indicated in chart 7.17, the mass flow curves were artificially 
graphed together to illustrate the steady drop in oxidiser mass flow rate). While combustion 
proved to be smooth and steady, gas feed of the oxidiser would not be practical without providing 
significant energy to heat (and evaporate) the oxidiser within the tank (not a practical option for 
small, power hungry spacecraft). 
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Chart 7.17. N20 Mass Flow Rate in "Blow Down Mode" 
Liquid N20 feed of the VFP was attempted by using the ullage pressure of the N20 to 
push the liquid from the tank, through the flow meter, through the firing valve and into the engine. 
Once again, thermodynamics prevailed, as the volumetric flow out of the tank was immediately 
replaced by cold evaporating N20 gas, the tank temperature, feed pressure and mass now rate 
dropped off. The only method found to effectively feed liquid N20 at the required flow rates 
(-50g/s) was by forcing the liquid from the storage tank with pressured gas (N2). 
Initially, a choke valve was employed upstream of the firing valve in order to isolate the 
feed system from any combustion pressure feedback and facilitate vaporisation of the liquid N20. 
This modification to the feed system proved fruitless as the extremely cold oxidiser hampered 
valve operation with the external build up of ice. The second modification was to move the choke 
to the injectors themselves. The N20 injectors were modified to employ brass chokes, providing 
a pressure drop across the 4 injectors. The pressure drop acted to isolate the feed system from 
any combustion pressure feedback and vaporise the liquid N20 as it entered the combustion 
chamber. This modification worked better but it presented two problems: First, it drew out the 
whole shutdown process as liquid N20 between the firing valve and the injectors would boil-off 
after closing the firing valve (chart 7.18 - note how pressure and thrust remain high after the 
oxidiser supply is cut off). Secondly, as the vaporised N20 left the injector head, it sprayed a 
mixture of minus 50°C two-phase (gaseous and liquid) N20 onto the fuel grains cooling the whole 
engine assembly and covering the engine in frost (figure 7.11). The oxidiser cooling was so 
intense that it froze the cooling water in the rocket nozzle prior to ignition. In order for a hybrid 
engine to operate, the fuel must be vaporised from solid form in order to feed the combustion 
process, the freezing oxidiser inhibited the hybrid process by keeping a large majority of the fuel 
locked up in solid form. 
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Nitrous Oxide Run 
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Chart 7.18. Nitrous oxide run with chokes at the injector 
EM I was designed to operate with gaseous oxygen and PMMA. The fuel grain size was 
based around a nominal thrust of 35N with an O/F of 1.3, thus, to push the O/F up for 
N2O/PMMA (to approximately 9) while maintaining thrust to less than 200N, a smaller fuel grain 
geometry was needed. Borrowing from the engine scalability test apparatus (section 7.3.6), it was 
felt that the stainless steel inserts would provide a cost effective method to reduce the size of the 
fuel grains and thereby improve the mixture ratio (without pushing engine thrust above a 20ON 
threshold). The stainless steel inserts effectively reduced the size of the fuel grains but 
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inadvertently created a circular raceway (an area not exposed to the burning fuel surface), for a 
mixture a gas and liquid oxidiser to pool (while circulating) around the periphery of the engine. 
The liquid N20 firings were notoriously difficult to ignite with the hot ignition wire. Once 
ignition was achieved, only a small portion of the fuel grain under the ignitor (the "ignitor burn 
area") actually ignited because the cold oxidiser was keeping the fuel locked in solid form (figure 
7.12). Combining this scenario with the centripetal forces within the engine (casting any 
vaporised, unburned fuel outward) caused a large pressure excursion - relieving the gaskets in the 
test assembly (as designed) but damaging the EMI hardware, pressure transmitters and the load 
cell (Chart 7.19). At this point, a decision (based on safety) was made to halt N20 testing. 
Q- Fuel Grain 
0 -Boundary Layer Step 
Q- Nozzle 
0- Iigector Choke 
Q- Stainless Steel Insert 
- Combustion Chamber Wall 
Q- Lgector PSpework 
Ignitor Bum Area 
.. r - Oxidiser "Raceway" 
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Chart 7.19. N20 Pressure Excursion 
N20 by: 
Although the engine configuration could be made completely safe to operate with liquid 
1. Increasing the number of injectors and pressure drop across the injectors (thus avoid 
two phase injection of N20). 
2. Keeping the fuel bum surface area adjacent to the chamber wall (reduce the capacity of 
the configuration to pool oxidiser). 
ignited). 
3. Employ a more energetic ignition device (to ensure both fuel grains are completely 
The VFP research program was running out of time (and funding) to implement the changes. In 
addition, N20 operations appeared to require the addition of a pressurization system to support the 
high flow rates necessary for hybrid operation, thus the attraction of N20 as a space flight hybrid 
oxidizer was significantly reduced°. Subsequent testing with a fellow researcher found the 
practical limit for N20 flow rate (using the vapour pressure to expel liquid) to be less than 10g/s. 
[Zakirov 01c]. The remaining flight propellant practical research was devoted to operations with 
high test peroxide (HTP). 
4 N20 has a density approximately 1h that of HTP (. 75 g/cm3 vs. 1.4 g/cm3). The ability to self 
pressurize and feed the hybrid (thus avoid a separate pressurization system) was overestimated. If 
a separate pressurization system is necessary, HTP becomes a much more attractive propellant 
due to a higher density specific impulse. 
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7.5.2 HIGH TEST PEROXIDE 
HTP operations were conducted on both EM I and EM2, however, EM I HTP testing was 
always extremely fuel rich due to the high O/F required for stochiometric HTP/Polyethylene (PE) 
operations and the amount of fuel available (fuel grain surface area). EM2 eased the fuel 
abundance problem by reducing the overall surface area of exposed fuel to combustion (32% 
reduction in available fuel area). Black PE was chosen over both white PE, PMMA and HTPB 
for two reasons; first, PE burns much cleaner than PMMA, and HTPB (no soot), an important 
consideration for spacecraft with optics or other contamination sensitive payloads. Secondly, the 
black PE blocks the thermal radiation from penetrating deep into the solid fuel grain, thus helping 
to minimise fuel liberation. Chart 7.20 illustrates a high pressure (-30 Bar) EM2 firing with 
Black PE and HTP. During this firing, ignition occurred within 0.54 seconds of initiation of HTP 
flow. Note the chamber wall temperature stabilises at approx 630°C as a result of the (relatively) 
cool HTP decomposition products being sprayed on the wall. Chamber pressure and thrust are 
exceptionally steady and smooth for the duration of the ten-second run. 
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Similar to Gox/PMMA operations, the combustion efficiency of the HTP/PE firings was 
very high. Twenty-seven HTP firings were conducted while collecting characteristic exhaust 
velocity measurements (chart 7.21). The combustion efficiency from these firings averaged 96% 
of theoretical performance (theoretical performance being calculated with the Isp computer 
program [Selph 92]); Fourteen HTP firings yielded thrust measurements and subsequent Isp 
values averaging 95% of theoretical (chart 7.22). However, it should be noted that the HTP 
figures have a considerable more amount of error than the Gox / PMMA measurements due to the 
catalytic auto ignition scheme employed. 
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Chart 7.21. HTP Combustion Efficiency 
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Chart 7.22. Isp Measurements for HTP/PE 
Catalyst induced auto-ignition is achieved by injecting high pressure HTP through a bed 
of tightly packed silver screens, once in contact with the silver, the HTP exothermically 
decomposes into superheated water vapour and oxygen. The superheated steam and oxygen are 
then injected into the combustion chamber were the residual heat vaporizes some of the solid fuel 
grain and if hot enough, ignites the engine. Theoretical decomposition temperatures for 89% 
peroxide approach 740°C [McCormick 65], however, the efficiency of the catalyst pack and 
thermal losses in the system determine how much time expires before ignition occurs. Since fuel 
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mass flow rate is determined by pre and post firing weight measurements, any fuel vaporization 
that occurs prior to ignition induces errors in the fuel mass flow rate calculation. In addition to 
the thermal characteristics of the engine, catalyst pack lifetime and poisoning also affected the 
start-up duration. Start-up delays as short as 0.2 seconds and as long as 8.0 seconds were 
recorded, however, only runs with start-up durations of less than 2.5 seconds were considered 
accurate enough for comparison. 
As mentioned in Chapter 6, EM2 was purposely elongated in order to facilitate 
exaggerated fuel loading scenarios and chamber geometry measurements (figure 7.13). 
Unfortunately, the long chamber design exasperated the ignition delay when chamber geometry 
measurements were conducted because the large amount of chamber wall exposed to the 
incoming decomposition products robbed heat (i. e. ignition energy) from the hot oxidiser. 
However, once ignited, the engine provided smooth and stable combustion over all levels of fuel 
utilization tested. 
Another interesting aspect of the EM2 test campaign was firing only half the engine. In 
order to address lower fuel mass flow rates and thrust, one half of the engine was blanked off with 
a stainless steel flange while the remaining fuel grain was fired (figure 7.14). Two runs with this 
configuration yielded very high combustion efficiency at approximately the 85N thrust level 
(Table 7.13). 
Run O/F Cstar Pc Mf Thrust Isp Isp Eft C` Eff 
1 6.75 1531 22.34 5.56 89.25 211 0.92 0.95 
2 6.85 1611 21.22 4.98 81.88 214 0.93 1.00 
lame 7. is. LMZ Single Fuel Grain Firing 
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Figure 7.14. EM2 Reduced Fuel Area Configuration 
The HTP/PE test campaign validated some of the previous findings from the Gox/PMMA 
testing. First, the VFP produces high performance with the flight propellants; C* and Isp 
measurements were correspondingly high and combustion was remarkably smooth. Second, as 
demonstrated by the Gox / PMMA firings (covered in section 7.6), the chamber wall film cooling 
appears to work well with HTP decomposition products, indicating inexpensive materials can be 
used to construct a flight engine. While new fuel grains (near the HTP injectors) exhibited the 
vortex patterning effect and characteristics similar to EM 1, grains positioned further away (>6cm 
from the injectors) had difficulty igniting as the stainless steel combustion chamber wall would 
absorb ignition energy from the hot oxidiser stream. 
7.6 Other Findings 
Long duration firing 
VFP firings were nominally kept under 10 seconds in order to preserve the pyrolytically 
coated carbon boundary layer steps. Ordinarily, EMI boundary steps would last for 
approximately 5 fuel grain sets (with an average of 8, eight second firings) before their height 
would erode below the level of a new fuel grain set. Long duration bums eroded the steps much 
faster so this condition was avoided. However, on one occasion, the engine was configured and 
fired for a continuous 45 seconds. The primary purpose of this test was to allow the nozzle 
cooling water to reach a steady state operating temperature (to allow for calculation of the energy 
being taken out by the water cooled nozzle arrangement). Chart 7.23 presents the raw 
(unprocessed) firing trace; note how the chamber wall is effectively cooled by the injected 
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oxidiser. Although the boundary layers were damaged (eroded) during this run, the fuel "erosion" 
occurs more quickly, preserving a boundary layer trip for the life of the fuel grain set. 
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Chart 7.23. Long Duration (45s) Firing 
Pulsed Operations 
In order to establish the reproducibility of the engines operating characteristics, at test 
demonstrating pulsed operation was conceived to demonstrate how reliably the engine would 
return to steady state conditions. The test was not representative of any particular operational 
mode as it used the residual heat of the combustion chamber for ignition while the oxidiser flow 
was cycled on and off. Chart 7.24 illustrates 14 consecutive relights, demonstrating remarkable 
uniformity of operations (returning to within 1.5% of steady state operational values for chamber 
pressure and thrust). 
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Chart 7.24. Repeatable Performance Demonstration 
Thermal Measurements 
The thermal benefits of the VFP are the ability to mount all the hot components of the 
rocket engine external to the spacecraft and the inherent film cooling mechanism within the 
combustion chamber. It was expected that the VFP would get good chamber cooling effects from 
the centripetal acceleration (gas separation) within the vortex and the oxidiser film cooling effect 
on the combustion chamber wall. By extending a thermocouple through the combustion chamber 
wall, temperatures just inside the wall were measured (figure 7.15). With a thermocouple located 
at a depth of 1 mm into the combustion chamber, the engine was fired 29 times (6 second 
durations) delivering temperatures of less than 180°C on all but I run (when temperature reached 
600°C), chart 7.25; this anomalous temperature was most likely due to a piece of fuel or engine 
sealant that had broken loose and burned on the thermocouple during this run. Extending the 
thermocouple 5mm into the combustion chamber (for 8 runs) resulted in temperatures routinely 
reaching 500°C and higher (the thermocouple was destroyed on the 8`h run as temperature climbed 
through 900°C), chart 7.26. 
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Nozzle Blockage Mitigation 
It was theorised that the centripetal acceleration within the VFP would keep solid 
particulate (such a solid fuel slivers) from approaching and potentially blocking the nozzle. The 
risk of fuel slivering and nozzle blockage within the conventional hybrid necessitates leaving 
unburned fuel within the combustion chamber; by reducing or eliminating the risk of nozzle 
blockage the VFP could use more fuel or possibly be burned to completion. Although there 
hasn't been any specific "fuel sliver" experiments conducted within the VFP, there is evidence 
that the forces within the engine keep solid particulate from approaching the nozzle; occasionally, 
the silicon sealant used to seal the surface between the fuel grains and combustion chamber wall 
frothed into solid stone-like objects. After such a firing, small particles of the stone-like objects 
would be distributed around the perimeter of the combustion chamber. On one occasion, a large 
silicon "rock" was filmed circulating around the chamber in a polygonal path colliding with the 
wall of the engine as the oxidiser flow subsided (figure 7.16). It is anticipated that any slivered 
fuel would continue to circulate within the vortex flow-field until it was fully consumed by 
combustion or smashed to bits by collision with the wall in true vortex mill fashion [UoH 99] . 
Figure 7.16. Solid particulate travelling along the chamber wall 
Angular Momentum 
Tangential injection of the oxidiser into the combustion chamber will impart some 
angular momentum into the spacecraft if the rocket exhaust leaves the engine with a spin. Since 
the VFP was envisioned to be operated in conjunction with a spinning spacecraft, any slight 
disturbances of the spin vector caused by VFP operation could be easily absorbed by the mission 
spin up/down budget. However, non-spinning operations would be advantageous as well. 
Therefore the magnitude of momentum imparted was investigated. 
Momentum can be imparted into the spacecraft by exhaust gases carrying some of the 
vortex spin divergently out of the rocket nozzle. Divergent flow out the nozzle would be a serious 
problem because the nozzle would be inefficiently using some of the rocket propellant to spin the 
spacecraft. This unwanted characteristic, if present, would have to be identified and minimised. 
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The primary mechanism used to determine if spinning flow was exiting through the 
nozzle was C* measurements with a standard configuration in comparison with a configuration 
that blocked the spinning flow from exiting the nozzle. C* provides a ratio of pressure achieved 
for a given propellant mass flow rate and throat area. For one-dimensional flows, C* is a 
straightforward measurement. However, research [Goldman 96] has indicated that swirling flows 
alter the effective area of the nozzle throat; in essence, large swirl velocities would impose a vena 
contracta within the nozzle that would manifest itself as a higher chamber pressure for an 
apparent nozzle area. In other words, if the VFP had a large swirl velocity exiting through the 
nozzle, the chamber pressure (and C*) would be higher than for non-swirling conditions. 
Therefore, an experiment was conducted to provide straight flow through the rocket nozzle. 
In order to ensure the flow entering the nozzle did not have a swirl, a modified copper 
boundary layer step was employed. Boundary layer steps are employed within the VFP to 
reintroduce fuel that is trapped within the boundary layer to the mixing action of vortex flow field. 
The modified boundary layer step incorporated a flow straightener that prevented swirling flow 
from entering into the nozzle (figure 7.17). This configuration did however limit burn duration's 
to three seconds or the boundary layer step would begin to melt. Test results demonstrated that C* 
values were not appreciably effected by exhaust gas swirling through the nozzle (chart 7.27). 
Figure 7.17. Boundary Layer Steps 
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Chart 7.27. Swirl vs. Non-Swirl Investigation 
Fortunately, this research program is interested in low thrust and subsequently, low 
oxidiser injection velocities. A low oxidiser injection velocity minimises the potential for adverse 
ACS effects from spinning exhaust gases. In addition to monitoring the rocket exhaust plume for 
signs of divergent flow (presence of swirling steam or smoke) the VFP had been fired with cold 
gas on an air bearing table (capable of discerning I mNM of torque), these cold gas `firings' of 
800 PSI N2 did not cause any discernable torque during operation (figure 7.18). 
Swirling gases within the combustion chamber could impart some momentum on the 
spacecraft during start-up and shutdown of the engine. Given the extremely low mass of gas 
present in the combustion chamber at any particular instant of time and a rotational velocity based 
upon the injection velocity of 7m/s, the angular momentum of the swirling gas is 7.52x 10-5 kgm2. 
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Figure 7.18. Torque measurement on an air-bearing table. 
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Imparting this momentum into a 100kg cube-shaped spacecraft would result in a spin rate of 0.14 
revolutions per day. 
N20 Auto-ignition 
Although N20 operations of the VFP were not reliably demonstrated in this program, one 
novel achievement was made with respect to N20 operations. HTP can be decomposed over a 
catalyst bed in order to achieve reliable ignition, it was assumed that N20 operations would 
require some type of pyrotechnic device in order to achieve rocket engine ignition; cooperation 
with a fellow SSC propulsion research program [Zakirov 00c] whose research specialty was 
catalytic decomposition of N20, led to a successful demonstration of catalytic N20 auto-ignition 
of the VFP. The test used an external heat source to heat two catalyst beds of Shell 405 to a 
temperature of 250°C then applied a low flow of N20 gas through the catpacks. The catalyst 
effectively lowered the decomposition temperature of the N20, which began to exothermically 
decompose. As the N20 decomposed it released additional heat into the catpack chambers. The 
catpack temperatures quickly rose through 820°C when the full flow of gaseous N20 was applied 
through the catpacks; immediately, the engine ignited. This particular experiment demonstrated 
that N20 operations do not have to rely on pyrotechnic type initiators, a small amount of power to 
heat the catalyst packs would provide a reusable ignition technique. 
7.7 Summary 
Although VFP testing was conducted in a low cost environment, the research program 
collected a wealth of valuable data with regard to this all-new hybrid rocket engine. First, it has 
been determined that the combustion efficiency is outstanding within the VFP. Combustion 
efficiencies very near 100% indicate the fuel and oxidiser mix and combust more completely than 
conventional designs. Although the thrust measurement infrastructure was not as robust as one 
would like, one must look at the results achieved in the context of a low-cost, proof-of-concept 
research program; accordingly, achieving Isp measurements comfortably in excess of 90% of 
theoretical values provides proof that the new rocket engine concept indeed delivers high 
performance. 
The fuel utilisation analysis identified several parameters affecting the solid fuel 
liberation within the new rocket design; in addition, mathematical relationships were developed in 
order to aid in the design of VFP engine. The scalability test has demonstrated that the VFP 
indeed scales well, providing high performance over the regimes tested as well as reliable, 
predictable, fuel liberation based upon the engine radius. Although the VFP does exhibit an O/F 
shift (downward) over consecutive runs, the shift is not as drastic as the conventional hybrid O/F 
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shift (upward) reported in the literature; in addition, it appears that the O/F shift can be minimised 
or possibly eliminated through a combination of low injection velocity and multiple injectors. 
The chamber pressure mapping did not reveal any pressure gradient across the diameter 
of the VFP rocket engine over the regimes tested. While a pressure gradient is observed during 
cold flow and engine start-up, the gradient quickly vanishes as full combustion is achieved. 
Although there still appears to be an enhanced fuel and oxidiser mixing effect, it is hypothesised 
that the solid fuel boundary layers are significantly impeding the free flow vortex within the VFP 
combustion chamber which has the positive effect of reducing the probability of exhaust 
wastefully spinning out the exhaust nozzle. 
Flight propellant testing was promising in a number of areas. First, the VFP 
demonstrated high performance operations with HTP and PE; both combustion efficiency and Isp 
figures averaged approximately 95%. Testing with N20 uncovered VFP regimes that can result in 
a high pressure excursion; although completely avoidable by measures outlined in section 7.5.1, 
the VFP can pool liquid oxidiser and must be tested with this characteristic in mind. N20 
operations are entirely plausible within the VFP and a novel method discovered for igniting a N20 
hybrid further support it's development (at flow levels supportable by the N20 vapour pressure). 
The VFP has demonstrated the ability to operate smoothly for long durations (up to 45 
seconds tested), and return to within 1.5% of operational values upon relight (pulsed operations). 
The inherent gas separation and film cooling indicate that the VFP combustion chamber can be 
constructed of common (inexpensive) construction materials. In addition to having a higher 
volumetric loading factor than conventional hybrid designs, the centripetal force within the 
combustion chamber has demonstrated a tendency to keep the nozzle clear from solid particulate, 
this feature promises that the engine may be burned to completion without the fear of solid fuel 
slivers blocking the rocket nozzle. 
The VFP test campaign provides solid evidence that the VFP is superior to conventional 
hybrid design in almost every respect and holds great promise for small spacecraft applications. 
Chapter 8 will discuss development and application of the technology. 
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8.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a technology assessment of the VFP in regard to the conventional 
hybrid and addresses application of the technology to include sizing the engine and a suggested 
prototype design. 
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8.2 Technology Assessment 
In Chapter 2 the hybrid rocket was identified as a promising propulsion alternative for 
small spacecraft based upon its inherent safety, available performance, ease of operations and 
potential for low cost. In this section, the conventional and VFP technologies are compared with 
respect to all of the hybrid advantages and disadvantages cited in the literature. 
Performance 
Combustion efficiency has been cited as one of the drawbacks of hybrid rocket 
technology due to the inefficient mixing of oxidiser and fuel. Attempts to increase the 
combustion efficiency of the conventional hybrid often end up exasperating other negative aspects 
of the conventional hybrid such as lengthening the engine (post combustion mixing chambers) or 
complicating the technology with other mixing devices or multi-port schemes. The VFP has 
demonstrated combustion efficiencies very near 100%. This is accomplished by the enhanced 
mixing nature of the vortex flow-field. In addition, the boundary layer step serves to provide a 
small post-combustion-chamber mixing volume that is theorised to aid in the mixing of fuel and 
oxidiser (without lengthening the engine). According to the literature, hybrids suffer combustion 
inefficiencies of 1-2% over their solid and liquid rocket alternatives [Humble 95]; this research 
has shown that the VFP indeed provides very high hybrid rocket combustion efficiency. 
Specific Impulse (Isp) is a function of combustion efficiency; therefore one would expect 
a correspondingly high performance from the VFP. However, as pointed out in chapter 6, thrust 
(and its affect on Isp) is difficult to measure in a low cost environment. Correction factors were 
applied to correct the data for nozzle losses due to active cooling and for expansion conditions; 
the corresponding Isp values were indeed high. 
Assessment: Improved performance over conventional designs. 
Volumetric Efficiency 
The conventional hybrid is often cited as having a poor volumetric loading efficiency in 
comparison with solid rocket technologies, this is primarily attributed to the port volume required 
within the conventional hybrid for adequate fuel vaporisation and mixing of fuel and oxidiser. 
The literature quotes typical volumetric efficiencies for conventional hybrid designs as 60%, the 
VFP has repeatedly demonstrated loading efficiencies as high as 80%. Higher volumetric 
efficiencies allow the VFP to provide higher changes in velocity for an equivalent amount of 
allocated engine volume. 
Assessment: Improved performance over conventional designs. 
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External Geometry 
The conventional hybrid geometry has evolved with a strong launch vehicle and missile 
heritage and the subsequent long and slender design severely complicates integration with small 
spacecraft. The VFP's short and wide aspect ratio provides a number of benefits for spacecraft 
applications, among the most attractive is the ability to mount the engine external to the 
spacecraft; an external mount will not require any of the high-value internal spacecraft volume 
(for the engine) and provides for a very modular design. Built in conjunction with a separation 
system, the combined system would provide mass benefits as well. 
Assessment: Improved geometry aspects over conventional designs for spacecraft applications. 
ON Variation 
The conventional hybrids shifting performance is a direct result of a net decrease in heat 
transfer to the solid fuel surface as the combustion chamber port grows; consequently, the fuel 
liberation decreases and the O/F ratio climbs (at a constant oxidiser mass flow rate). The 
changing O/F ratio translates into a shifting Isp curve as maximum Isp can only be achieved at a 
specific mixture ratio. 
The VFP has been shown to not exhibit any fundamental fuel liberation relationship with 
combustion chamber height over the regimes tested (section 7.3.2). This characteristic is 
attributed to the relatively large fuel surface areas being horizontally opposed and in very close 
proximity to each-other, this characteristic would provide lower mass flow velocity change across 
the fuel surface during engine operation and a more consistent heat transfer environment. 
During normal operation, the VFP has exhibited increased fuel mass flow rates; for a 
constant oxidiser mass flow rate, the VFP demonstrates a decreasing O/F shift. The increased 
fuel mass flow rate is attributed to the vortex patterning that develops on the fuel grain surface 
during consecutive runs. The vortex patterning provides an increase in fuel surface area and 
increased convective heat transfer to the fuel grain. 
While any ON shift during engine operation is not desirable, the VFP has experimentally 
demonstrated a lower magnitude shift than conventional designs identified in the literature 
(section 7.3.8). In addition, it appears that "shiftless" hybrid operations are possible within the 
VFP as the shift is associated with the fuel grain patterning effect rather than the changing 
combustion chamber dimensions. Lower injection velocities with increasing numbers of oxidiser 
injectors has been shown to decrease the rate at which the fuel grain patterning develops. Since 
the injectors themselves where of ordinary tube constriction, one would expect that they could be 
optimised to help minimise the fuel grain patterning effect and thereby minimise any shift in VFP 
performance. 
Assessment: Improved performance over conventional designs. 
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Ease of Operations 
Similar to the conventional hybrid rocket, the VFP is extremely easy to operate and 
provides the flexibility of multiple restarts. Very much like monopropellant operations, a single 
valve controls operation (assuming catalytic ignition) of the engine. The VFP is limited to the 
same fundamental start-up process as the conventional hybrid (fuel vaporisation, fuel/ox mixing 
and combustion); therefore, neither technology is ideally suited for operations requiring small and 
consistent minimum impulse manoeuvres. 
Assessment: Equivalent operational aspects to conventional designs. 
Predictability 
Like the conventional hybrid, VFP performance is consistent and predictable; similarly, 
empirically derived fuel liberation rate equations clearly predict operational parameters (charts 
8.1,8.2). The vortex patterning effect represents an additional fuel mass flow factor, but was not 
dwelt upon for two reasons. First, the vortex patterning effects fuel mass flow rate only after 
multiple or very long duration burns and secondly because it appears that the vortex patterning 
can be minimised if not eliminated with low injection velocities and injector design. 
Assessment: As predictable as conventional designs. 
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Chart 8.1. Fuel Liberation Rate InVel Predicted vs. Actual 
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Chart 8.2. Fue1 Liberation Rate InVel and Pc Predicted vs. Actual 
Safety 
The VFP enjoys the same fundamental safety characteristics as the conventional hybrid in 
the fact that the fuel and oxidiser are separated until combustion occurs. However, one 
characteristic has been identified that must be considered when designing and testing the VFP. 
The centripetal force within the combustion chamber will cast liquid oxidiser to the periphery of 
the engine where pooling can occur prior to ignition. This condition is avoided by ensuring the 
injectors (or catalyst packs) are properly designed to avoid liquid injection and in the case of 
cooled, liquefied gas (such as nitrous oxide), ensuring the engine utilizes a positive ignition 
method to ensure the whole fuel surface is ignited. Provided these criteria are met, the VFP is a 
very safe technology. 
Assessment: Equivalent safety aspects to conventional designs. 
Infrastructure 
The VFP and conventional hybrid are almost identical in respect to support infrastructure, 
however, there are a few exceptions. In a peroxide based the system, the VFP design would 
employ multiple catalyst packs whereas the conventional design would use one. The 
conventional hybrid would most certainly drive oxidiser tanking to a more costly multiple tank 
design in order to ensure the oxidiser is evenly distributed about the spacecrafts centre off mass. 
Assessment: Improved aspects to conventional designs. 
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Environmentally Green Technology 
Both the Conventional and VFP hybrid can employ environmentally benevolent 
propellants. In operation, the VFP demonstrates higher combustion efficiency and therefore more 
complete burning of the fuel and oxidiser (section 4.5). 
Assessment: Slightly improved aspects to conventional designs. 
Chamber Pressure Stability 
Although conventional hybrids are not highly recognized for providing unstable 
combustion, Surrey propulsion research has had three conventional hybrid rocket research 
programs that experienced combustion instability [Sellers 96, Al Saud 99, Burton 99]. Stable 
combustion chamber pressure is defined as having pressure fluctuations of less than 5% of mean 
[Sutton 92]; The AGH has demonstrated less than 1% pressure variation for the vast majority of 
the test firings. Stable combustion chamber pressure has proven to demonstrate more uniform 
rocket engine operations, better cooling effects and less vibration, the AGH appears to possess all 
of the attributes. 
Assessment: Improved stability aspects to conventional designs tested at the Surrey Space Centre. 
Summary 
The VFP design has improved upon all the negative aspects identified in the literature in 
regard to the hybrid rockets, in some cases the VFP improves what was already considered a 
positive hybrid attribute (single tank infrastructure). Without question, the VFP is a superior 
hybrid rocket design for application to small spacecraft. 
8.3 Design Process 
VFP design starts with defining the required amount of fuel and a maximum thrust level. 
In addition, one must make an initial estimate of Isp taking into consideration the downward O/F 
shift during operation, and the performance vs. O/F characteristics of the propellants. 
Recognising that engine diameter plays an important role in fuel mass flow rate and 
thrust, one must find a balance between the thrust (engine diameter) and the required total amount 
of fuel (combustion chamber height). Knowing that the desired fuel mass flow rate can be fine- 
tuned by oxidiser injection velocity, and combustion chamber pressure, one can reasonably 
estimate the engine diameter according to thrust vs. engine diameter (chart 8.3)1. 
' The thrust vs. engine radius chart uses empirical data to project fuel mass flow rate, while thrust is 
determined by projected Isp (290s) and stoichiometric mixture ratios. 
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Chart 83. Engine Radius vs. Fuel Area and Thrust 
The data for chart 8.3 was generated using equation 7.3 in order to determine fuel mass 
flow rate for a given radius engine. Dividing fuel mass by fuel density provides the required fuel 
volume, and from fuel volume and engine diameter one can determine combustion chamber 
height2 (remembering to reserve lcm for the initial combustion port). Once the combustion 
chamber has been sized, fuel mass flow rate can be adjusted by varying injection velocity (a 
combination of oxidiser mass flow rate, oxidiser density and injector area) and chamber pressure 
in order to achieve the required fuel mass flow rate. Illustrating this model in flowchart format, 
the process would resemble figure 8.1. 
2 Practical testing has demonstrated that the VFP is difficult to ignite when the fuel surface recedes beyond 
6 cm from the HTP injectors in EM2. 
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Figure 8.1 VFP Sizing Flowchart 
8.4 Prototype Design 
Taking what was learned throughout this research program, a prototype VFP engine is 
proposed. The engine utilises 89% HTP and Black PE as propellants. Targeted to provide a 
100m/s change in velocity on a 100kg spacecraft, the engine would contain 0.4kg of PE and 
require 3.0kg of 89% HTP (divided into eight externally mounted catalyst packs and fed 
tangentially into the combustion chamber). Each catalyst pack would include a cavitating venturi 
at the inlet to prevent catalyst pack washout and provide an even distribution of the HTP to each 
of the eight catalyst packs; to further ensure superior catalyst pack start-up performance each pack 
should be configured with an electric heater capable of heating the pack to 100°C. Chart 8.4 
estimates fuel mass flow rate vs. engine radius3 
Fuel Mass Flow Rate vs. Engine Diameter 
89% HTP/PE (Pc: 1 1 Bar, 2 Catpacks) 
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Chart 8.4. Engine Radius vs. Estimated Fuel Area and Vac Thrust 
HTPIPE scalability tests were not conducted, therefore a linear relationship is transposed to estimate fuel 
mass flow rate. 
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Overall combustion chamber (inside) dimensions are 7 cm tall by 10 cm diameter. The 
combustion chamber would be fabricated of stainless steel, producing an engine case weighing 
approximately 2 kg. Pyrolytically coated carbon boundary layer steps 3 cm in height with an 
outside diameter of 2.8 cm would be employed. The nozzle would require a polymer carbon 
(with a Rhenium coating) or refractory metal (such as Columbium with an anti-oxidation coating) 
to withstand the severe heat of the combustion products (see section 9.2); figure 8.2 illustrates the 
configuration. 
Figure 8.2. VFP Prototype Engine (cutaway view) 
With a 150: 1 expansion ratio, the engine would conservatively provide 300s vacuum Isp at 
stoichiometric mixture ratios. A HTP feed rate of approximately 30g/s and an average fuel mass flow rate 
of 3.7g/s; the engine would provide approximately lOON of thrust. Figure 8.3 illustrates the configuration 
as a three- dimensional drawing. 
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4ý 
Figure 8.3. VFP Prototype 
In order to package the rest of the propulsion system into the most cost-effective 
configuration a propulsion module is suggested. By taking advantage of central spacecraft 
volume for oxidiser tanking, the VFP can utilise a single, centrally mounted tank (16.6cm dia. 
with 10% ullage volume). Figure 8.4 illustrates the configuration as part of an enhanced micro 
satellite (-100kg class) propulsion module. This configuration would allow the core propulsion 
module to be easily removed from the spacecraft to access the propulsion system or other 
spacecraft components during integration and test. In addition, this configuration would 
encompass the majority of the propulsion system (electronics, pressurant, pressure regulation 
etc. ), allowing the system to be applied to other similarly-designed spacecraft; this scenario would 
provide a significant level of flexibility within the secondary launch industry as spacecraft of this 
design have alternatives in the event of a launch cancellation or long term delay. 
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Figure 8.4 Enhanced Micro satellite Propulsion Module 
8.5 Summary 
The VFP is better suited to small spacecraft design than conventional hybrids and offers 
higher performance. This chapter described how to size the VFP for different mission 
requirements based on engine diameter and offered a prototype design. Chapter 9 suggests areas 
for follow-on research and presents significant achievements from the research program and 
conclusions. 
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9.1 Introduction 
This chapter closes the thesis by providing some closing remarks and reiterating the 
achievements of the research. In addition, areas for future research are identified; although the 
current VFP could be fast-tracked for prototyping and flight there are other areas that would 
provide beneficial insight for getting the most out of this new technology. Research often 
uncovers as many or more questions than it answers (especially in a program limited to 3 years! ). 
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9.2 Closing Remarks 
The VFP research program has come a long way in just three short years. At the 
programs inception, the SSC propulsion department did not have any relevant infrastructure to 
support a high-performance rocket engine research and development program; SSC propulsion 
did not even have a firing site to conduct the practical research. Within the first year, the majority 
of the test infrastructure was put in place while the VFP design matured. Today, SSC propulsion 
has the facilities to conduct world-class research and development (as evidenced by this research 
programs results). 
This thesis began with defining the problem in chapter 1- the need for a low-cost yet 
high performance propulsion capability for small secondary spacecraft. Chapters 2 and 3 were 
devoted to reviewing the potential solutions for the problem and searching for the lowest cost 
option; these chapters established hybrid rocketry as a promising technology warranting further 
investigation. Chapter 4 took a detailed look at the conventional hybrid and found it an 
unsuitable solution, as it would drive spacecraft design. Chapter 5 investigated alternative hybrid 
designs and identified the VFP as a promising new hybrid engine, while chapters 6 and 7 outlined 
the research conducted and results produced. Chapters 8 and 9 look to the future of this exciting 
technology by presenting a plan for further development and test, and ultimately, employment as 
the most cost effective means to move small spacecraft from one orbit to another. The research 
identified the VFP as having a definitive advantage over other propulsive alternatives and the 
technology is now ready and recommended for prototyping, qualification and flight. 
9.3 Significant Achievements of this Research Program 
The VFP research program has made a significant contribution to the state of the art in 
both satellite engineering and hybrid rocket propulsion primarily by providing a hybrid engine 
that enables low cost hybrid technology to be practically applied to low cost spacecraft. Other 
achievements include but are not limited to: 
Practical 
-Design and successful test of an all-new hybrid rocket engine for small spacecraft applications 
--Incorporated favourable small spacecraft engine design attributes 
--- Provides all the benefits of the hybrid rocket - at a low length to diameter ratio 
---Non-obtrusive design - engine does not require internal spacecraft volume 
---Heat sources exposed to space environment 
---Inherent chamber cooling mechanism 
--Demonstrated high combustion efficiency with multiple propellants 
--Identified 5 individual parameters affecting fuel mass flow rate, discovered: 
---lack of relation to chamber height 
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---decreasing O/F trend 
--Derived tools for tailoring 
fuel mass flow rate for a specific application 
---Fuel liberation equations based upon 
injection velocity, pressure and engine radius 
--Enables hybrid rocket technology to be practically harnessed 
for small spacecraft applications 
-Designed an effective, low-cost water cooled nozzle 
--Design in use by other SSC researchers 
Academic 
-Empirically based proof of concept research and development program 
-Successful completion of parametric study to establish 
factors effecting fuel liberation 
--Encompassed in excess of 230 gaseous oxygen and Plexiglas rocket firings 
--Over 30 firings with flight representative propellants 
-Published and presented eight papers on small spacecraft and propulsion 
--Conducted 18 presentations on small spacecraft and propulsion 
--Submitted paper to Space Technology for publication 
--VFP concept was published in the AIAA book series Micropropulsion for Small Spacecraft 
--VFP research was awarded best presentation in BNSC sponsored competition 
--Awarded best student paper at 2000 IAF 
-VFP research program was awarded two government research contracts in excess of £25,000. 
9.4 Suggested Follow-On Research 
The following paragraphs suggest areas for follow-on research. The suggested research 
would further the understanding of the VFP and thereby serve to increase the value of the 
technology for flight applications. 
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
A CFD model of the VFP was completed by a University of Surrey final year student 
[Moss 01]. However, the final year student could not model combustion within the scope or time 
allocated for the final year project (University of Surrey CFD experts agree that a VFP - with 
combustion - model could in itself constitute a Ph. D. ), providing a cold flow model that agrees 
with results found in the literature. Since the vortex pressure gradient quickly dissipates upon 
engine ignition it becomes difficult to quantify the level of vorticity resident within the 
combustion chamber during combustion. CFD modelling could provide optimal injection 
velocities to minimise the vortex patterning effect while still maintaining good chamber mixing 
characteristics. CFD modelling could also provide insight into the optimal size (diameter) for the 
boundary layer steps and minimal fuel grain separation - results that could further increase the 
volumetric loading efficiency of the VFP. CFD modelling would also be useful for determining 
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an optimal (performance vs. manufacturing cost) number of injectors for the VFP engine. By 
understanding the interaction of the injectors, boundary layer, and free stream, one could possibly 
tailor the injection scheme or profile the fuel grains to eliminate the vortex patterning effect and 
subsequent increase in fuel mass flow rate, bringing hybrid operations on par with liquid bi- 
propellant technology. 
Boundary Layer Steps 
Establish the effect of the boundary layer step size (inside/outside diameter, thickness, 
alternative materials, etc. ) to allow optimisation in terms of performance, volumetric fuel loading 
and fuel liberation. In order to conserve scarce research funds during this program the basic 
diameter and thickness of the boundary layer steps were preserved from EMI and EM2 (this 
allowed the use of the same boundary layer step retainers and nozzles). While the boundary layer 
steps did sublime at a very slow rate (-. 05g/s), there is no questioning that they stand proud above 
the fuel grain surface for the life of a 6cm fuel grain (assuming the same mass flow rates). The 
boundary layer step optimisation should be included in any follow-on CFD analysis. 
HTP Characterisation 
The HTP flight propellant research did not advance as quickly or completely as originally 
hoped; this can be attributed to the hybrid test mechanics drawing out the test campaign. While a 
bipropellant test campaign can run HTP through a catalyst pack until sufficient decomposition 
temperatures are achieved (prior to injecting fuel), a hybrid system needs to achieve ignition 
temperatures very quickly in order to avoid the vaporisation and subsequent waste of fuel. 
Therefore, catalyst pack loading factor and overall length are critical parameters to determine'. In 
addition, the HTP stock - although certified by the manufacturer 
2- produced variable ignition 
characteristics at a given loading factor - severely complicating the diagnoses of the cause and 
effect. Once high-quality HTP is obtained, empirical fuel liberation characteristics can be reliably 
determined. 
Flight Nozzles 
Although the water-cooled copper nozzles performed spectacularly with regard to 
maintaining throat integrity over multiple hot firings, they are not a solution for flight 
applications. There are many alternatives that would work for a VFP flight nozzle; table 9.1 
outlines some techniques and the relative cost associated with each. 
1 This research program found a loading factor of 235kg/m2s sufficient with a 2cm long bed. 
2 The Degussa 89% Propulse HTP was reported to be problematic by other users as well (USAF, SSC bi- 
propellant research [Coxhill 01)). 
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Chapter 9- Conclusions and Recommendations 
Type of Nozzle Description Cost 
Ablative -Uses a material that chars and very slowly sublimes -Low 
-Examples: Carbon composite, phenolic 
-Advantages: Cost Effective 
-Disadvantage: Variable performance 
Film Cooled -Uses liquid oxidiser to actively cool the nozzle -Medium 
-Advantages: Consistent performance 
-Disadvantage: Lower efficiency 
Regenerative -Uses liquid oxidiser to cool the throat section then injects -High 
the oxidiser into the catalyst packs 
-Advantages: Highest performance alternative 
-Disadvantages: large development effort, high cost 
materials 
-May not be feasible at the required flow rates 
Heat Sink -Uses metal block to absorb heat and slowly dissipate the -Low 
heat post firing 
-Advantages: Low cost 
-Disadvantages: Massive, limits firing duration 
Table 9.1 Flight Nozzle Alternatives 
N20 Operations 
At low flow rates (<10g/s), N20 can maintain steady flow under its own vapour pressure. 
In this scenario, N20 is a very favourable oxidiser for VFP operations as it does not require an 
additional pressurant or expulsion device. A lOg/s gaseous flow rate would equate to an 
approximate 30N thrust level (at stoichiometric mixture ratios), providing a very high 
performance combination. Gaseous N20 flow would negate pressure excursion concerns and be 
ideal for catalytic induced auto-ignition. This scenario would be ideal for the single grain VFP 
(figure 9.1), as the single grain would limit the amount of exposed fuel in order to obtain high 
mixture ratios (stoichiometric ratio of 9). 
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